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FOREWORDFOREWORD   

This operation manual is the explanations that how to use 1-3.5t R series forklift truckThis operation manual is the explanations that how to use 1-3.5t R series forklift truck

correctly. It will instruct you how to operate correctly. It will instruct you how to operate safety and precautionary maintenance. safety and precautionary maintenance. TToo

ensure safety and exert the truck’s potential, all the personnel that in charge ofensure safety and exert the truck’s potential, all the personnel that in charge of

operation, maintenance and management must read this manual thoroughly beforeoperation, maintenance and management must read this manual thoroughly before

starting work with the forklift.starting work with the forklift.

Compared with 1-3.5t N series internal combustion forklift truck, 1-3.5t R seriesCompared with 1-3.5t N series internal combustion forklift truck, 1-3.5t R series

forklift truck has the following strengths: enhancing the power, improving the outline,forklift truck has the following strengths: enhancing the power, improving the outline,

using buffer steering axle, in addition, besides the TCM and NISSAN mainusing buffer steering axle, in addition, besides the TCM and NISSAN main

transmission are configured in our trucks, we also configure Okamura maintransmission are configured in our trucks, we also configure Okamura main

transmission in our trucks. And there is different between masts of import and exporttransmission in our trucks. And there is different between masts of import and export

trucks, N series masts are used in the import trucks, R series masts are used in exporttrucks, N series masts are used in the import trucks, R series masts are used in export

trucks.trucks.

This manual also applies to container forklift truck and forklift truck assembledThis manual also applies to container forklift truck and forklift truck assembled

attachments.attachments.

Our product design will update and perform better, so the content in this manual mayOur product design will update and perform better, so the content in this manual may

 be not the same as the forklift you owned. be not the same as the forklift you owned.

If you have any questions please keep touches with ZHEJIANG HANGCHAIf you have any questions please keep touches with ZHEJIANG HANGCHA

ENGINEERING MACHINERY CO., LTD. sales department or let the agents know.ENGINEERING MACHINERY CO., LTD. sales department or let the agents know.
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1. GENERAL RULES1. GENERAL RULES

TTo make the truck o make the truck and you safety, operator should obey these rules and you safety, operator should obey these rules below:below:

1.1.   Only trained and authorized operator shall be permitted to operate the truck.Only trained and authorized operator shall be permitted to operate the truck.

2.2.   Before start truck you should check all control and alarm device, if there areBefore start truck you should check all control and alarm device, if there are

any damaged or objection, you could not operate it until repaired it.any damaged or objection, you could not operate it until repaired it.

3.3.  When carry the load, the weight should not much overload. The fork shallWhen carry the load, the weight should not much overload. The fork shall

insert in the load entirely and well proportioned. It is not permitted use onlyinsert in the load entirely and well proportioned. It is not permitted use only

one fork to load.one fork to load.

4.4.   You should operate the truck smoothly when start, turning, travel, brake andYou should operate the truck smoothly when start, turning, travel, brake and

 parking. On a slick or wet road, you  parking. On a slick or wet road, you should decrease speed when turning.should decrease speed when turning.

5.5.   Load travel should lower the goods down and tilt the mast backwards.Load travel should lower the goods down and tilt the mast backwards.

6.6.   Be carefully when traveled on a grade. If the slope angle is bigger than 10Be carefully when traveled on a grade. If the slope angle is bigger than 10%%,,

travel forward up slope and backward down slope. Never turn sideways andtravel forward up slope and backward down slope. Never turn sideways and

stack load on an incline.stack load on an incline.

7.7.   Notice the foot passenger, barrier Notice the foot passenger, barrier, pothole and the clearance upside., pothole and the clearance upside.

8.8.   It is prohibit picking up a man or standing on the fork.It is prohibit picking up a man or standing on the fork.

9.9.   No permitted to stand or walk under the fork. No permitted to stand or walk under the fork.

10.10.   No  No permitted permitted to to operate operate the the truck truck or or attachment attachment on on other other position position except except thethe

operator’s seats.operator’s seats.

11.11.  Do not carry the load unpackaged. Be carefully to carry these goods with largeDo not carry the load unpackaged. Be carefully to carry these goods with large

size.size.

12.12.   Notice  Notice the the load load not not drop drop from from the the load load bracket bracket for for those those trucks trucks that that overalloverall

maximum lift height is higher than 3 meters. If necessary, make somemaximum lift height is higher than 3 meters. If necessary, make some

 protective measure. protective measure.

13.13.  Travel with load as low as possible and tilt back the mast.Travel with load as low as possible and tilt back the mast.

14.14.  Before driving over a dock-board or bridge-plate, be sure that it is properlyBefore driving over a dock-board or bridge-plate, be sure that it is properly

secured and strong enough to sustain the weight.secured and strong enough to sustain the weight.
15.15.  Make sure that there is no naked flame near the area, never smoke. The driverMake sure that there is no naked flame near the area, never smoke. The driver

should not remain seated when adding fuel.should not remain seated when adding fuel.

16.16.  The truck with attachments should be treated as a loaded truck.The truck with attachments should be treated as a loaded truck.

17.17.  When leave the truck, you should let the fork down, make the shift lever neutralWhen leave the truck, you should let the fork down, make the shift lever neutral

shut down the engine and cut the power. Parking on a grade, make sure toshut down the engine and cut the power. Parking on a grade, make sure to

tighten the brake lever. If necessary, use a block when parking on a grade for atighten the brake lever. If necessary, use a block when parking on a grade for a

long time.long time.

18.18.  If the truck suddenly get out of order, or for leakage of electrolyteIf the truck suddenly get out of order, or for leakage of electrolyte，，hydraulic oilhydraulic oil

or brake oil, when lifting goods or grade climbing, it needs to rush to repair andor brake oil, when lifting goods or grade climbing, it needs to rush to repair and

let the truck be in safe state, then connect with maintainer or saleslet the truck be in safe state, then connect with maintainer or sales

representative.representative.
19.19.  In the process of install and assemble, it will be noise and libration. PleaseIn the process of install and assemble, it will be noise and libration. Please
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choose the right tool and assembly method. Depress the noise and libration aschoose the right tool and assembly method. Depress the noise and libration as

soon as possible to reduce the noise pollute to circumstance.soon as possible to reduce the noise pollute to circumstance.

20.20.  The work road surface for forklift should be stability and unknit, cement,The work road surface for forklift should be stability and unknit, cement,

 blacktop  blacktop or or beton. beton. If If there there are are snows, snows, ice, ice, water water or or other other eyewinker, eyewinker, bar.bar.

Eliminate all, and then work. Otherwise the truck will be out of control andEliminate all, and then work. Otherwise the truck will be out of control and

lead the safety accident.lead the safety accident.

21.21.  Move the truck to the place which respects traffic when it anchors. If the reasonMove the truck to the place which respects traffic when it anchors. If the reason
is brake or turn system, move it by a suitable truck (Reference the part of truckis brake or turn system, move it by a suitable truck (Reference the part of truck

move); Other reasons, use a suitable truck to traipse, tie the cord outside ofmove); Other reasons, use a suitable truck to traipse, tie the cord outside of

truck. Please abide by the traffic regulations when traipse the truck on calzada.truck. Please abide by the traffic regulations when traipse the truck on calzada.

22.22.  After take-down the hood, water tank cover board, overhead, backrest of mast,After take-down the hood, water tank cover board, overhead, backrest of mast,

unallowed to operate the truck or load cargo.unallowed to operate the truck or load cargo.

23.23.  There are enough light at truck work ground. At night, open the head lamp toThere are enough light at truck work ground. At night, open the head lamp to

collocate enough lamp-house.collocate enough lamp-house.

24. Only in the event that the truck manufacturer is no longer in business and there24. Only in the event that the truck manufacturer is no longer in business and there

is no successor in the interest to the business, the user may arrange for ais no successor in the interest to the business, the user may arrange for a

modification or alteration to a powered industrial truck provided, however, thatmodification or alteration to a powered industrial truck provided, however, that

the user shall:the user shall:
a) Arrange for the modification or alteration to be designed, tested anda) Arrange for the modification or alteration to be designed, tested and

implemented by an engineer(s) expert in industrial trucks and their safety;implemented by an engineer(s) expert in industrial trucks and their safety;

 b)  b) Maintain Maintain a a permanent permanent record record of of the the design, design, test(s) test(s) and and implementation implementation of of thethe

modification or alteration;modification or alteration;

c) Approve and make appropriate changes to the capacity plate(s),decals, tags andc) Approve and make appropriate changes to the capacity plate(s),decals, tags and

instruction handbook;instruction handbook;

d) Affix a permanent and readily visible label to the truck stating the manner ind) Affix a permanent and readily visible label to the truck stating the manner in

which the truck has been modified or altered together with the date of thewhich the truck has been modified or altered together with the date of the

modification or alteration, and the name and address of the organisation thatmodification or alteration, and the name and address of the organisation that

accomplished the tasks.accomplished the tasks.
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2. NAME OF MAIN PARTS OR COMPONENT2. NAME OF MAIN PARTS OR COMPONENT

11.. MastMast   2. 2. Lifting Lifting cylinder cylinder 3.3. BackrestBackrest 4.4. Fork Fork    5.5. Overhead guardOverhead guard

66.. Steering wheelSteering wheel 7.7. SeatSeat   8.8. Cover hoodCover hood 9.9. Counterbalance weightCounterbalance weight

10.10. Rear wheelRear wheel 11.11. Tilting cylinder Tilting cylinder   12.  12. Front wheelFront wheel  

InstrumentsInstruments  
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Hour meter [1]Hour meter [1]

This meter measures working timeThis meter measures working time

of engine. Use meter to scheduleof engine. Use meter to schedule

lubrication and maintenance periods.lubrication and maintenance periods.

Water temperature gauge [2]Water temperature gauge [2]

This gauge indicates the oilThis gauge indicates the oil

temperature in the torque convertertemperature in the torque convertertransmission box. In normal status, thetransmission box. In normal status, the

 pointer is in green zone. (60~1 pointer is in green zone. (60~11515℃℃))

CautionCaution

If the pointer points red zone, please stopIf the pointer points red zone, please stop

the the truck truck at at once. once. Decrease Decrease the the engine engine speedspeed

to make the engine cool. Check the coolingto make the engine cool. Check the cooling

fluid if enough and the fan belt’s elasticity iffluid if enough and the fan belt’s elasticity if

fit.fit.

Fuel gauge [3]Fuel gauge [3]

The gauge indicates the fuel level in theThe gauge indicates the fuel level in the

tank tank when when the the key key is is at at (ON) (ON) position.position.┃┃   

Charge (A)Charge (A)

This lamp indicates the batteryThis lamp indicates the battery

condition of charge. The lamp comes oncondition of charge. The lamp comes on

when the ignition switch is set at “ON”,when the ignition switch is set at “ON”,

 but  but it it goes goes out out as as the the engine engine starts starts andand

accelerator pedal is pressed.accelerator pedal is pressed.

CautionCaution

If the light continues to stay lit orIf the light continues to stay lit or

lights up during operation, the charginglights up during operation, the chargingrate is low and should be checkedrate is low and should be checked

immediately.immediately.

Oil pressure alert lamp (B)Oil pressure alert lamp (B)

This lamp indicates the pressureThis lamp indicates the pressure

condition of engine lube oil. Although itcondition of engine lube oil. Although it

lights up when the engine switch is set atlights up when the engine switch is set at

“ON”, once the engine starts up and the“ON”, once the engine starts up and the

accelerator pedal is pressed, this lampaccelerator pedal is pressed, this lamp

goes out.goes out.

CautionCaution

If this light continues to stay lit orIf this light continues to stay lit or

lights up during operation, the pressurelights up during operation, the pressure

is lower than 0.05Mpa and should beis lower than 0.05Mpa and should be

checked checked immediatelyimmediately..

Glow indicator (C) [Diesel truck]Glow indicator (C) [Diesel truck]

Turn the key to “ON” position andTurn the key to “ON” position and
the indicator lights up for a moment.the indicator lights up for a moment.

After the indicator goes out, turn the keyAfter the indicator goes out, turn the key

to to . . “Start” “Start” positionposition

Sedimentor indicator (D) [Use in W9Sedimentor indicator (D) [Use in W9  

W13W13  W15A diesel truck]W15A diesel truck]

In normal state, once the starter isIn normal state, once the starter is

set set to to “ON” “ON” position, position, this this lamplamp

lights up. After the engine is started up,lights up. After the engine is started up,

it goes out.it goes out.

This lamp lights up when water inThis lamp lights up when water insedimentor reaches to a certain level,sedimentor reaches to a certain level,

while the engine is running.while the engine is running.

If this lamp continues to stay lit orIf this lamp continues to stay lit or

lights up during the engine running,lights up during the engine running,

stopping the engine and discharge waterstopping the engine and discharge water

immediately.immediately.

CautionCaution

Fuel injection pump will be damagedFuel injection pump will be damaged

if continue working when the light is up.if continue working when the light is up.

Engine coolant temperature [E]Engine coolant temperature [E]

In normal state, once the starter isIn normal state, once the starter isset set to to “ON” “ON” position, position, this this lamplamp

lights up. After the engine is started up,lights up. After the engine is started up,

it goes out.it goes out.

During work time if the oilDuring work time if the oil

temperature exceed the normaltemperature exceed the normal

rang(60~120rang(60~120℃℃) ) the the indicator indicator light light on.on.

CautionCaution

If the pointer enters the red range,If the pointer enters the red range,

stop the operation instantly and slowstop the operation instantly and slow

down engine speed to cool the coolantdown engine speed to cool the coolant

and wait until the pointer goes into theand wait until the pointer goes into the

green range, and have a check then.green range, and have a check then.
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SwitchesSwitches  

Key [4]Key [4]

OFF (O)OFF (O)

This is the position at which theThis is the position at which the

key inserted or drawn out.key inserted or drawn out.

Gasoline engine and diesel engineGasoline engine and diesel engine

stop at this position.stop at this position.

OON  N  (( ))

The electric circuit is closed withThe electric circuit is closed with

the starter switch atthe starter switch at ““ ””┃┃ (ON). After the(ON). After the

engine is started, the key is at thisengine is started, the key is at this

 position. position.

START START ( ( ))

As the key is placed in theAs the key is placed in the
“START” position, the starter motor is“START” position, the starter motor is

engaged. When removing hand off key,engaged. When removing hand off key,
it is automatically returned to the “ON”it is automatically returned to the “ON”

 position by spring force. position by spring force.

Diesel engineDiesel engine  
Turn the key to “ON” position andTurn the key to “ON” position and

the indicator lights up for a moment.the indicator lights up for a moment.
After the indicator goes out, turn the keyAfter the indicator goes out, turn the key
to “Start” position.to “Start” position.
CautionCaution
1.Do not keep the starter switch in the1.Do not keep the starter switch in the

““ ””((OONN))┃┃  position  position while while engine engine is is shutshut
down. This result in a dischargedown. This result in a discharge

 battery. battery.
2.With the engine running, do not turn2.With the engine running, do not turn

the the starter starter switch switch into into the the (ST(STARART)T)
 position, s position, since ince there there is is a a danger danger of of thethe
starter motor being damaged.starter motor being damaged.

3.Do not keep the starter engaged for3.Do not keep the starter engaged for
more than 5 seconds at a time. Waitmore than 5 seconds at a time. Wait
about 120 seconds before trying again.about 120 seconds before trying again.

Turn signal lever [5]Turn signal lever [5]

Use this lever which is at the rightUse this lever which is at the right

side of turning rod to indicate theside of turning rod to indicate the

turning direction of the truck.turning direction of the truck. RR-turn-turn

right,right, NN-neutral,-neutral, LL-turn left.-turn left.

The turn signal level does notThe turn signal level does not

automatically return to the neutralautomatically return to the neutral

 position  position unlike unlike general general passenger passenger cars.cars.

Reset it by hand.Reset it by hand.
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Light switch [6]Light switch [6]

This light switch can be pulled outThis light switch can be pulled out

at two steps.at two steps.

LightLight

StageStage
PowerPower

 Near Near

lightlight

FarFar

lightlight

ClearClear

-ance-ance

00 ××

11
stst

   × × × × ××
22nd nd    × × × × ××

((  ) means connected) means connected

Horn button [7]Horn button [7]

Press the rubber cover at the centerPress the rubber cover at the center

of steering wheel to sound horn.of steering wheel to sound horn.

ControlsControls  

8. 8. Clutch Clutch pedal pedal (frictional (frictional clutch clutch type) type) 9. 9. Inching Inching pedal pedal (torque (torque converter converter type)type)

10. 10. Brake Brake pedal pedal 11. 11. Accelerator Accelerator pedal pedal 12. 12. Forward Forward reverseand reverseand Speed Speed slect slect lever lever (frictional(frictional

clutch clutch type) type) 13. 13. Shift Shift lever lever 14. 14. Tilt Tilt lever lever 15. 15. Lift Lift lever lever 16. 16. Steering Steering hand hand wheelwheel

17. 17. Parking Parking brake brake lever lever 18. 18. Forward Forward reverse reverse lever lever (T(Torque orque converter converter typetype

 Non-electric-switch)  Non-electric-switch) 19. Choke line 19. Choke line 20. Forward reve20. Forward reverse lever(Trse lever(Torque converteorque converter typer type

Switch)Switch)
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Clutch pedal [8] (frictional clutchClutch pedal [8] (frictional clutch

type)type)

Press the clutch pedal fully, thePress the clutch pedal fully, the

operator can uncouple the engine andoperator can uncouple the engine and

transmission.transmission.

When the clutch pedal released, itWhen the clutch pedal released, it

allows power to flow through the clutchallows power to flow through the clutch

from the engine to transmission.from the engine to transmission.

Caution:Caution:

Do not run the lift truck with theDo not run the lift truck with the

clutch in a half-clutch condition as muchclutch in a half-clutch condition as much

as possible.as possible.

Inching pedal [9] (Torque converterInching pedal [9] (Torque converter

type)type)

As the inching pedal is pressed, theAs the inching pedal is pressed, the

oil pressure in the hydraulic clutch dropsoil pressure in the hydraulic clutch drops

accordingly (the needle of the oilaccordingly (the needle of the oil

 pressure  pressure gauge gauge swings swings to to the the left)left)

allowing the operator to perform inchingallowing the operator to perform inching

operation. Use this pedal to inch theoperation. Use this pedal to inch the

truck while operating the hoist system attruck while operating the hoist system at

a high speed.a high speed.

When pressed to the full, thisWhen pressed to the full, this

inching pedal serves as a brake pedalinching pedal serves as a brake pedal

also.also.

Caution:Caution:

Do not use the inching pedal tooDo not use the inching pedal too

much. Long time use or use as rest wouldmuch. Long time use or use as rest would
cause high temperature of transmissioncause high temperature of transmission

oil, or result in slipping of clutch.oil, or result in slipping of clutch.

Accelerator pedal [11]Accelerator pedal [11]

Press down the accelerator pedal,Press down the accelerator pedal,

engine rotating speed increase, travelingengine rotating speed increase, traveling

speed of truck increased. On the contrary,speed of truck increased. On the contrary,

when loosen the pedal, engine rotatingwhen loosen the pedal, engine rotating

speed and truck traveling speed willspeed and truck traveling speed will

decrease.decrease.

Forward-reverse [12]Forward-reverse [12]

Speed-select lever [13]Speed-select lever [13]

Machinery transmissionMachinery transmission

[12]F[12]F-front-front NN-neutral-neutral RR-backward-backward

[13]1[13]1-low-low NN-neutral-neutral 22-high-high

Machinery gear box have four shifts, towMachinery gear box have four shifts, tow

are frontward and tow are are frontward and tow are backward.backward.

Before gear-shifting, be sure toBefore gear-shifting, be sure to
 press the clutch pedal  press the clutch pedal to the full. Alwaysto the full. Always

 brake  brake to to a a full full stop stop before before reversing reversing thethedirection of travel. Shifting the level indirection of travel. Shifting the level in
reverse the back-up lights turn on.reverse the back-up lights turn on.

Tilt level [14]Tilt level [14]

The mast can be tilted by operationThe mast can be tilted by operation

of this tilt lever: pulling on this leverof this tilt lever: pulling on this lever

 backwards  backwards will will tilt tilt the the mast mast backwards,backwards,

and pushing it forwards will tilt the mastand pushing it forwards will tilt the mast

forwards.forwards.

The tilt speed can be controlled byThe tilt speed can be controlled by

tilt angle of the lever and acceleratortilt angle of the lever and accelerator

 pedal effort. pedal effort.

CautionCaution

The tilt lock mechanism built in theThe tilt lock mechanism built in the

hydraulic control valve does not allowhydraulic control valve does not allow

the mast to tilt forwards while the enginethe mast to tilt forwards while the engine

is being shut down even if the tilt levelis being shut down even if the tilt level

is pushed forwards.is pushed forwards.
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Lift lever [15]Lift lever [15]

Control the forks’ up or down.Control the forks’ up or down.

Pulling: up, Pushing-down.Pulling: up, Pushing-down.

Lifting speed can be controlled byLifting speed can be controlled by

tilt backwards angle of lever andtilt backwards angle of lever and

accelerator pedal, the lowering speedaccelerator pedal, the lowering speed

can be controlled by tilt forwards anglecan be controlled by tilt forwards angle

of the of the lever.lever.

Steering wheel [16]Steering wheel [16]

The steering hand-wheel isThe steering hand-wheel is
operated in the conventional manner,operated in the conventional manner,

that is, when the wheel is turn right, thethat is, when the wheel is turn right, the

truck will turn to the right; when thetruck will turn to the right; when the

wheel is turned left, the truck will turnwheel is turned left, the truck will turn

the left. The steer wheels are located atthe left. The steer wheels are located at

the rear of the truck. These cause thethe rear of the truck. These cause the

rear of truck to swing out when a turn isrear of truck to swing out when a turn is

made.made.

WarningWarning

This truck is provided with theThis truck is provided with the

 power  power steering, steering, so so heavy heavy hand-wheelhand-wheel

operation is caused when the engineoperation is caused when the engine

comes to a stall. To put the powercomes to a stall. To put the power

steering in operation again, restart thesteering in operation again, restart the

engine without engine without delaydelay..

Parking brake lever [17]Parking brake lever [17]

Pull the parking brake leverPull the parking brake lever

 backward  backward to to park, park, push push it it forward forward toto
release, must pull the parking brakerelease, must pull the parking brake

lever backward before driver leavinglever backward before driver leaving

truck.truck.

Forward reverse lever [18]Forward reverse lever [18]

[Non-electric-switch][Non-electric-switch]

FF-forward-forward NN-neutral-neutral RR-backward-backward

Torque converter type truck have aTorque converter type truck have a

forward shift and a backward shift.forward shift and a backward shift.

When shift must stop the truck first.When shift must stop the truck first.

CautionCaution

Do not fail to place the forward-reverseDo not fail to place the forward-reverse

lever in the neutral position beforelever in the neutral position before
starting the engine.starting the engine.

Choke line [19]Choke line [19]  

To pull out the choke line, theTo pull out the choke line, the
engine will stop. Some of the modelengine will stop. Some of the model

Direction to driver Direction to driver 
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forklift has no choke line. When turn offforklift has no choke line. When turn off

the key switch, the engine will stop.the key switch, the engine will stop.

Forward-reverse leverForward-reverse lever [20] [20]

[Electrical Switch][Electrical Switch]

The forward reverse lever of truckThe forward reverse lever of truck

installed with electronic reserving is setinstalled with electronic reserving is set

on the left of turning rod on the left of turning rod 。。  

Forward—Forward N—neutralForward—Forward N—neutral AfterAfter

allocationallocation —backward —backward

Caution:Caution:  

Do not forget to place the Do not forget to place the forward-revforward-reverseerse

lever in the neutral position before startinglever in the neutral position before starting

the engine.the engine.  

Body and othersBody and others  

Load bracketLoad bracket  

Load bracket can ensure stabilizationLoad bracket can ensure stabilization

when loading the goods. It’s forbiddenwhen loading the goods. It’s forbidden

to use the forklift truck without the loadto use the forklift truck without the load

 bracket. bracket.

Seat and seat adjusting leverSeat and seat adjusting lever  

Adjust operator’s seat to position,Adjust operator’s seat to position,

which is comfortable for you andwhich is comfortable for you and

 provides easy access  provides easy access to all hand and footto all hand and foot

controls. The seat is unlocked bycontrols. The seat is unlocked by

moving the adjusting lever to the right.moving the adjusting lever to the right.

Before proceeding with work, adjustBefore proceeding with work, adjust

operator’s seat and make sure that it isoperator’s seat and make sure that it is

securely locked.securely locked.

Warning!Warning!

a.a.   Before adjusting the lever, you’dBefore adjusting the lever, you’d

 better turn off the key switch. better turn off the key switch.

 b. b.   Must stop the truck to adjust theMust stop the truck to adjust the

seat .seat .

Seat weight support adjustingSeat weight support adjusting

Use spanner to adjust the boltUse spanner to adjust the boltwhich is at the back of seat, or adjust thewhich is at the back of seat, or adjust the

knob for supporting the weight on seat atknob for supporting the weight on seat at

the lift side of seat, adjust the hanging’sthe lift side of seat, adjust the hanging’s

weight basing on person’s weight.weight basing on person’s weight.

It’s better to sit on the seat whenIt’s better to sit on the seat when

adjusting.adjusting.

Seat switchSeat switch

While you are on the vehicle andWhile you are on the vehicle and

wearing the Safety belt, at the same time,wearing the Safety belt, at the same time,

your back and waist should close to theyour back and waist should close to the

seat as much as possible.seat as much as possible.

Check whether the bolts which fixedCheck whether the bolts which fixed

seat belt were loose frequently. It isseat belt were loose frequently. It is

forbidden to use the Safety belt whenforbidden to use the Safety belt when

the belt was tie a knot. Do not let thethe belt was tie a knot. Do not let the

 belt  belt press press on the on the hard or hard or fragile fragile objects.objects.

And also do not make friction with theAnd also do not make friction with the

sharp edge to avoid damaging the belt.sharp edge to avoid damaging the belt.

Do not let the seat back tilted too much;Do not let the seat back tilted too much;

otherwise the safety belt will not be ableotherwise the safety belt will not be able

to correctly elongation.to correctly elongation.

The components which are on theThe components which are on the

safety belt csafety belt can not be removed randomly.an not be removed randomly.

If the safety belt used frequently, youIf the safety belt used frequently, you
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should always do exterior inspection,should always do exterior inspection,

when found something abnormal, pleasewhen found something abnormal, please

immediately replace new belt. The beltimmediately replace new belt. The belt

can be used for 3 to 5 years, when foundcan be used for 3 to 5 years, when found

something abnormal, it should besomething abnormal, it should be

scrapped escrapped earlyarly..

Overhead guardOverhead guard
The overhead guard used is strongThe overhead guard used is strong

enough to meet safety standard, andenough to meet safety standard, and

 protects  protects the the operator operator from from fallingfalling

materials. It’s forbidden to use forkliftmaterials. It’s forbidden to use forklift

without overhead guard.without overhead guard.

Hood and snap closeHood and snap close

To avoid opening the hood atTo avoid opening the hood at

discretion, a snap close is set here. Opendiscretion, a snap close is set here. Open

the snap close first then the hood can bethe snap close first then the hood can be

open.open.

Guy headGuy head

To avoid opening the hood atTo avoid opening the hood at
discretion, the hood only can be openeddiscretion, the hood only can be opened

 by  by specified specified tools. tools. The The guy guy head head is is thethe

specified tool.specified tool.

HoodHood

The hood can be swung up fully toThe hood can be swung up fully to

 provide  provide easy easy maintenance maintenance service. service. YYouou
can lift up the hood with little effort withcan lift up the hood with little effort with

an aid of hood damper. To lock the hood,an aid of hood damper. To lock the hood,

 push  push down down on on the the front front of of hood hood until until itit

covers.covers.

CautionCaution

Before open the hood, the handle ofBefore open the hood, the handle of

the snap close should be pulled out first.the snap close should be pulled out first.

Use caution not to catch yourUse caution not to catch your

fingers in the hood when closing it.fingers in the hood when closing it.

△△!!   Caution  Caution

While maintaining under the cover hood, theWhile maintaining under the cover hood, the

engine must be flameout to avoid hands orengine must be flameout to avoid hands or

other parts of the body being clamped byother parts of the body being clamped by

running running assemblyassembly. . The The engine engine can can bebe

no-flameout only when human body does notno-flameout only when human body does not

touch parts under cover hood, and to examinetouch parts under cover hood, and to examine

where the fault is by hearing.where the fault is by hearing.

Radiator cover hoodRadiator cover hood

Must use special tools (socket spanner)Must use special tools (socket spanner)

to open radiator cover hood.to open radiator cover hood.

You can open the radiator cover hoodYou can open the radiator cover hood

even close the engine hood, so to inspecteven close the engine hood, so to inspect

the coolant fluid.the coolant fluid.

Caution:Caution:

Retighten the bolt on the cover hood.Retighten the bolt on the cover hood.
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Radiator cap and coolant reservoirRadiator cap and coolant reservoir
The reservoir is located inside theThe reservoir is located inside the

hood.hood.
The radiator is located under theThe radiator is located under the

cover plate at the rear of the hood.cover plate at the rear of the hood.

Warning!Warning!
Do not open the radiator capDo not open the radiator cap

abruptly while water’s temperature isabruptly while water’s temperature is
higher than 70higher than 70℃℃. Turn the cap a little to. Turn the cap a little to
the left to relieve the pressure in thethe left to relieve the pressure in the

 pressure in the radiat pressure in the radiator, and then removeor, and then remove
the cap.the cap.

Do not wear glove when removingDo not wear glove when removing
radiator cap.radiator cap.

The antifreeze fluid is dangerousThe antifreeze fluid is dangerous
for your health, if touched to skin, pleasefor your health, if touched to skin, please
wash clean by water. Do not allowwash clean by water. Do not allow
children access to antifreeze.children access to antifreeze.

Fork stopperFork stopper

It’s used to adjust fork spacing andIt’s used to adjust fork spacing and

to lock the forks in position. Pull up forkto lock the forks in position. Pull up fork

stoppers, turn 90stoppers, turn 90°°, according to loads, according to loads

to handle the forks spacing.to handle the forks spacing.

Warning!Warning!

The forks should be set symmetricallyThe forks should be set symmetrically

to machine centerline and fork stoppersto machine centerline and fork stoppers

should always be set.should always be set.

The lower beams of fork have a hatchThe lower beams of fork have a hatch

to load or unload forks.to load or unload forks.

The fork is forbidden to fix on theThe fork is forbidden to fix on the

location where the hatch locates. Checklocation where the hatch locates. Check

the bolt at the middle of the fork bracketthe bolt at the middle of the fork bracket

which is used to prevent load fork at thewhich is used to prevent load fork at the

hatch.hatch.

Steering column tilting angleSteering column tilting angle

adjustmentadjustment

The tilting angle of the steering wheel isThe tilting angle of the steering wheel is

adjustable to suit individual operators.adjustable to suit individual operators.

The steering column is unlocked byThe steering column is unlocked by

 pushing down the lever at the left side  pushing down the lever at the left side ofof

turning rod, then adjust the angle suit toturning rod, then adjust the angle suit to

the driver, and pull up the lever to lock.the driver, and pull up the lever to lock.

Caution:Caution:

a. After stop the truck and pull on thea. After stop the truck and pull on the

 parking  parking brake brake lever lever then then to to adjust adjust thethe

tilting angle of steering column.tilting angle of steering column.

 b.  b. After After adjust adjust the the angle angle and and pull pull thethe

steering wheel to make sure tighten thesteering wheel to make sure tighten the

lock rod.lock rod.

Safety step and safety gripSafety step and safety grip

The safety steps are provided onThe safety steps are provided on

 both  both sides sides of of the the truck truck bodybody. . The The safetysafety

grip is provided on the front left pillar ofgrip is provided on the front left pillar of

the overhead guard. Use the safety stepthe overhead guard. Use the safety step
and safety grip facing the truck when getand safety grip facing the truck when get

on and get off the truck.on and get off the truck.
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Brake fluid reservoirBrake fluid reservoir

The brake fluid reservoir isThe brake fluid reservoir is

 provided at the left of the cabinet. provided at the left of the cabinet.

Hydraulic fluid reservoir capHydraulic fluid reservoir cap

The hydraulic fluid reservoir cap isThe hydraulic fluid reservoir cap is

located at the right side in the hood. Filllocated at the right side in the hood. Fill

hydraulic fluid through this filler port.hydraulic fluid through this filler port.The cap is provided with the dipstick.The cap is provided with the dipstick.

After fill in clean hydraulic fluid, lockAfter fill in clean hydraulic fluid, lock

the cap.the cap.  

Fuel reservoir capFuel reservoir cap

The fuel reservoir cap is located atThe fuel reservoir cap is located at

the rear left side of the truck body. Thethe rear left side of the truck body. The

fuel reservoir cap has the breather insidefuel reservoir cap has the breather inside
it to allow air to enter the reservoir.it to allow air to enter the reservoir.

Check to see that the breather is in goodCheck to see that the breather is in good

condition every time addition of fuel iscondition every time addition of fuel is

made.made.

Warning!Warning!

--- Fuel handling------ Fuel handling---

1.Stop the truck, shut down the engine1.Stop the truck, shut down the engine

and apply the parking brake securely.and apply the parking brake securely.

Make sure that there is no naked flameMake sure that there is no naked flame

near the area. Never smoke. The drivernear the area. Never smoke. The driver

should not remain seated when addingshould not remain seated when adding
fuel.fuel.

2.After addition of fuel is finished,2.After addition of fuel is finished,

securely close the reservoir cap. Asecurely close the reservoir cap. A

loose cap could cause fuel leak or fireloose cap could cause fuel leak or fire

hazard in the worst case.hazard in the worst case.
3.Before attempting to start the engine,3.Before attempting to start the engine,

make certain that the fuel reservoir capmake certain that the fuel reservoir cap

is securely tightened and that no fuel isis securely tightened and that no fuel is

split on or around the truck.split on or around the truck.
4.For the purpose of fuel level4.For the purpose of fuel level

inspection, never use naked flame suchinspection, never use naked flame such

as a match as a match or lighter.or lighter.

Rearview mirrorRearview mirror

There are two rearview mirrors onThere are two rearview mirrors on

the safeguard for operator to see rearthe safeguard for operator to see rear

accident.accident.
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3. Safety instructions3. Safety instructions

1. 1. Only Only trained trained and and authorizedauthorized

operator shall be permitted to operateoperator shall be permitted to operate

the truck.the truck.

2. 2. Inspect Inspect the the truck truck at at periodicperiodic

intervals for oil or water leak,intervals for oil or water leak,

deformation, lousiness, etc. If neglected,deformation, lousiness, etc. If neglected,
the life of the truck will be shortenedthe life of the truck will be shortened

and in the worst case a fatal accidentand in the worst case a fatal accident

would occur.would occur.

Make sure to replace theMake sure to replace the ““key safekey safe

 parts parts”” at periodical inspection. at periodical inspection.

Wipe off oil, grease or water fromWipe off oil, grease or water from

the floor board and foot and handthe floor board and foot and hand

controls, if controls, if anyany..

Shut down the engine beforeShut down the engine before

inspecting the engine and its alliedinspecting the engine and its allied

components. Especially use caution tocomponents. Especially use caution to

the engine fan.the engine fan.

When inspecting the radiator orWhen inspecting the radiator or
muffler, exercise caution not to getmuffler, exercise caution not to get

 burnt. burnt.

3. 3. Any Any time time you you find find that that the the truckstrucks

are not functioning properly, operationare not functioning properly, operation

of the truck should be halted and theof the truck should be halted and the

condition reported to condition reported to the supervisor.the supervisor.

When doing maintenance in theWhen doing maintenance in the

high place (such as mast, front and rearhigh place (such as mast, front and rear

lights) should be care of slide andlights) should be care of slide and

clamped.clamped.

If any warning lamp comes on,If any warning lamp comes on,

move to a safe place and check or repairmove to a safe place and check or repair
the trouble.the trouble.

When doing maintenance, take careWhen doing maintenance, take care

of edges and corners to lacerate hands,of edges and corners to lacerate hands,

head and other parts head and other parts of bodyof body..

The sign of defect should be put onThe sign of defect should be put on

the defecting forklift truck.the defecting forklift truck.

4. 4. Don’t Don’t use use an an open open flame flame to to checkcheck

level, or for leakage, of fuel, electrolytelevel, or for leakage, of fuel, electrolyte

or cooling water.or cooling water.

 Never  Never smoke smoke while while inspecting inspecting thethe

 battery, handling  battery, handling fuel fuel or or working on working on thethe

fuel system. There is a danger offuel system. There is a danger of

explosion.explosion.
At working place fire extinguisherAt working place fire extinguisher

should be prepared.should be prepared.

 Never  Never fill fill the the fuel fuel tank tank with with thethe

engine running.engine running.

5. 5. WWarm arm up up the the temperature temperature of of waterwater

to 70to 70℃℃ before operation; and cool down before operation; and cool down

the temperature of water to lower thanthe temperature of water to lower than

7070℃℃ after work. after work.

If the temperature of the water tankIf the temperature of the water tank

is higher than 70is higher than 70℃℃ , never open the tank , never open the tank

cap.cap.

6. 6. When When using using your your truck truck in in an an enclosedenclosed

space, make sure there is enoughspace, make sure there is enough

ventilation. If needed, use a ventilation fan.ventilation. If needed, use a ventilation fan.

Don’t work in a closed working spaceDon’t work in a closed working space

 because  because of of the the tail tail gas gas of of truck truck isis

dangerous to health.dangerous to health.

It’s forbidden to use truck under aIt’s forbidden to use truck under a

circumstance of flammability and easycircumstance of flammability and easy

to blast.to blast.

7. 7. Never Never mount mount or or dismount dismount thethe
moving truck. Use the safety step(s) andmoving truck. Use the safety step(s) and

safety grip facing the truck whensafety grip facing the truck when

mounting or dismounting the truck.mounting or dismounting the truck.

8. 8. Never Never attempt attempt to to work work the the controlscontrols

unless properly seated.unless properly seated.

Before staring, adjusting the seat soBefore staring, adjusting the seat so

you can get easy access to all hands andyou can get easy access to all hands and

foot controls.foot controls.

9. 9. Before Before staring, staring, make make sure sure no no one one isis

under, on and close to the tunder, on and close to the truck.ruck.

The forward-reverse lever is inThe forward-reverse lever is in

neutral.neutral.

10. 10. Park Park the the truck truck on on a a level level surfacesurface
and apply the parking brake securely. Ifand apply the parking brake securely. If
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 parking  parking on on a a grade grade is is unavoidable, unavoidable, bebe

sure to block the wheel.sure to block the wheel.

Put the forks on the ground or floorPut the forks on the ground or floor

and tilt a little forwards. Shut down theand tilt a little forwards. Shut down the

engine and reengine and remove the key.move the key.
11. Operate the controls smoothly-don’t11. Operate the controls smoothly-don’t

 jerk  jerk the the steering steering wheel. wheel. AAvoid void suddensudden

stops, starts or turns.stops, starts or turns.
12. Control speed and observe traffic12. Control speed and observe traffic

signs.signs.

When traveling on public roads orWhen traveling on public roads or

streets, obey all local traffic regulationsstreets, obey all local traffic regulations

13. 13. Pay Pay attention to attention to the the route route of of thethe

truck , be sure to make a wide sight.truck , be sure to make a wide sight.

14. 14. Never Never allow allow other other person(s) person(s) to to rideride

14.Does not allow other people sitting14.Does not allow other people sitting

on the forks, pallets or on the truck.on the forks, pallets or on the truck.

15. 15. Before Before driving driving over over a a dock-boarddock-board

or bridge-plate, be sure that it is properlyor bridge-plate, be sure that it is properly

secured and strong enough to sustain thesecured and strong enough to sustain the

weigh. Check the ground or floorweigh. Check the ground or floor

condition of working area in advance.condition of working area in advance.

16.16.   Keep your mind on your work.Keep your mind on your work.

17. 17. Keep Keep your your head, head, hands, hands, arms, arms, feetfeet

and legs within the cab. Never let themand legs within the cab. Never let them

out of cab for any reason.out of cab for any reason.

18. 18. When When handling handling bulky bulky loads, loads, whichwhich

restrict your vision, operate the truck inrestrict your vision, operate the truck in

reverse or have a guide.reverse or have a guide.

19. 19. Slow Slow down down and and sound sound horn horn atat

cross aisles and other locations wherecross aisles and other locations where

vision is restricted. The speed should bevision is restricted. The speed should be

keep slower than 1/3 of max speed.keep slower than 1/3 of max speed.

20. 20. Keep Keep fluid fluid cans, cans, row row cotton, cotton, paperpaper

or chemicals away from the truck duringor chemicals away from the truck during

operation since there is a danger of theiroperation since there is a danger of their

firing or exploding due to exhaust gasfiring or exploding due to exhaust gas
from the from the mufflermuffler..
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21. 21. Use Use head head lights lights and and required required workwork

light and clearance lights at night. Andlight and clearance lights at night. And

travel at a low speed.travel at a low speed.

22. 22. The The work work surface surface should should bebe

solidity and flatness such as cement roadsolidity and flatness such as cement road

surface, bituminous macadam and betonsurface, bituminous macadam and beton
road surface.road surface.

The climatic conditions that theThe climatic conditions that the

trucks designed for are: temperature istrucks designed for are: temperature is

 –20 –20℃℃ —50 —50 ; ; wind wind speed speed is is lower lower thanthan℃℃

5m/s; air relative humidity is less than5m/s; air relative humidity is less than

9900%%((2200 ))..℃℃   

Inspect the surface over which youInspect the surface over which you

will run. Look for holes, drop-offs,will run. Look for holes, drop-offs,

obstacles, and look for rough spots.obstacles, and look for rough spots.

Look for anything that might cause youLook for anything that might cause you

to lose control, bog down or upset.to lose control, bog down or upset.

Clear away trash and debris. PickClear away trash and debris. Pick
up anything that might puncture a tire orup anything that might puncture a tire or

let the load lose balance.let the load lose balance.

Slow down for wet and slipperySlow down for wet and slippery

roads. Stay away from the edge of theroads. Stay away from the edge of the

road. If unavoidable, use extremeroad. If unavoidable, use extreme

caution.caution.

Rugged surface would causeRugged surface would cause

vibration of truck and noise. The highvibration of truck and noise. The high

air pressure of tyres will cause vibrationair pressure of tyres will cause vibration

and noise, too.and noise, too.

Do not operate the truck when theDo not operate the truck when the

weather is execrable, such as windy,weather is execrable, such as windy,
thunder storm, snow and etc.thunder storm, snow and etc.

23. 23. When When operating operating loaded loaded truck, truck, havehave

the rear end of your machine pointedthe rear end of your machine pointed

downhill. When operating unloadeddownhill. When operating unloaded

truck, have the rear end of your machinetruck, have the rear end of your machine

 pointed upgrade. pointed upgrade.

 Never  Never turn turn sideways sideways on on an an incline.incline.

There is danger of the truck turningThere is danger of the truck turning

over.over.  

24. 24. When When running running down down on on a ga grade,rade,

use engine idle speed. At the same timeuse engine idle speed. At the same time

use the brake use the brake pedal intermittently.pedal intermittently.

25. 25. It It is is dangerous dangerous to to travel travel with with forksforks

higher than appropriate positionhigher than appropriate position
regardless of whether loaded or not.regardless of whether loaded or not.

Keep the good traveling posture. (WhenKeep the good traveling posture. (When

traveling, the forks should be 15 to 30traveling, the forks should be 15 to 30

cm above the ground or flcm above the ground or flooroor.).)

Do not operate the side shiftDo not operate the side shift

mechanism, if equipped, when the forksmechanism, if equipped, when the forks

are raised and loaded, since this willare raised and loaded, since this will

cause the truck to be unbalanced.cause the truck to be unbalanced.

A truck with attachments should beA truck with attachments should be

considered as with loads.considered as with loads.
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26. 26. Travel Travel with with load load as as low low as as possiblepossible

and tilted back.and tilted back.

27. Avoid braking too sharply or27. Avoid braking too sharply or

descending on a grade at a high speed.descending on a grade at a high speed.

There is danger of loads falling down orThere is danger of loads falling down or

the truck the truck turning over.turning over.

28. 28. Always Always brake brake to to full full stop stop beforebefore

reversing direction of travel.reversing direction of travel.

29. 29. TTaking aking account account of of the shape the shape andand

material of loads to be handled, use amaterial of loads to be handled, use a

 proper attachment and tools. proper attachment and tools.
Avoid hoisting the load, with wireAvoid hoisting the load, with wire

rope hung on the forks or attachment,rope hung on the forks or attachment,

since the wire rope may slide off. Ifsince the wire rope may slide off. If

needed, a qualified personnel forneeded, a qualified personnel for

slinging operation should perform,slinging operation should perform,

making use of a hook or crane armmaking use of a hook or crane arm

attachment.attachment.

Take care not to protrude the forksTake care not to protrude the forks

out of the load. The protruded fork tipsout of the load. The protruded fork tips

may damage or turn over the adjacentmay damage or turn over the adjacent

load.load.

30. 30. Know Know the the rated capacity rated capacity of of youryour

lift truck and its attachment, if any, andlift truck and its attachment, if any, and
never exceed it.never exceed it.

Do not use a man as an additionalDo not use a man as an additional

counterweight. It’s quite dangerous.counterweight. It’s quite dangerous.

31. ZHEJIANG HANGCHA31. ZHEJIANG HANGCHA

ENGINEERING MACHINEARY CO.,ENGINEERING MACHINEARY CO.,

LTD. offers a variety of attachments,LTD. offers a variety of attachments,

such as forks, bucket, rotating roll clamp,such as forks, bucket, rotating roll clamp,

load grab or hinged forks. Don’t useload grab or hinged forks. Don’t use

such attachments and special equipmentsuch attachments and special equipment

for applications other than specified.for applications other than specified.
32. 32. Safeguard Safeguard is is used used to to prevent prevent usus

from hitting of the higher goods. Loadfrom hitting of the higher goods. Load

 bracket  bracket is is used used to to ensure ensure loading loading stable.stable.

The forklift truck without two items isThe forklift truck without two items is

forbidden to be used.forbidden to be used.

33. 33. Never Never permit permit anyone anyone to to stand stand oror

walk under upraised forks or otherwalk under upraised forks or other

attachments if machine is so equipped.attachments if machine is so equipped.  

 Never  Never permit permit anyone anyone to to stand stand onon
the forks.the forks.
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34. 34. Don’t Don’t put put your your head head or bor body ody intointo

the interspace of mast and safeguard,the interspace of mast and safeguard,

what may cause life riskwhat may cause life risk

Don’t put your hand into theDon’t put your hand into the

interspace of inner mast and outer mastinterspace of inner mast and outer mast

35. 35. When When load load is is to to be be retrieved retrieved fromfrom

a pile, enter the area squarely. Engagea pile, enter the area squarely. Engage

forks into the palforks into the pallet carefully.let carefully.

36. 36. Don’t Don’t enter into enter into loads loads at a at a highhigh

speed. Always make certain that yourspeed. Always make certain that your

load is stable before lifting the forks.load is stable before lifting the forks.

Be sure to once stop in front of theBe sure to once stop in front of the

load to be lifted, and make certain thatload to be lifted, and make certain that

there is no obstacle, then engage thethere is no obstacle, then engage the

load by driving forwards.load by driving forwards.

37. 37. Make Make certain certain that that your your load load is is wellwell

stacked and evenly positioned acrossstacked and evenly positioned across

 both  both forks. forks. Don’t Don’t attempt attempt to to lift lift a a loadload

with only one fork.with only one fork.

On the truck with an attachmentOn the truck with an attachment

such as a load grab, make certain thatsuch as a load grab, make certain that

the load is securely and correctlythe load is securely and correctly

grabbed, and pull the loading controlgrabbed, and pull the loading control

level to the full (increase to relieflevel to the full (increase to relief
 pressure). pressure).

38. 38. Never Never lift lift loads loads with with the the trucktruck

inclined. Ainclined. Avoid loading work void loading work on a on a grade.grade.

39. 39. Don’t Don’t stack stack loads loads on on forks forks in in suchsuch

a way that the top of loads exceeds thea way that the top of loads exceeds the

load backrest height. If unavoidable,load backrest height. If unavoidable,

make the load stable securely. Whenmake the load stable securely. When

handling bulky loads that restrict yourhandling bulky loads that restrict your

vision, operate the truck in reverse orvision, operate the truck in reverse or

have a guide.have a guide.
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40. 40. Use Use minimum minimum forward forward and and reversereverse

tilt when stacking and unloading loads.tilt when stacking and unloading loads.

 Never  Never tilt tilt forward forward unless unless load load is is overover

stack or at low lift height.stack or at low lift height.

When stacking loads on a highWhen stacking loads on a high

 place,  place, once once make make the the mast mast vertical vertical at at aa

height of 15 to 20 cm above the groundheight of 15 to 20 cm above the ground

and then lift the load farther. Neverand then lift the load farther. Never

attempt to tilt the mast beyond verticalattempt to tilt the mast beyond vertical

when the load is raised high.when the load is raised high.

To unloading loads from a highTo unloading loads from a high

 place,  place, insert insert forks forks into into the the pallet pallet andand

drive backwards, then lower the load.drive backwards, then lower the load.

Tilt the mast back after lowering. NeverTilt the mast back after lowering. Never

attempt to tilt the mast with the loadattempt to tilt the mast with the load

raised high.raised high.

41. 41. Don’t Don’t tow tow the the truck truck that that its its engineengine

is in trouble, or steering system doesn’tis in trouble, or steering system doesn’t

work correctly or its braking system haswork correctly or its braking system has

 been disabled. been disabled.

Obey the communication rules onObey the communication rules on

the road when towing the truck.the road when towing the truck.

42.42.   Dress the overalls or otherDress the overalls or other

 protective  protective uniforms, uniforms, suck suck as as safetysafety

helmet, safety shoes etc. Don’t dresshelmet, safety shoes etc. Don’t dress

necktie or other accouterments.necktie or other accouterments.

43.43.  The workplace should be equippedThe workplace should be equipped

withwith fire extinguisher fire extinguisher . In order to get the. In order to get the

fire extinguisher fire extinguisher   easily, it’s usually  easily, it’s usually

installed on the safety frame rearinstalled on the safety frame rear

supporting leg. The operator should besupporting leg. The operator should be

familiar with position of the firefamiliar with position of the fire

extinguisher and its application.extinguisher and its application.

44.44.    Not  Not allowed allowed to to carry carry small small goods goods withwith

fork, should carry small goods with pallet.fork, should carry small goods with pallet.  

45. 45. Markings Markings on on the the machine machine describedescribe

warning and methods to operate the liftwarning and methods to operate the lift

truck. When operating the machine,truck. When operating the machine,

observe and follow all markings on theobserve and follow all markings on the

machine in addition to this operator’smachine in addition to this operator’s

manual.manual.

Replace damaged or missing decalsReplace damaged or missing decals

and name plate.and name plate.
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4. Maintenance4. Maintenance

More details for maintenance seeMore details for maintenance see

《《Preventive maintenance schedulePreventive maintenance schedule》》..

8 hour (daily or every shift) check8 hour (daily or every shift) check

1)1). Check le. Check leaks: electrolyte, hydraulicaks: electrolyte, hydraulic

oil, brake fluid, coolant, oil in hydraulicoil, brake fluid, coolant, oil in hydraulic

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box..

Check if the engine, connector ofCheck if the engine, connector of

hydraulic pipe, radiator and drivinghydraulic pipe, radiator and driving

system are leakage or not. Do not use ansystem are leakage or not. Do not use an

open flame to check level, or for leakage,open flame to check level, or for leakage,

of fuel, electrolyte or cooling water.of fuel, electrolyte or cooling water.

△△!! Warning!Warning!  

Don’t attempt to operate the truck ifDon’t attempt to operate the truck if

leaked fuel is found throughleaked fuel is found through

 pre-operational  pre-operational check. check. Correct Correct the the leakleak
 before starting engine before starting engine

2) Check appearance2) Check appearance

Check the lamps and meters are normalCheck the lamps and meters are normal

or not.or not.

Check the tires, air pressure and boltsCheck the tires, air pressure and bolts

are loose or not.are loose or not.

Check whether tires are damaged orCheck whether tires are damaged or

 pressure of tires is normal or not. pressure of tires is normal or not.

3) Check fuel mass3) Check fuel mass

The fuel level gauge is provided onThe fuel level gauge is provided on

the indicator panel. Check that fuel levelthe indicator panel. Check that fuel level

is sufficient for the day’s work. The fuelis sufficient for the day’s work. The fuel

filler port is provided at the rear leftfiller port is provided at the rear left

 pillar of the overhead guard. pillar of the overhead guard.

44））  Engine oil level checkEngine oil level check

CautionCaution

When checking the engine oil,When checking the engine oil,

should let the forklift truck on the levelshould let the forklift truck on the level

ground.ground.

When check the engine oil, it is exactWhen check the engine oil, it is exact

when the engine is cool.when the engine is cool.

Remove the dipstick, clean the rodRemove the dipstick, clean the rod

and reinstall. Pull it out again and checkand reinstall. Pull it out again and check

the oil level. The level should be withinthe oil level. The level should be within

the mark on the dipstick.the mark on the dipstick.

5) Check water level in the radiator5) Check water level in the radiator

Inspect the small reservoir tank toInspect the small reservoir tank to

see the coolant level is between Min andsee the coolant level is between Min and

Max position when the engine is cool. IfMax position when the engine is cool. If

there is no coolant any more in thethere is no coolant any more in the

reservoir tank, please add some coolant toreservoir tank, please add some coolant to

radiator, its freezing point is -35radiator, its freezing point is -35℃℃,and,and

add sub-radiator to MAX position.add sub-radiator to MAX position.

△△
!!   Warning!  Warning!  

When the water temperature of theWhen the water temperature of the

engine is higher than 70 degree, please doengine is higher than 70 degree, please do

not open the pressure cap of the radiator.not open the pressure cap of the radiator.

Loosen cap slowly to allow steam toLoosen cap slowly to allow steam to

escape. After that, tighten cap securely. Itescape. After that, tighten cap securely. It

is good practice to use thick waste clothis good practice to use thick waste cloth

or the like when removing the cap. Avoidor the like when removing the cap. Avoid

 putting  putting on on gloves, gloves, since since you you may may getget

 burnt  burnt at at your your hand hand if if hot hot water water splashessplashes

on it.on it.
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CautionCaution

Adding clean water to radiator. IfAdding clean water to radiator. If

you use antifreeze, use the same brand ofyou use antifreeze, use the same brand of

antifreeze.antifreeze.

Pay attention to water reservoir andPay attention to water reservoir and

cooling system in the hot season..cooling system in the hot season..

△△!! warningwarning

·antifreeze is harmful to person, if·antifreeze is harmful to person, if

swallow, disgorge at once and go toswallow, disgorge at once and go to

hospital.hospital.

·do not let children add antifreeze.·do not let children add antifreeze.

6) Hydraulic oil level6) Hydraulic oil level

Check the oil level in the hydraulicCheck the oil level in the hydraulic

oil tank.oil tank.

The oil level should be in the placeThe oil level should be in the place

 between two slots, between two slots,

7)7)   Brake fluid level checkBrake fluid level check

Check the fluid level in the brakeCheck the fluid level in the brake

fluid reservoir. The level should befluid reservoir. The level should be

 between  between the the two two seams seams of of the the reservoir.reservoir.

When adding fluid, due care should beWhen adding fluid, due care should be
taken prevent air entering the brake tube.taken prevent air entering the brake tube.

CautionCaution

When adding fluid, due should beWhen adding fluid, due should be

taken to prevent dirt or water fromtaken to prevent dirt or water from

entering the reseentering the reservoir.rvoir.

Brake fluid is dangerous to health,Brake fluid is dangerous to health,

you should avoid touching it by skin.you should avoid touching it by skin.

Replacing of brake oilReplacing of brake oil

A.A.   Lay forklift truck at designatedLay forklift truck at designated

ground, and lay it on level ground,ground, and lay it on level ground,

fall down fork to ground, loosen parkfall down fork to ground, loosen park

 brake,  brake, put put transmission transmission gear gear neutralneutral

 position, cut off engine. position, cut off engine.

B.B.   Remove rubber dustproof cap ofRemove rubber dustproof cap of

oil-drain port, insert tube intooil-drain port, insert tube into

oil-drain port and wasted oiloil-drain port and wasted oil

collection bottle, and loosen oil-draincollection bottle, and loosen oil-drain

screw, at the same time, the otherscrew, at the same time, the other
 person  person on on truck truck press press brake brake pedalpedal

again and again. So the brake oilagain and again. So the brake oil

flows out from oil-drain port, watchflows out from oil-drain port, watch

the liquid level of brake fluidthe liquid level of brake fluid

reservoir, add new oil as the fallenreservoir, add new oil as the fallen

liquid level until the oil from oil-drainliquid level until the oil from oil-drain

 port  port is is clean, clean, and and then then screw screw downdown

screw of oil-drain port.screw of oil-drain port.

C.C.   The person on truck press The person on truck press down brakedown brake

 pedal  pedal to to the the end end and and keep keep it, it, at at thethe

same time, the person at the oil-drainsame time, the person at the oil-drain

 port  port loosen loosen oil-drain oil-drain port port screw, screw, telltell
the person on truck to release brakethe person on truck to release brake

 pedal  pedal when when the the brake brake oil oil flows flows outout

and screw down oil-drain port screw.and screw down oil-drain port screw.

Repeat above operation several timesRepeat above operation several times

till there is no bubble in the brake oil.till there is no bubble in the brake oil.

Watch the liquid level in brake oilWatch the liquid level in brake oil

reservoir; add new brake oil as thereservoir; add new brake oil as the

liquid level is falling.liquid level is falling.

 Notice Notice ：：  

The truck of Korea transmission system:The truck of Korea transmission system:

The brake oil(in the brake oil can) isThe brake oil(in the brake oil can) is

MobilMobil Delvac hydraulic oilDelvac hydraulic oil SAE10W SAE10W。。  
Other types: choice HZY3 brake oil (addOther types: choice HZY3 brake oil (add
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when leaving the factory) or DOT3when leaving the factory) or DOT3

 brake oil. brake oil.

8)8)   Head lamp checkHead lamp check

Make sure that the head lamp isMake sure that the head lamp is

lighting when the key is atlighting when the key is at ““ONON””
 position. position.

9)9)   Turn signal checkTurn signal check

Make sure that the turn signal operatesMake sure that the turn signal operates

 properly by moving the turn sign properly by moving the turn signal lever.al lever.

10)10)  Hand brake checkHand brake check

drive truck drive truck slowlyslowly..①①   

loosen hand brake lever, stop theloosen hand brake lever, stop the②②

truck, and truck has no deviation.truck, and truck has no deviation.

11)11)  Back-up lamp and buzzer checkBack-up lamp and buzzer check

The back-up lamp comes on andThe back-up lamp comes on and

 buzzer  buzzer sounds sounds when when the the shift shift lever lever oror

directional control lever is placed indirectional control lever is placed in

reverse position.reverse position.

12)12)  TurningTurning
Operate the Operate the truck running slowly.truck running slowly.

Turn the steering wheel to left andTurn the steering wheel to left and

right 3 round right 3 round respectively.respectively.

Check that the steering forces areCheck that the steering forces are

equal in right and left.equal in right and left.

13)13)  HornHorn

Press the horn button to makePress the horn button to make

certain the horn sounds is normal or not.certain the horn sounds is normal or not.

14)14)  Drivers seat adjustmentDrivers seat adjustment

Make sure the driver’s seat isMake sure the driver’s seat is

 properly  properly located. located. If If not not properlyproperly, , shiftshift

the adjusting lever to back and move thethe adjusting lever to back and move the

driver’s seat to a position whichdriver’s seat to a position which
 provides easy access  provides easy access to all foot and handto all foot and hand

controls.controls.

15)15)  Shift lever(s) checkShift lever(s) check

Check the shift lever(s) forCheck the shift lever(s) for

looseness and operation for smooth.looseness and operation for smooth.

16)16)  Lifting lever, tilting lever andLifting lever, tilting lever and

attachment lever checkattachment lever check

Check the loading levers (for lift,Check the loading levers (for lift,

tilt and optional attachment) fortilt and optional attachment) for

looseness and smooth operation.looseness and smooth operation.  

Increase the rotate speed of engine ,Increase the rotate speed of engine ,

make certain that the lifting lever, tiltingmake certain that the lifting lever, tilting
lever and attachment lever lever and attachment lever   in good workin good work

condition.condition.

17)17)  Instruments and sensorsInstruments and sensors

Make sure that hour meter, waterMake sure that hour meter, water

temperature indicator, oil temperaturetemperature indicator, oil temperature

indicator, transmission fluid sensor andindicator, transmission fluid sensor and

fuel sensor etfuel sensor etc., properly.c., properly.

18)18)  Brake pedal, inching pedal andBrake pedal, inching pedal and

clutch pedal checkclutch pedal check
Drive truck slowly, press down brakeDrive truck slowly, press down brake

 pedal, and brake lamp lights. pedal, and brake lamp lights.

Drive truck slowly, press downDrive truck slowly, press down

inching inching pedal, pedal, the the speed speed of of trucktruck

 becoming  becoming decrease, decrease, and and press press downwarddownward

more ,truck will be braked and stopmore ,truck will be braked and stop

Check function of clutch pedal, seeCheck function of clutch pedal, see

page 5page 5  clutch pedalclutch pedal》》

19)19)  Tire pressureTire pressure

Turn the tire valve cap counterTurn the tire valve cap counter

clock-wise and move it. Using a tireclock-wise and move it. Using a tire
 pressure  pressure gauge, gauge, measure measure the the inflationinflation

 pressure,  pressure, and and adjusting adjusting it it to to the the specifiedspecified

 pressure,  pressure, if if needed. needed. After After making making suresure

there is no sir leakage from the tire valve,there is no sir leakage from the tire valve,

reinstall the cap. Check that each tire doesreinstall the cap. Check that each tire does

not get damaged at the tread surface ornot get damaged at the tread surface or

side face or bending at the rim.side face or bending at the rim.

△△!!   Warning!  Warning!

Since the forklift truck needs tiresSince the forklift truck needs tires

that have a high inflation pressure tothat have a high inflation pressure to

carry heavy loads, even a small bendingcarry heavy loads, even a small bending

of rims or damage at the tread surfaceof rims or damage at the tread surface

could cause an accident.could cause an accident.
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△△!!   Warning!  Warning!

When using an air compressor, firstWhen using an air compressor, first

adjust the air pressure of theadjust the air pressure of the

compress-or. Failure to do so will causecompress-or. Failure to do so will cause

a serious accident, since the compressora serious accident, since the compressor

delivers the maximum pressure.delivers the maximum pressure.

△△!! WarningWarning  

All nuts and bolts should beAll nuts and bolts should be

 properly  properly installed installed and and tighten tighten beforebefore

inflating tire and rim assembly. Aninflating tire and rim assembly. An

inflated tire contains potentiallyinflated tire contains potentially

explosive energyexplosive energy. Don’t over . Don’t over inflate.inflate.  

Tire pressure GB/T2982-2001:Tire pressure GB/T2982-2001:

Truck typeTruck type

DrivingDriving
wheelswheels
（（FrontFront
wheelwheel））  

TurningTurning
wheelswheels
（（RearRear
wheelwheel））  

1-1.8t 1-1.8t 790KPa 790KPa 1000KPa1000KPa

2-2.5t 2-2.5t 860KPa 860KPa 860KPa860KPa
3-3.5t 3-3.5t 830KPa 830KPa 790KPa790KPa

Weekly maintenance (40 hours)Weekly maintenance (40 hours)

Increase the below content base onIncrease the below content base on

maintain daily.maintain daily.

1) Air cleaner1) Air cleaner

Please maintain the air cleaner when truckPlease maintain the air cleaner when truck

works 50-250 hours.works 50-250 hours.

After six times, please change air cleaner.After six times, please change air cleaner.

 Note Note：：If the working condition is bad,If the working condition is bad,

the cycle of maintain and change airthe cycle of maintain and change air

cleaner need cleaner need more frequency.more frequency.

The badly work condition with dust,The badly work condition with dust,

the cycle of maintain and change airthe cycle of maintain and change air

cleaner will be short. Advice maintainscleaner will be short. Advice maintains

one time between 8-50 hours; change itone time between 8-50 hours; change it

 between 100-300 hours. between 100-300 hours.

Maintain method:Maintain method:

1. T1. Take apart take apart the cover of air he cover of air cleaner.cleaner.

2. Take out air cleaner.2. Take out air cleaner.

3. Clean the inside or outside of dust3. Clean the inside or outside of dust

 by compress air. by compress air.

△△
!! CautionCaution：：  

11、、Please wear defend glass to avoid thePlease wear defend glass to avoid the

dust fly up into your eyes.dust fly up into your eyes.

22、、 It will damage the engine if notIt will damage the engine if not

maintain and change air cleaner on time.maintain and change air cleaner on time.

2) Fan belt tension check2) Fan belt tension check

Stop the engine.Stop the engine.

Use finger to press the belts at theUse finger to press the belts at the

midway between the water pump pulleymidway between the water pump pulley

and the generator pulley by 10kg press,and the generator pulley by 10kg press,

and check the drop distance if is up toand check the drop distance if is up to

standard.standard.
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EngineEngine
Drop distanceDrop distance

（（mmmm））  

A498BT1-1A498BT1-1 10-1510-15

K21K21，，K25 11-13K25 11-13

WF491GPWF491GP
汽油机汽油机

 New 5-7 New 5-7
，，

old 7-9old 7-9
4TNE924TNE92

4TNE984TNE98

 New 8-12 New 8-12，，oldold

10-1410-14

ISUZUISUZU

C240PKJ-30C240PKJ-30
8-128-12

TD27TD27
 New 9-11 New 9-11，，oldold

11-1311-13

Warning!Warning!

If the belt has already been pulledIf the belt has already been pulled

long, cut out or has no surplus, it shouldlong, cut out or has no surplus, it should

 be changed. be changed.

If the engine is still running, it’s notIf the engine is still running, it’s not

 permitted to ca permitted to carry on this rry on this check avoidingcheck avoiding

fingers or sleeves being caught up in.fingers or sleeves being caught up in.

3) Power shift transmission fluid level3) Power shift transmission fluid level

Open the inspections cover andOpen the inspections cover and

remove the filler cap. Inspect the leverremove the filler cap. Inspect the lever

gauge to make sure that the fluid level isgauge to make sure that the fluid level is

on the upper mark of the gauge.on the upper mark of the gauge.

4) Mast and forks4) Mast and forks

Check the mast and forks to makeCheck the mast and forks to make

sure:sure:

①①There is no crack and bend onThere is no crack and bend on

the forks, and the forks are installed onthe forks, and the forks are installed on
the fork the fork bracket strongly.bracket strongly.

Check if there have leakage of oilCheck if there have leakage of oil②②
cylinder and tubing.cylinder and tubing.

Check the rollers’ rotation.Check the rollers’ rotation.③③   

Check the mast if there have crackCheck the mast if there have crack④④
and bend.and bend.

Operate the lever ofOperate the lever of⑤⑤ lifting, tiltinglifting, tilting

and attachment, check the mast if it’s inand attachment, check the mast if it’s in

good condition, and pay attention togood condition, and pay attention tosystem operating sound.system operating sound.

55））  Lift chain tension checkLift chain tension check

①①Raise the fork about 10-15 cm aboveRaise the fork about 10-15 cm above

the ground and make it vertical.the ground and make it vertical.

②②Press middle of the chain by thumb.Press middle of the chain by thumb.

Make certain the tension for the right andMake certain the tension for the right and

left chains are even.left chains are even.

③③Adjust the tension: Loosen the lock nutAdjust the tension: Loosen the lock nut

1, screw the nut 2 and adjust the chain to1, screw the nut 2 and adjust the chain to

make the equal tension, turning themake the equal tension, turning the

adjusting nut 1 of the chain anchor pin.adjusting nut 1 of the chain anchor pin.

6) Lubrication of mast6) Lubrication of mast

Lubrication here on schedule, refersLubrication here on schedule, refers

to figure as below:to figure as below:
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MastMast

Paint lubrication grease on the slidePaint lubrication grease on the slide

support.support.

Note:Note:

a). The periods of paint lubricationa). The periods of paint lubrication

grease depend on the truck’s workgrease depend on the truck’s work

condition. If works heavy, please paintcondition. If works heavy, please paint

much more grease on mast.much more grease on mast.

 b). To assort with the truck’s operation, b). To assort with the truck’s operation,

 paint some lubrication grease on the paint some lubrication grease on the

surface where the idler pulley and insidesurface where the idler pulley and inside

and outside masts touchs.and outside masts touchs.

△△!! CautionCaution

Paint some lubrication grease; putPaint some lubrication grease; put

the truck stop on a smooth road, enginethe truck stop on a smooth road, engine

flameout and tight hand brake. Preventflameout and tight hand brake. Prevent

hand or body is clamped, and preventshand or body is clamped, and prevents

falling off from high place. Keep safe.falling off from high place. Keep safe.

7)7)   Chain LubricationChain Lubrication

Take one brush with engine oil paintTake one brush with engine oil paint

two sides on chain.two sides on chain.

8)8)   Lubrication grease to below parts,Lubrication grease to below parts,

the detail please see <<Lubricationthe detail please see <<Lubrication

system drawing >>system drawing >>

(1)(1)  mast bear lubricatemast bear lubricate

(2)(2)  Brake pedal(clutch type) lubricateBrake pedal(clutch type) lubricate

(3)(3)  Inching pedal(tor-con type) lubricateInching pedal(tor-con type) lubricate

(4)(4)  Steering axle shaft lubricateSteering axle shaft lubricate

(5)(5)  Steering knuckle main bearingSteering knuckle main bearing

lubricatelubricate

(6)(6)  Steering rod bar pin lubricateSteering rod bar pin lubricate

(7)(7)  Steering cylinder pin lubricateSteering cylinder pin lubricate

9)9)   Bolt, nut tightenBolt, nut tighten

Referrence the <<Maintain cycle chart>>Referrence the <<Maintain cycle chart>>

10) Hub nut torque check10) Hub nut torque check

Check hub nuts should be tightenedCheck hub nuts should be tightened

to the specified to the specified torque securely.torque securely.

Driving wheelDriving wheel （（front wheelfront wheel））  

A.A.   Hub nutHub nut

B.B.  Divided rim bolt (only for 1-1.8 ton)Divided rim bolt (only for 1-1.8 ton)

C.C.  Drive shaft boltDrive shaft bolt

Specified torque N.mSpecified torque N.m

1-1.8t 2-3.5t1-1.8t 2-3.5t

Hub Hub nut nut 157-176 157-176 441-588441-588
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Turning wheelTurning wheel（（rear wheelrear wheel））  

D. Rear hub nutD. Rear hub nut

Specified torque N.mSpecified torque N.m

1-3.5t1-3.5t

Hub Hub nut nut 157-176157-176

E. Divided rim boltE. Divided rim bolt

11)11)   Brake pedal, inching pedal andBrake pedal, inching pedal and

clutch pedal checkclutch pedal check

Press the brake pedal fully when thePress the brake pedal fully when the

engine is running, the distance betweenengine is running, the distance between

 brake pedal and front soleplate should brake pedal and front soleplate should

 be more than 60 mm. be more than 60 mm.

Check the inching pedal and clutchCheck the inching pedal and clutch

 pedal through the same method. pedal through the same method.

Height and the free clearance H:Height and the free clearance H:

FreeFree

heightheight

PressPress

heightheight
free clearancefree clearance

BrakeBrake

 pedal pedal
120-130120-130 ≥≥6600 11--33

InchingInching

 pedal pedal
120-130120-130 ≥≥6060

touching bolt oftouching bolt of

inching pedal – inching pedal –  brake pedal: brake pedal:

①①0.9-3.4mm0.9-3.4mm

(NRW15A,QNR (NRW15A,QNR 

W22A)W22A)

②②0 mm(besides0 mm(besides

 NRW15A,QNR  NRW15A,QNR 

W22A)W22A)

ClutchClutch

 pedal pedal
120-130120-130 ≥≥6600 22--55

 Notice :QN-RW22A is the shortening  Notice :QN-RW22A is the shortening ofof

CPQD20/25/30/35N-RW22ACPQD20/25/30/35N-RW22A、、RW15A isRW15A is

shorteningCPCD20/25/30/35N-RW15A.shorteningCPCD20/25/30/35N-RW15A.

Maintain monthly (180-200 hours)Maintain monthly (180-200 hours)

Increase the below content base onIncrease the below content base on

maintain per week.maintain per week.

1. Change engine oil and oil filter1. Change engine oil and oil filter

1) Start the engine, warm-up enough, then1) Start the engine, warm-up enough, then

flameout.flameout.

2) Take out the oil cover and bottom shell2) Take out the oil cover and bottom shell

to plug, release the oil.to plug, release the oil.

△△!! CCaauuttiioonn

Be careful about the hot oil.Be careful about the hot oil.

··Milky oil shows there is someMilky oil shows there is some

cooling fluid in it, find out the reason andcooling fluid in it, find out the reason and

revise.revise.

··Oil is very rare show that the oilOil is very rare show that the oil

contains gasoline.contains gasoline.

3) Wipe up and fit tuck and gasket.3) Wipe up and fit tuck and gasket.

Screws down moment of oil tuck:Screws down moment of oil tuck:

2929～～39 N·m39 N·m
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4) Dismantle the oil filter by tool.4) Dismantle the oil filter by tool.

5) Use cloth clean the surface of oil5) Use cloth clean the surface of oil

filter.filter.

6) Lay on little oil on the rubber ring of6) Lay on little oil on the rubber ring of

new oil filter.new oil filter.

7) Install new oil filter by hand,not7) Install new oil filter by hand,not

spanner.spanner.

8)Referrence <<Table for the oil used in8)Referrence <<Table for the oil used in

the truck>>,oil preferred.the truck>>,oil preferred.

9)Start the engine,check leak oil around9)Start the engine,check leak oil around

oil tuck and filter.oil tuck and filter.

If leak obviously,this part is wrongIf leak obviously,this part is wrong

install.install.

10)10)  Warm-up engine enough,thenWarm-up engine enough,then

flameout,check oil level later.fill ifflameout,check oil level later.fill if

need.need.

Check the oil fluid surface,put the truckCheck the oil fluid surface,put the truck

at ground flatly.at ground flatly.

2.Plus lubricate to front and rear of2.Plus lubricate to front and rear of

pinpin roll of Tilt cylinderroll of Tilt cylinder

Clean the plus place,pile out the past oil.Clean the plus place,pile out the past oil.

3.Check the gear oil of drive Axle3.Check the gear oil of drive Axle

housinghousing

If there is more dust at work place, afterIf there is more dust at work place, after

200 hours use, it need consider that200 hours use, it need consider thatchange the gear oil of drive axlechange the gear oil of drive axle

housing.housing.

4. Change transmission oil filter4. Change transmission oil filter

Check the hydraulic transmission oilCheck the hydraulic transmission oil

fluid, if more dust, change thefluid, if more dust, change the

hydraulic oil of transmission. It is firsthydraulic oil of transmission. It is first

time.time.

Let the truck at level ground,Let the truck at level ground,

 play-down the fork to floor, inclined back play-down the fork to floor, inclined back

the mast, strain brake handle, whenthe mast, strain brake handle, when

transmission is at neutral position, enginetransmission is at neutral position, engine

is cut off.is cut off.

△△!! CautionCaution

Hot hydraulic oil and part will hurtHot hydraulic oil and part will hurt

Body. Do not touch the hot hydraulicBody. Do not touch the hot hydraulic

oil and part.oil and part.

1)1)   Dismantle rubber mat and frontDismantle rubber mat and front

soleplate.soleplate.2)2)   Dismantle filter, deal withDismantle filter, deal with

located statute.located statute.

3)3)   Clean pedestal of filter, confirmClean pedestal of filter, confirm

that the old gasket of pedestal havethat the old gasket of pedestal have

 be cleaned. be cleaned.

4)4)   Plus less hydraulic oil on the newPlus less hydraulic oil on the new

filter gasket.filter gasket.

5)5)   Install filter by hand. When theInstall filter by hand. When the

filter get to pedestal, screw downfilter get to pedestal, screw down

1/2-3/4 laps.1/2-3/4 laps.

6)6)  

5.Change hydraulic transmission5.Change hydraulic transmission
oil(first time, then semiannually)oil(first time, then semiannually)

Let the truck at level ground, play-downLet the truck at level ground, play-down

the fork to floor, inclined back the mast,the fork to floor, inclined back the mast,

strain brake handle. When transmission isstrain brake handle. When transmission is

at neutral position, engine is cutoff.at neutral position, engine is cutoff.

△△!! CautionCaution

Hot hydraulic oil and part will hurtHot hydraulic oil and part will hurt

Body. Do not touch the hot hydraulicBody. Do not touch the hot hydraulic

oil and part.oil and part.

1) Put one case(cubage is over 20 litre)1) Put one case(cubage is over 20 litre)

under the transmission.under the transmission.
2) Dismantle oil tuck,put oil in it.2) Dismantle oil tuck,put oil in it.
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3) Clean oil tuck then install.3) Clean oil tuck then install.

4) Take out the dipstick.Add hydraulic4) Take out the dipstick.Add hydraulic

oil.See <<Table for the oil used in theoil.See <<Table for the oil used in the

truck>>.truck>>.

5) Startup engine.5) Startup engine.

6) Step on the brake pedal,operate the6) Step on the brake pedal,operate the

engine,let the transmission at state of goengine,let the transmission at state of go

forward and backpedal so that the oil isforward and backpedal so that the oil is

in clutch.in clutch.

7) Let the transmission at neutral,strain7) Let the transmission at neutral,strain

hand brake.hand brake.

8) Take out the dipstick,inspect fluid8) Take out the dipstick,inspect fluid

 position. position.

9) If oil is not enough,add oil to keep it9) If oil is not enough,add oil to keep it

 between max and mix graduation. between max and mix graduation.

10) Check the filter and oil tuck if10) Check the filter and oil tuck if

leakage.leakage.

11) Flameout engine,install front11) Flameout engine,install front

soleplate.soleplate.

6. Air-bleeding fuel system Diesel6. Air-bleeding fuel system Diesel

During add fuel or discharge waterDuring add fuel or discharge water

from sedimentor, it’s also need to bleedfrom sedimentor, it’s also need to bleed

air in the fuel system.air in the fuel system.

①①Loosen the bleed plugLoosen the bleed plug
②② press the priming pump until fuel press the priming pump until fuel

coming through the bleed plug containscoming through the bleed plug contains
no bubble.no bubble.

Fasten the bleed plug.Fasten the bleed plug.③③   

7. Water discharge from sedimentor7. Water discharge from sedimentor

(W10(W10  W15AW15A  W32W32  W33Diesel truck.)W33Diesel truck.)

When the sedimentor indicatorWhen the sedimentor indicator
lamp lights up, it means need waterlamp lights up, it means need water
discharge.discharge.

Put a container under the fuel filter Put a container under the fuel filter ①① 。。  

Loosen away the drain boltLoosen away the drain bolt②② （（W15AW15A））,,

then loosen the drain plug by turning 4then loosen the drain plug by turning 4

to 5 turns to to 5 turns to dewater.dewater.

Fasten the drain boltFasten the drain bolt③③ （（W15AW15A））  and  and

 plug after the water was discharged. plug after the water was discharged.

8 Exhaust gas check8 Exhaust gas check

ColorlessColorless
 Normal: complete Normal: complete

combustioncombustion

BlackBlack
Abnormal: incompleteAbnormal: incomplete

combustioncombustion

WhiteWhite
Abnormal: water come inAbnormal: water come in

the burnt housethe burnt house

BlueBlue Abnormal: oil burnsAbnormal: oil burns

Warning!Warning!

Don’t start the lift truck in badDon’t start the lift truck in bad

ventilation space. There is carbonventilation space. There is carbon

monoxide in the exhaust gas, it is verymonoxide in the exhaust gas, it is very
dangerous.dangerous.

Maintain semiannually (1000 hours)Maintain semiannually (1000 hours)

Increase the below content base onIncrease the below content base on

maintain monthly.maintain monthly.

1. Brake oil fluid change1. Brake oil fluid change

1) Let the truck at level ground,1) Let the truck at level ground,

 play-down the fork to floor, inclined play-down the fork to floor, inclined

 back the mast, strain brake handle. When back the mast, strain brake handle. When

transmission is at neutral position,transmission is at neutral position,

engine is cutoff.engine is cutoff.

2) Pick off the rubber dustproof cap of oil2) Pick off the rubber dustproof cap of oil

orifice, install the both sides oforifice, install the both sides of
 preliminary clarity tube to oil orifice and preliminary clarity tube to oil orifice and
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waste oil collect bottle, then use spannerwaste oil collect bottle, then use spanner

loosen oil orifice bolt counterclockwise.loosen oil orifice bolt counterclockwise.

The other people step on the brake pedalThe other people step on the brake pedal

repeat on the truck at same time. Hererepeat on the truck at same time. Here

the brake oil will burst forth from oilthe brake oil will burst forth from oil

orifice, note the fluid lever of brake oilorifice, note the fluid lever of brake oil

tank. Append new brake fluid when thetank. Append new brake fluid when the

lever fall. Screw down the bolt of oillever fall. Screw down the bolt of oil

orifice when oil clear.orifice when oil clear.

3)The people step on brake pedal repeat3)The people step on brake pedal repeat

at culmination, not loose, the otherat culmination, not loose, the other

 people loose oil orifice bolt, screw down people loose oil orifice bolt, screw down

it after brake oil gush completely. Thenit after brake oil gush completely. Then

inform the first people loose. Repeatinform the first people loose. Repeat

upwards operation till brake oil withoutupwards operation till brake oil without

air bladder. Note the fluid lever of brakeair bladder. Note the fluid lever of brake

oil tank. Append new brake fluid whenoil tank. Append new brake fluid when

the liquid drop.the liquid drop.

 Note: Note:

Transmission system forklift from Korea:Transmission system forklift from Korea:

add brake fluid (Brake oil pot) is Mobiladd brake fluid (Brake oil pot) is Mobil

Delvac Hydraulic SAE10W.Delvac Hydraulic SAE10W.

Other model: Caltex DOT3 or ChoiceOther model: Caltex DOT3 or Choice

HZY3 brake liquid (note add afterHZY3 brake liquid (note add after

factory)factory)

CautionCaution

Prevent dust, water into oil when addPrevent dust, water into oil when add

 brake fluid. The brake fluid is brake fluid. The brake fluid is

venomousness, causticity, touch invenomousness, causticity, touch in

case, and please wash clean.case, and please wash clean.

2.2.   Steering wheel locked deviceSteering wheel locked device

lubricatelubricate

Daub the lubricating grease on theDaub the lubricating grease on the

steering wheel locked device.steering wheel locked device.

3. Hydraulic oil change3. Hydraulic oil change

Let the truck at level ground, play-downLet the truck at level ground, play-down

the fork to floor, inclined back the mast,the fork to floor, inclined back the mast,

strain brake handle. When transmissionstrain brake handle. When transmission

is at neutral position, engine is cutoff.is at neutral position, engine is cutoff.

△△!! CautionCaution

Hot hydraulic oil and part will hurtHot hydraulic oil and part will hurt

body. Do not touch the hot hydraulicbody. Do not touch the hot hydraulic

oil and part.oil and part.

1) Put one case(cubage is over 60 litre)1) Put one case(cubage is over 60 litre)

under the hydrualic oil box.Dismantle theunder the hydrualic oil box.Dismantle the

oil tuck,let the hydrualic to case.oil tuck,let the hydrualic to case.

2) Dismantle hydrualic dipstick and fuel2) Dismantle hydrualic dipstick and fuel

 box cover discreteness. box cover discreteness.

3) Take out the magnet from oil box to3) Take out the magnet from oil box to

clean and rinse the oil orifice of boxclean and rinse the oil orifice of box

 bottom by hydrualic oil. bottom by hydrualic oil.

4) Clean and install the oil plug.4) Clean and install the oil plug.

5) Fill hydrulic oil box.Referrence5) Fill hydrulic oil box.Referrence

<<Table for the oil used in the truck>>.<<Table for the oil used in the truck>>.

6) Startup the engine and operate multiple6) Startup the engine and operate multiple

valve joy stick and turn system,fillvalve joy stick and turn system,fill

hydrualic oil in all system.hydrualic oil in all system.7) Check each hydrualic component and7) Check each hydrualic component and

 pipeline if leakage oil. pipeline if leakage oil.

8) Close the engine,retract all cylinder8) Close the engine,retract all cylinder

 pole,check the oil level of hydrualic oil pole,check the oil level of hydrualic oil

 box.Add oil at graduation position. box.Add oil at graduation position.

4. Check clean and change hydraulic4. Check clean and change hydraulic

return oil filter, respirator and strainerreturn oil filter, respirator and strainer

Let the truck at level ground, play-downLet the truck at level ground, play-down

the fork to floor, inclined back the mast,the fork to floor, inclined back the mast,

strain brake handle. When transmission isstrain brake handle. When transmission is

at neutral position, engine is cutoff.at neutral position, engine is cutoff.

1)1)   Loose the bolt of hydraulic oil boxLoose the bolt of hydraulic oil box

cover board discreteness.cover board discreteness.

2)2)   Take out return oil filter from topTake out return oil filter from top

cover broad.cover broad.

3)3)   Install new filter by hand.Install new filter by hand.

4)4)   TTake out the strake out the strainer from oil ainer from oil box.box.

5)5)   Install new filter by hand.Install new filter by hand.

6)6)   Install oil box top cover board andInstall oil box top cover board and

screw down bolt.screw down bolt.

7)7)   Take out respirator.Take out respirator.

8)8)   Clean by lotion and desiccation.Clean by lotion and desiccation.

9)9)   Install respiratInstall respiratoror..

10)10)  Startup the engine and operateStartup the engine and operate

hydraulic system, let hydraulic oil inhydraulic system, let hydraulic oil in

all system. Check leakage.all system. Check leakage.
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11)11)  Close the engine,retract all cylinderClose the engine,retract all cylinder

 pole,check the oil level of hydrualic pole,check the oil level of hydrualic

oil box.Add oil at graduationoil box.Add oil at graduation

 position. position.

5.Change hydraulic transmission oil5.Change hydraulic transmission oil

Refer to ‘Change hydraulic transmissionRefer to ‘Change hydraulic transmission

oil’ from ‘Maintain monthly’.oil’ from ‘Maintain monthly’.

6. Check, clean, change fuel filter6. Check, clean, change fuel filter

 Note: Note:

In the dust and dirty work condition,In the dust and dirty work condition,

clean fuel filters per one month andclean fuel filters per one month and

changes per six months.changes per six months.

1. T1. Take out the fuel ake out the fuel filter discreteness.filter discreteness.

2. T2. Take out transducer ake out transducer form it.form it.

3. Before install new one, install3. Before install new one, install

transducer discreteness existing, put atransducer discreteness existing, put a

little fuel on the filter airproof.little fuel on the filter airproof.

 Note Note

Before install, prohibit add fuel to filter,Before install, prohibit add fuel to filter,
otherwise accelerate the abrasion of fuelotherwise accelerate the abrasion of fuel

system parts.system parts.

44   Install new filter discreteness.Install new filter discreteness.

55   Turn the new filter till the airproofTurn the new filter till the airproof

mat adhibit to surface.mat adhibit to surface.

66   Screw down 2/3 loops.Screw down 2/3 loops.

Maintain annually (2000 hours)Maintain annually (2000 hours)

Increase the below content base onIncrease the below content base on

maintain semiannually.maintain semiannually.

1.1.  Replace the engine cooling fluidReplace the engine cooling fluid

11））.Open the radiator cover and loosen.Open the radiator cover and loosen

the drain cover, let the oil flow out, thenthe drain cover, let the oil flow out, then

wash the cooling system.wash the cooling system.

22））. Screw down the drain . Screw down the drain cover.cover.

33））. Add cooling fluid to radiator up to. Add cooling fluid to radiator up to
way out.way out.

44））. Let the e. Let the engine run fully.ngine run fully.

55））. Stop the engine, after . Stop the engine, after cool down fully,cool down fully,

still add cooling fluid to radiator up tostill add cooling fluid to radiator up to

way out, and add cooling fluid to coolantway out, and add cooling fluid to coolant

reservoir “MAX” position.reservoir “MAX” position.

66））.Check the drain cover if leakage..Check the drain cover if leakage.

△△
!! WarningWarning！！  

When the water temperature of theWhen the water temperature of the

engine higher than 70 degree, please doengine higher than 70 degree, please do

not open the pressure cap of the radiatornot open the pressure cap of the radiator

avoiding scald.avoiding scald.

TheThe  engine cooling fluid is prevent rustengine cooling fluid is prevent rust

and frostbite. Seeand frostbite. See 《《Table for the oil usedTable for the oil used

in the truck in the truck 》》  

2.Front-wheel bear change lubricate2.Front-wheel bear change lubricate

greasegrease

Referrence<<Maintain manual>>driveReferrence<<Maintain manual>>drive

wheel hub,dismantle wheel hub.wheel hub,dismantle wheel hub.3. Front-wheel bear change lubricate3. Front-wheel bear change lubricate

greasegrease

ReferrenceReferrence《《Maintain manualMaintain manual》》steeringsteering

axle content.axle content.

4.Change steering axle gear oil4.Change steering axle gear oil

Let the truck at level ground. At neutral,Let the truck at level ground. At neutral,

engine flameout.engine flameout.

1. T1. Take out the oil ake out the oil plug, put oil to a plug, put oil to a case.case.

Clean oil plug.Clean oil plug.

2. Install oil plug.2. Install oil plug.

3. T3. Take out breathe fake out breathe freely plug and oilreely plug and oil

fluid position plug. Put the oil from orificefluid position plug. Put the oil from orifice
 bend to steering axle shell until oil bend to steering axle shell until oil

overflow from level plug. See add meteoverflow from level plug. See add mete

anew.anew.

4. Press level and bend plug.4. Press level and bend plug.

5. Start-up forklift. Movement the engine5. Start-up forklift. Movement the engine

let the steering wheel control handle atlet the steering wheel control handle at

neutral.neutral.

6. T6. Take out level plug. ake out level plug. Keep oil level untilKeep oil level until

overflow.overflow.
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OtherOther

1. Fuse and relay1. Fuse and relay

The fuse box is at middle of instrumentThe fuse box is at middle of instrument

and nearside of steering wheel. Beforeand nearside of steering wheel. Before

replace a new one fuse, please find outreplace a new one fuse, please find out

the cause of problem at first.the cause of problem at first.

Please replace the same capacity fuse.Please replace the same capacity fuse.

See “fuse and relay” on page 16.See “fuse and relay” on page 16.

..  
2. The change of tyre2. The change of tyre

△△!! Warning!Warning!

When using an air compressor, firstWhen using an air compressor, first

adjust the air pressure of theadjust the air pressure of the

compress-or. Failure to do so will causecompress-or. Failure to do so will cause

a serious accident, since the compressora serious accident, since the compressor

delivers the maximum pressure.delivers the maximum pressure.

To make sure safe, put the tyre in aTo make sure safe, put the tyre in a

defend casing when charge.defend casing when charge.

Front wheelFront wheel

1) 1) Place Place lift lift truck truck on on level level concrete.concrete.

2) 2) Start Start engine engine and and raise raise carriage carriage aboutabout

100mm height.100mm height.

3) 3) Place chocks Place chocks behind behind rear whrear wheels toeels to
 prevent movement of forklift. prevent movement of forklift.

4) 4) Loosen Loosen wheel wheel nuts nuts 1-2 1-2 turns turns each each byby
turning them counter-clockwise.turning them counter-clockwise.

5) 5) Tilt Tilt mast mast fully fully backward, backward, and and place place aa
wooden block under each side of outerwooden block under each side of outer
mast.mast.

6) 6) Tilt Tilt mast mast forward forward until until front front tires aretires are
raised from surface.raised from surface.

Caution:Caution:

Do not allow loose nuts before theDo not allow loose nuts before the
front wheels leave away from the ground.front wheels leave away from the ground.

7) Support forklift truck by putting7) Support forklift truck by putting
additional wooden blocks under each sideadditional wooden blocks under each side
of the front-end frame as shown below.of the front-end frame as shown below.
Stop the engine.Stop the engine.

8) 8) TTake out ake out the wheel the wheel nut and nut and replacereplace
the front wheel tire.the front wheel tire.

Warning!Warning!

a. a. When When removing removing tire tire from from wheel wheel rim,rim,
do not remove rim set bots and nutsdo not remove rim set bots and nuts

 before releasing air. before releasing air.

 b.  b. Make Make sure sure that that wooden wooden blocks blocks usedused
to support lift truck are solid, one-pieceto support lift truck are solid, one-piece
units.units.

c. c. Never Never get get under under forklift forklift while while it it isis
supported only by wooden blocks.supported only by wooden blocks.

9) 9) Retighten Retighten the the wheel wheel nut nut temporarilytemporarily..

10) Start the engine, and take out the10) Start the engine, and take out the
wooden block.wooden block.

11) Tilting backward the mast and lower11) Tilting backward the mast and lower
down the mast slowly, then take out thedown the mast slowly, then take out the
wooden block under the outer mast andwooden block under the outer mast and
rear wheel.rear wheel.

12) Retighten the wheel nut with right12) Retighten the wheel nut with right
tightens torque.tightens torque.

13) 13) Inflation Inflation tyre tyre again again to to right right airair
 pressure. pressure.
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Rear wheelRear wheel

1) 1) Place Place lifts lifts truck truck on on level level concrete.concrete.

2) 2) Pull the Pull the parking brake parking brake lever andlever and
 place  place chocks chocks before before front front wheels wheels toto
 prevent movement of forklift. prevent movement of forklift.

3) Put the lifting jack under the3) Put the lifting jack under the
counterweight.counterweight.

Caution:Caution:

Make sure the jack capacity is biggerMake sure the jack capacity is bigger

than 2/3 of service weight of forklift.than 2/3 of service weight of forklift.

4) 4) Loosen Loosen wheel wheel nuts nuts 1-2 1-2 turns turns each each byby

turning them counter-clockwise.turning them counter-clockwise.

△△!! Warning!Warning!

Do not move wheel nuts until rearDo not move wheel nuts until rear

tires are raised from ground.tires are raised from ground.  

5) 5) Raised Raised the the forklift forklift by by swing swing the the rod rod ofof

 jack until it out of ground. Support forklift jack until it out of ground. Support forklifttruck by putting additional wooden blockstruck by putting additional wooden blocks
under each side of the front-end frame asunder each side of the front-end frame as
shown below.shown below.

6) 6) TTake ake out out the the wheel wheel nut nut of of rear whrear wheel,eel,
and then replace the wheel.and then replace the wheel.

△△!!   Warning!  Warning!  

a. a. When When removing removing tire tire from from wheel wheel rim,rim,

do not remove rim set bots and nutsdo not remove rim set bots and nuts

 before releasing air. before releasing air.

 b. Make  b. Make sure sure that that wooden blocks wooden blocks used tused too

support lift truck are solid, one-piecesupport lift truck are solid, one-piece

units.units.

c. Never get under forklift while it isc. Never get under forklift while it is

supported only by wooden blocks.supported only by wooden blocks.

7) 7) Retighten Retighten the the nut nut on on consequence consequence asas
figure show below:figure show below:

8) Remove the wooden block under8) Remove the wooden block under
chassis body. Let down the chassis body. Let down the forklift slowly.forklift slowly.
Then take away the chocks before theThen take away the chocks before the
front wheel.front wheel.

9) 9) Retighten the Retighten the wheel nuwheel nut with t with rightright
tightens torque.tightens torque.

10) 10) Inflation Inflation tyre tyre again again to to right right airair

 pressure. pressure.
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3. The measure for cold and hot3. The measure for cold and hot

Base on the temperature, choose theBase on the temperature, choose the

suitable viscosity oil.suitable viscosity oil.

4. Clean the radiator and radiation fin4. Clean the radiator and radiation fin

CautionCaution

··The dust may fly to your eyes, soThe dust may fly to your eyes, so

you’d better wear your glasses toyou’d better wear your glasses to

 protect your eyes. protect your eyes.

If the radiation fin is build up, it willIf the radiation fin is build up, it will

lead over hot, so use compress air,lead over hot, so use compress air,

vapour or water.vapour or water.

CautionCaution

··Clean the radiation fin by compressClean the radiation fin by compress

airair

or vapour, put the muzzle to radiator aor vapour, put the muzzle to radiator a

right angle.right angle.  

5.5. The operation of engine too hot The operation of engine too hot

If the engine is too hot, do notIf the engine is too hot, do not

stop it at once, do it as follow:stop it at once, do it as follow:

①①  Movement engine low speed Movement engine low speed ；；  

②②   Open the engine cover toOpen the engine cover to

airinessairiness

Stop when water temperatureStop when water temperature③③

fallfall；；  

③③   Check the cooling fluid, addCheck the cooling fluid, add

water, if need.water, if need.
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5. Structure and stability of truck5. Structure and stability of truck

It is very important for operator to know the truck’s structure and relationship between loadIt is very important for operator to know the truck’s structure and relationship between load

and sand stability.tability.

Caution Caution The The structure structure of of the the trucktruck

The basic structure of the truck is mast (include mast andThe basic structure of the truck is mast (include mast and

forks) and body (include tire).forks) and body (include tire).

The lift truck keeps the balance of weight between the truckThe lift truck keeps the balance of weight between the truck

 body and the  body and the load on the load on the forks with the forks with the center of center of the front the front wheelswheels

as a fulcrum when the rated capacity load is placed in position.as a fulcrum when the rated capacity load is placed in position.

Due care should be paid to the weight and the center ofDue care should be paid to the weight and the center of

gravity of loads to maintain the stability of the truck.gravity of loads to maintain the stability of the truck.

Caution Caution Load Load centercenter

There is difference because of the loads’ shape, gravity, suchThere is difference because of the loads’ shape, gravity, such

as box, board and large roller. It is very important to distinguishas box, board and large roller. It is very important to distinguish

the difference and the gravity center of loads.the difference and the gravity center of loads.

Warning!Warning!

If the truck is going to turn over, do not attempt to get out of the truck, because theIf the truck is going to turn over, do not attempt to get out of the truck, because the

speed of overturn is much fast than you. You should hold the steering wheel handle, andspeed of overturn is much fast than you. You should hold the steering wheel handle, and

this practice will let you in the seats. Please tie safety belt.this practice will let you in the seats. Please tie safety belt.

Caution Caution Gravity Gravity and and stabilitystability

The combined center that is composed of the barycenterThe combined center that is composed of the barycenter

and the load center determine the stability of lift trucks.and the load center determine the stability of lift trucks.

When unloaded, the barycenter does not change;When unloaded, the barycenter does not change;

When loaded, the barycenter is determined by the truckWhen loaded, the barycenter is determined by the truck

and the load’s center.and the load’s center.

The barycenter is also determined by the tilting andThe barycenter is also determined by the tilting and

lifting of the mast.lifting of the mast.

The combined center is determined by these factors:The combined center is determined by these factors:

Load’s size, weight and shape.Load’s size, weight and shape.

The lifting height.The lifting height.  

The tilting angle.The tilting angle.

The pressure of the tire.The pressure of the tire.

The radius of turning.The radius of turning.

The road and grade’s angle.The road and grade’s angle.The attachments.The attachments.
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Caution Caution the the stability stability zone zone of of the the barycenterbarycenter

In order to make the truck stable, the combined centerIn order to make the truck stable, the combined center

must be in the triangle which is made up of two points that themust be in the triangle which is made up of two points that the

two front wheels attach ground and the midpoint of the backtwo front wheels attach ground and the midpoint of the back

driving axle.driving axle.

If the combined center is in the front driving axle, the twoIf the combined center is in the front driving axle, the two

front wheels become two fulcrums, the truck will overturn. Iffront wheels become two fulcrums, the truck will overturn. If

the combined center departures the triangle, the trucks shallthe combined center departures the triangle, the trucks shall

overturn in the corresponding direction.overturn in the corresponding direction.

Caution Caution the the max max loadload

The distance between the load center and the front surface ofThe distance between the load center and the front surface of

forklift forklift or or load load bracket (select bracket (select the mthe min) in) on on the the forklift is forklift is calledcalled

LOAD CENTER DISTANCE. The max gravity that the truck canLOAD CENTER DISTANCE. The max gravity that the truck can

load is called MAX LOAD on condition that the load is on the loadload is called MAX LOAD on condition that the load is on the load

center center distancdistance. The e. The relatrelationship ionship of MAX Lof MAX LOAD anOAD and LOAd LOAD CENTD CENTERER

DISTANCE is specified on the load capability chart. If the load centerDISTANCE is specified on the load capability chart. If the load center

is moved near the front of forklift, the load should be cut down.is moved near the front of forklift, the load should be cut down.

Caution Caution the the load load capability capability chartchart

This chart shows the relationship of MAX LOADThis chart shows the relationship of MAX LOAD

And the location And the location of LOAD CENTER DISTANCof LOAD CENTER DISTANCE. CheckE. Check

whether the load and load center distance is in the rangewhether the load and load center distance is in the range

referred by the chart. Put the most important parts near thereferred by the chart. Put the most important parts near the

load bracket if the shape of goods is complex.load bracket if the shape of goods is complex.

Caution Caution speed speed and and accelerationacceleration

A static object keep its static station which is not affected by outside force, one dynamic objectA static object keep its static station which is not affected by outside force, one dynamic object

moves with the same speed which is not affected by outside force, this is inertia.moves with the same speed which is not affected by outside force, this is inertia.

Because of inertia, one force affected backward when the truck is moving , one force affectedBecause of inertia, one force affected backward when the truck is moving , one force affected

forward when the truck is stopping.forward when the truck is stopping.

It is very dangerous to press the brake suddenly. It may result in capsizal or sliding down of theIt is very dangerous to press the brake suddenly. It may result in capsizal or sliding down of the

load because of huge force to the front.load because of huge force to the front.

Centrifugal force will be formed during turning and its direction is from the turning center toCentrifugal force will be formed during turning and its direction is from the turning center to

the outer. The force may result in the capsizal of truck. Right-and-left stable zone is very small, sothe outer. The force may result in the capsizal of truck. Right-and-left stable zone is very small, so

the truck’s speed must be reduced when turning to prevent capsizal. If the truck conveys the loadthe truck’s speed must be reduced when turning to prevent capsizal. If the truck conveys the load

which is on the high location, feasibility of capsizal is very big.which is on the high location, feasibility of capsizal is very big.
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6. Operation6. Operation

△△!! Warning!Warning!  

Before operating the truck, check allBefore operating the truck, check all

controls and warning devices for propercontrols and warning devices for proper

operation. If any damage of fault isoperation. If any damage of fault is
found, don’t operate truck until corrected.found, don’t operate truck until corrected.

  

Star-upStar-up

Starting diesel engineStarting diesel engine

Make sure that the shift lever(s) andMake sure that the shift lever(s) and

loading levers are in neutral and holdloading levers are in neutral and hold

 position. position.

Turn the ignition switch to ON positionTurn the ignition switch to ON position

after turning the ignition switch toafter turning the ignition switch to

STSTART positionART position..

CautionCaution

If you can not start the engine in 5If you can not start the engine in 5

seconds, should switch to OFF, after 2seconds, should switch to OFF, after 2

minutes then start it again.minutes then start it again.

If you can not start the engine 3If you can not start the engine 3

times continuously should check thetimes continuously should check the

truck to the core.truck to the core.

CautionCaution

If the temperature is lower than –5If the temperature is lower than –5

degree, crank the engine by turning thedegree, crank the engine by turning the
ignition key to “START”. Release keyignition key to “START”. Release key

when engine starts.when engine starts.

Starting gasoline engineStarting gasoline engine

Make sure that the shift lever(s) andMake sure that the shift lever(s) and

loading levers are in neutral and holdloading levers are in neutral and hold

 position. position.

Cold engine.Cold engine.

Pull out the choke button fully.Pull out the choke button fully.

Depress the accelerator pedal to theDepress the accelerator pedal to the

floor two or three times and release it.floor two or three times and release it.

With your foot OFF the pedal, crank theWith your foot OFF the pedal, crank the
engine by turning the ignition key toengine by turning the ignition key to

“START”. Release key when engine“START”. Release key when engine

starts.starts.

Warm engineWarm engine

Do not pull out the choke button.Do not pull out the choke button.

Press down the accelerator pedalPress down the accelerator pedal

halfway and cold. Crank the engine byhalfway and cold. Crank the engine by

turning the ignition key to “START”.turning the ignition key to “START”.

Release key when engine starts.Release key when engine starts.

CautionCaution

Do not press down the acceleratorDo not press down the accelerator

 pedal  pedal fully fully when when starting starting warm warm engine.engine.

This operation may harden the engineThis operation may harden the engine

starting. Pressing down the acceleratorstarting. Pressing down the accelerator

 pedal  pedal several several times times will will cause cause harderharder

starting.starting.

CautionCaution

The starting time should less than 5The starting time should less than 5
seconds a time, the interval between twoseconds a time, the interval between two

starting should much than 2 minutes.starting should much than 2 minutes.

After engine has startedAfter engine has started

Warm up the engine (for about 5Warm up the engine (for about 5

minutes)minutes)

Check the rotation (sound or gear) ofCheck the rotation (sound or gear) of

the engine.the engine.

CautionCaution

Diesel modelDiesel model

After starring up the engine,After starring up the engine,

accelerate it’s speed to the arrange ofaccelerate it’s speed to the arrange of

1800-2000r/min, and warm it without1800-2000r/min, and warm it without

work.work.

Gas modelGas model

After cranking the engine, push inAfter cranking the engine, push in

the choke button step by step observingthe choke button step by step observing

the warm-up condition and stability ofthe warm-up condition and stability of

speed of the engine. Push in the chokespeed of the engine. Push in the choke

 button fully after making sure the  button fully after making sure the engineengine

is completely warmed up.is completely warmed up.

·Check the combustion (or misfiring)·Check the combustion (or misfiring)

sound.sound.
·Check the condition (density) of·Check the condition (density) of
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exhaust.exhaust.

·Make sure that all the warming lamps are·Make sure that all the warming lamps are

off.off.

·After thoroughly warming up the·After thoroughly warming up the

engine, operate the loading levers 2 toengine, operate the loading levers 2 to

3 times in their full stroke and check3 times in their full stroke and check

their working conditions.their working conditions.TravelingTraveling

Hold the knob on the steering wheelHold the knob on the steering wheel

with your left hand and get the rightwith your left hand and get the right

hand ready for loading working, lightlyhand ready for loading working, lightly

 putting it on the wheel. putting it on the wheel.

Set the bottom of the fork 15 to 20 cmSet the bottom of the fork 15 to 20 cm

above the ground and fully tilt back theabove the ground and fully tilt back the

upright.upright.

Check the safety around the machineCheck the safety around the machine

and give a signal when starting theand give a signal when starting the

engine.engine.

Clutch typeClutch type  

Depress the clutch pedal and engageDepress the clutch pedal and engage

the shift levers.the shift levers.

Release the parking brake lever.Release the parking brake lever.

Gradually release the clutch pedalGradually release the clutch pedal
while depressing the accelerator pedal towhile depressing the accelerator pedal to

start the machine.start the machine.

CautionCaution

Do not rest your foot on the clutchDo not rest your foot on the clutch

 pedal while you are driving. pedal while you are driving.

TTorque converter orque converter typetype
Depress brake pedal and engage theDepress brake pedal and engage the

forward-reverse lever.forward-reverse lever.

Release the parking brake lever.Release the parking brake lever.
Release brake pedal and depress theRelease brake pedal and depress the

accelerator pedal to start the machine.accelerator pedal to start the machine.

Gear shiftingGear shifting  

Clutch type machinesClutch type machines

··Always stop the truck before reversingAlways stop the truck before reversing

the direction of travel.the direction of travel.

··When gear shifting from high to lowWhen gear shifting from high to low

speed or vice versa, once increase thespeed or vice versa, once increase the

engine speed and release acceleratorengine speed and release accelerator

 pedal. At  pedal. At the same the same time, press time, press the clutchthe clutch

 pedal  pedal while while shifting shifting the the shift shift lever lever intointothe desired position. Then press thethe desired position. Then press the

accelerator pedal while releasing theaccelerator pedal while releasing the

clutch pedal.clutch pedal.

TTorque converter type orque converter type machinesmachines

··Always stop the truck before reversingAlways stop the truck before reversing

the direction of travel.the direction of travel.

··Shift the shifting lShift the shifting lever.ever.

Slow downSlow down

Clutch type machinesClutch type machines  

Since the machine uses theSince the machine uses the

synchromesh transmission, it is notsynchromesh transmission, it is not
necessary to perform the double clutchnecessary to perform the double clutch

operation. Remove your foot from theoperation. Remove your foot from the

accelerator pedal, press the clutch pedalaccelerator pedal, press the clutch pedal

to the full, place the speed shift leverto the full, place the speed shift lever

into the “first speed” position, and pressinto the “first speed” position, and press

the accelerator pedal while releasing thethe accelerator pedal while releasing the

clutch pedal.clutch pedal.

TTorque converter type orque converter type machinesmachines

Release accelerator pedal depressionRelease accelerator pedal depression

a little, and press the brake pedal, ifa little, and press the brake pedal, if

needed.needed.
SteeringSteering

Unlike general passenger-cars, theUnlike general passenger-cars, the

steer wheels are located at the rear of thesteer wheels are located at the rear of the

truck. These cause the rear of the trucktruck. These cause the rear of the truck

to swing out when a turn is made.to swing out when a turn is made.

Slow down the truck and moveSlow down the truck and move

toward the side to which you are turning.toward the side to which you are turning.

The steer hand wheel should be turned aThe steer hand wheel should be turned a

 bit  bit earlier earlier than than as as with with the the front front wheelwheel

steering car.steering car.

Stopping or parking the truckStopping or parking the truck

1.1.
  

Slow down and press the brake pedalSlow down and press the brake pedal
to stop the truck (in the case ofto stop the truck (in the case of
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clutch type machine, the clutch pedalclutch type machine, the clutch pedal

is used).is used).

2.2.   Place the shift lever in neutral.Place the shift lever in neutral.

3.3.   Apply the parking brake by pullingApply the parking brake by pulling

up on the parking brake lup on the parking brake lever.ever.

4.4.   Down the forks on the ground, andDown the forks on the ground, and

tilt the mast forward maximum.tilt the mast forward maximum.5.5.   Place the key switch in “OFF” toPlace the key switch in “OFF” to

shut down the engine. In the case ofshut down the engine. In the case of

the diesel truck, pull out the enginethe diesel truck, pull out the engine

stop button. Remove the key andstop button. Remove the key and

keep it.keep it.

CautionCaution
··Don’t dismount from the movingDon’t dismount from the moving

machine.machine.  
·· Never jump off the machine. Never jump off the machine.

Pick upPick up

••   The forks should be adjustedThe forks should be adjusted

sidewise to maintain proper balancesidewise to maintain proper balance

of load.of load.

••   Place the machine right in front ofPlace the machine right in front of

the load to be handled.the load to be handled.

••   The pallet should be evenlyThe pallet should be evenly

 positioned across both forks. positioned across both forks.

••   Insert forks into the pallet as far asInsert forks into the pallet as far as
 possible. possible.

••   TTo raise loads o raise loads from the ground.from the ground.

First lift the forks 5 to 10 cm off theFirst lift the forks 5 to 10 cm off the

ground or floor and make sure loadsground or floor and make sure loads

rest stable.rest stable.

Then, tilt the mast backwards fully andThen, tilt the mast backwards fully and

lift forks up to 15 to 20 cm offlift forks up to 15 to 20 cm off

ground then start running.ground then start running.

··When handling bulky loads whichWhen handling bulky loads which

restrict your vision, operate the truckrestrict your vision, operate the truck

in reverse except when climbingin reverse except when climbing
grades.grades.

Stacking loadStacking load  

••  When approaching the deposit areaWhen approaching the deposit area

slow down your truck.slow down your truck.

••  Once stop the truck right in front ofOnce stop the truck right in front of

the area where your load is to bethe area where your load is to be

deposited.deposited.

••  Check the condition of the depositCheck the condition of the deposit

 position. position.

••  Tilt the mast forward until forksTilt the mast forward until forks

 become  become horizontal. horizontal. Raise Raise forks forks untiluntil

they are a little higher than the depositthey are a little higher than the deposit

 position. position.

••  Move forward to place the loadMove forward to place the load

directly over the desired area and stopdirectly over the desired area and stop

the truck.the truck.

••  Make sure your load is just over theMake sure your load is just over the

desired area. Slowly lower the loaddesired area. Slowly lower the load

into position. Make sure the load isinto position. Make sure the load is

securely stacked.securely stacked.

••  Disengaged forks from the load byDisengaged forks from the load by

using necessary lift-tilt operation andusing necessary lift-tilt operation and
then back away.then back away.
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••  After making sure the fork tips leaveAfter making sure the fork tips leave

the load, lower the forks to the basicthe load, lower the forks to the basic

 position (15 to 20 cm of position (15 to 20 cm off the ground).f the ground).

••  Tilt the mast backwards.Tilt the mast backwards.

Warning!Warning!

 Never  Never tilt tilt the the mast mast with with loadsloads

upraised 2m or more.upraised 2m or more.Don’t leave or dismount from theDon’t leave or dismount from the

truck when the load is raising high.truck when the load is raising high.

Remove loadRemove load  

••  When approaching the area where theWhen approaching the area where the

load is to be retrieved, slow down yourload is to be retrieved, slow down your

truck.truck.

••  Stop the truck in front of the load soStop the truck in front of the load so

that the distance between the load andthat the distance between the load and

fork tips is about 30 cm.fork tips is about 30 cm.

••  Check the condition of the load.Check the condition of the load.

••
  
Tilt the mast forward until forksTilt the mast forward until forks become horizontal. Elevate  become horizontal. Elevate forks up toforks up to

the position of the pallet or skid.the position of the pallet or skid.

••  Make sure forks are positionedMake sure forks are positioned

 properly  properly for for the the pallet. pallet. Move Move forwardforward

slowly to insert forks into the pallet asslowly to insert forks into the pallet as

far as possible and then stop the truck.far as possible and then stop the truck.

CautionCaution

If the forks are hard to be fullyIf the forks are hard to be fully

inserted, use the following procedure:inserted, use the following procedure:

move forward and insert 3/4 of themove forward and insert 3/4 of the

forks. Raise the forks 5 to 10 cm andforks. Raise the forks 5 to 10 cm and

move backward 10 to 20 cm with themove backward 10 to 20 cm with the
 pallet  pallet or or skid skid on on the the forks, forks, then then lowerlower

the pallet or skid on the stack. Movethe pallet or skid on the stack. Move

forward again to forward again to insert the forks fully.insert the forks fully.

••  Raise the forks 5 to 10 cm off theRaise the forks 5 to 10 cm off the

stack.stack.

••  Check all around the truck to insureCheck all around the truck to insure

that the path of travel is unobstructedthat the path of travel is unobstructed

and back away and back away slowlyslowly..

••  Lower forks to a height of 15 to 20 cmLower forks to a height of 15 to 20 cm

above the ground. Tilt the mastabove the ground. Tilt the mast

 backward  backward fully fully and and move move to to thethe

desired area.desired area.
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7. Deposit7. Deposit

Deposit dailyDeposit daily  

Park your truck on a levelPark your truck on a level

ground-preferably in a wide area. Ifground-preferably in a wide area. If

 parking on a slope is  parking on a slope is unavoidable, positionunavoidable, position

the truck so that it cross the slope andthe truck so that it cross the slope and
 block the wheels to prevent accidental roll. block the wheels to prevent accidental roll.

Make sure the shift level on neutralMake sure the shift level on neutral

 position. position.

Pull the hand brake.Pull the hand brake.  

Shut down the engine and control theShut down the engine and control the

lift and tilt level several times so that thelift and tilt level several times so that the

inner pressure in the hydraulic tube willinner pressure in the hydraulic tube will

decreased.decreased.

Take down the key and deposit it in aTake down the key and deposit it in a

safe position.safe position.

Warning!Warning!

You should tell the manager if youYou should tell the manager if you

find any failure about the truck, thenfind any failure about the truck, then

repair it repair it immediately.immediately.

Do the following things:Do the following things:

Clean the oil and grease with cloth andClean the oil and grease with cloth and

water on water on the truck body.the truck body.

Check the whole situation of truck,Check the whole situation of truck,

especially the tyres.especially the tyres.

Fill the oil tank with destined fuel.Fill the oil tank with destined fuel.

Check whether the hydraulic oil, theCheck whether the hydraulic oil, the
engine oil, fuel and the cooling liquidengine oil, fuel and the cooling liquid

are leakage.are leakage.

Fill lubricate grease.Fill lubricate grease.

Check whether the junction planeCheck whether the junction plane

 between  between the the nuts nuts of of wheel wheel boss boss and and thethe

 piston  piston of of hydro hydro cylinder cylinder is is loose, loose, andand

whether the surface of piston has beenwhether the surface of piston has been

 pulled. pulled.

Check whether the wheels of mast rollCheck whether the wheels of mast roll

stably.stably.

Lift the lifting cylinder to the top andLift the lifting cylinder to the top and
fill it with oil.fill it with oil.

In cold weather, it needn’t to dischargeIn cold weather, it needn’t to discharge

the antifreeze, but the cold water shouldthe antifreeze, but the cold water should

 be removed completely be removed completely..

Deposit the truck for a long timeDeposit the truck for a long time

Deposit the truck for a long time,Deposit the truck for a long time,

fill up the truck body and counterfill up the truck body and counter

weight with block to reduce the load ofweight with block to reduce the load of
the two rear wheels.the two rear wheels.

!! WWaarrnniinngg!!

aa. The block must be single and hard. The block must be single and hard

enough to support the truck.enough to support the truck.

bb. Don’t use a block with high than. Don’t use a block with high than

300 mm300 mm（（11.81 inch11.81 inch））..

cc. Lift the truck to height of placing on. Lift the truck to height of placing on

the bearing block.the bearing block.

dd. Place two same size blocks under the. Place two same size blocks under the

left and right sides of the truck.left and right sides of the truck.
ee. After supporting the truck with block,. After supporting the truck with block,

swing the truck forward, backward, leftswing the truck forward, backward, left

and right, check its and right, check its safety.safety.

On the basic of the “deposit” youOn the basic of the “deposit” you

should do these checks and maintainshould do these checks and maintain

additional:additional:

1.Take down the battery and recharge it1.Take down the battery and recharge it

once a month, place it in the shade.once a month, place it in the shade.

2.Brush antirust oil on those parts which is2.Brush antirust oil on those parts which is

exposed such as piston rod and axle.exposed such as piston rod and axle.
3.Put a cloth on vent-plug and 3.Put a cloth on vent-plug and air-cleaner.air-cleaner.
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4.Start the engine once a week. If the4.Start the engine once a week. If the

water has already been let out, add waterwater has already been let out, add water

in the radiator. Then start the forkin the radiator. Then start the fork

lightly.lightly.

5.In summer, it is not recommendatory to5.In summer, it is not recommendatory to

 park the fork on asphalt road. park the fork on asphalt road.

Running after deposit for a long timeRunning after deposit for a long time

1. Get down the antirust oil from the1. Get down the antirust oil from the

exposed parts.exposed parts.

2. 2. VVent the ent the gear ogear oil oil of thf the crankcase,e crankcase,

driving axle, transmission box (clutchdriving axle, transmission box (clutch

type), hydraulic transmission boxtype), hydraulic transmission box

(torque converter type) clear it and add(torque converter type) clear it and add

with new gear oil.with new gear oil.

3. 3. Clean Clean out out dirty dirty things things and and water water inin

the hydraulic oil reservoir and fuelthe hydraulic oil reservoir and fuel

reservoir add with new hydraulic oil.reservoir add with new hydraulic oil.

4. 4. Check Check the the clearance clearance of of the the valve,valve,

gas valve cap and other parts on thegas valve cap and other parts on the

engine.engine.

5. 5. Adding Adding antifreeze oantifreeze or r water water to to thethe

required scale.required scale.

6 .Recharge the battery, then install on6 .Recharge the battery, then install on

the truck.the truck.

7.7.   Check others carefully such as start,Check others carefully such as start,

running, turning, lifting etc.running, turning, lifting etc.

8.8.   Warm-up your truckWarm-up your truck
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8. Maintenance8. Maintenance

Preventive maintenance schedulePreventive maintenance schedule

○ —○ — Check, revise, adjust Check, revise, adjust

× —× — Replace Replace

 Note: (1) If the working place has  Note: (1) If the working place has much duty or other pollutions, the much duty or other pollutions, the times of maintenance shouldtimes of maintenance should

 be increased. be increased.  

(2) If the parts are abnormal such as engine power descends, emit black smoke or(2) If the parts are abnormal such as engine power descends, emit black smoke or

noise increase before the replacing time is coming, it should be check. Sometime itnoise increase before the replacing time is coming, it should be check. Sometime it

needs to adjust diesel nozzle pressure and fuel atomization.needs to adjust diesel nozzle pressure and fuel atomization.

 Note: Note:

1. The fork lift truck needs inspection and maintenance termly, make it in good1. The fork lift truck needs inspection and maintenance termly, make it in good

working condition.working condition.

2. Inspection and maintenance are usually ignored; you must find the problems and2. Inspection and maintenance are usually ignored; you must find the problems and

solve it in time.solve it in time.

3. Use the orthodoxy spare part of HANGZHOU fork lift truck general plant.3. Use the orthodoxy spare part of HANGZHOU fork lift truck general plant.

4. Don’t use different oil when 4. Don’t use different oil when changing or adding oil.changing or adding oil.

5. Don’t throw away the waste oil or electrolyte liquid as you wish. Should deal with5. Don’t throw away the waste oil or electrolyte liquid as you wish. Should deal with

it depend on the local environmental protection laws and regulations require.it depend on the local environmental protection laws and regulations require.
6. Maintenance on schedule6. Maintenance on schedule

7. After you make maintenance, you’d better make a record.7. After you make maintenance, you’d better make a record.

8. Forbid to repair the fork lift truck if you haven’t been trained.8. Forbid to repair the fork lift truck if you haven’t been trained.

Counterbalance weight (unit: Kg)Counterbalance weight (unit: Kg)  

Model Model of of truck truck 1t 1t 1.5 1.5 t t 1.8 1.8 t t 2 2 t t 2.5 2.5 t t 3.0 3.0 t t 3.5 3.5 tt

CounterbalanceCounterbalance

weightweight  
610 610 855 855 1018 1018 1192 1534 1800 1192 1534 1800 21002100
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CheckiChecki
ng Itemng Item

Service Service required required ToolsTools
MonthlyMonthly

(180-200hrs(180-200hrs))

TrimonthlyTrimonthly

(500 hrs)(500 hrs)

SemiannuallySemiannually

(1000 hrs)(1000 hrs)

AnnuallyAnnually

(2000hrs)(2000hrs)

1. Check the valve1. Check the valve
clearance is correctclearance is correct

clearanceclearance
gaugegauge

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

2. Fan belt tension2. Fan belt tension
checkcheck

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

3. Retighten cylinder3. Retighten cylinder
head bolthead bolt

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

4.Clean the outface of4.Clean the outface of
radiator radiator （（11））  

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

5. Replace engine oil5. Replace engine oil
（（11））  

× × × × × × ××

6.Replace the oil6.Replace the oil
cleaner (diesel engine)cleaner (diesel engine)
（（11））  

× × × × × × ××

7. Replace engine7. Replace engine
cooling fluidcooling fluid

××

× × × × ××
8. Clean the air cleaner8. Clean the air cleaner

element(gasolineelement(gasoline

engine)engine)
Replace the air cleanerReplace the air cleaner

element (diesel engine)element (diesel engine)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

9. Drain the water of9. Drain the water of
oily water separator oily water separator 
（（diesel enginediesel engine））  

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

10. Clean or replace the10. Clean or replace the
filter element of airfilter element of air
cleanercleaner

○ ○ ○○ × × ××

11. 11. Idling Idling of of engine engine tachometer tachometer  ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

12. Ignition timing12. Ignition timing
（（gasoline enginegasoline engine ））  

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

13.Spark plug13.Spark plug（（gasolinegasoline
engineengine））   ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

14. Check distributor14. Check distributor
 point point、、cover and rotorcover and rotor
（（gasoline enginegasoline engine））（（11））

   ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

15. Lining of distributor 15. Lining of distributor 
（（IC ignition systemIC ignition system））
（（11））  

○○

16. Check fuel injector 16. Check fuel injector ，，
adjust pressureadjust pressure
（（diesel enginediesel engine））（（22））

   ○ ○ ○○

17 .P. C. valve and pipe17 .P. C. valve and pipe
 blocking or damage blocking or damage

○ ○ ○○

EngineEngine

18.18. BatteryBattery

electrolyte checkelectrolyte check ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○
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Maintenance of chassis and bodyMaintenance of chassis and body  

CheckingChecking

ItemItem
Service Service required required ToolsTools

MonthlyMonthly

(180-200hrs)(180-200hrs)

TrimonthlyTrimonthly

(500 hrs)(500 hrs)

SemiannuallySemiannually

(1000 hrs)(1000 hrs)

AnnuallyAnnually

(2000hrs)(2000hrs)

Check clutch pedal for freeCheck clutch pedal for free

travel and clearance betweentravel and clearance between

 pedal surface  pedal surface and floor whenand floor when

clutch is unlockedclutch is unlocked

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

ClutchClutch

Release bearing lubricateRelease bearing lubricate
○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

MechanicalMechanical

TransmissionTransmission

Check oil level, and replaceCheck oil level, and replace

it if needsit if needs
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Clean oil filter elementClean oil filter element ○ ○ ○○TorqueTorque

ConverterConverter

TransmissionTransmission
Replace oil (1)Replace oil (1)

FirstFirst
timetime
××

× × ××

Check differential oil, andCheck differential oil, and

replace it if needsreplace it if needs
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ××

Driving axleDriving axle

(front axle)(front axle) Check connection andCheck connection and

retighten momentretighten moment

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check and adjust brakeCheck and adjust brake

 pedal for free  pedal for free travel andtravel and

clearanceclearance

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Replace brake fluidReplace brake fluid × × ××

Check for proper brakeCheck for proper brake

operationoperation
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Brake andBrake and

inchinginching

systemsystem

Check and inching brakeCheck and inching brake

 pedal for free trav pedal for free travel andel and

clearanceclearance

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check for oil level, ChangeCheck for oil level, Change
oiloil（（11））  

× × ××

Clean oil return suctionClean oil return suction
strainer strainer （（11））  

× × ××

Proper work of theProper work of the

hydraulic oil pumphydraulic oil pump
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Proper work of controlProper work of control

valvevalve
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check for oil leaks,Check for oil leaks,

looseness, collapse,looseness, collapse,

deformation and damagedeformation and damage

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

HydraulicHydraulic
systemsystem

Clean the hydraulic oilClean the hydraulic oil
reservoirreservoir

○ ○ ○○
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CheckingChecking
ItemItem

Service Service required required ToolsTools
MonthlyMonthly

(180-200hrs(180-200hrs))
TrimonthlyTrimonthly
(500 hrs)(500 hrs)

SemiannuallySemiannually
(1000 hrs)(1000 hrs)

AnnuallyAnnually
(2000hrs)(2000hrs)

Check chain for tensionCheck chain for tension ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Lubrication of chainsLubrication of chains ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check chain and bearing forCheck chain and bearing for
damage or deformationdamage or deformation

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check lifting cylinders forCheck lifting cylinders for
 proper operation an proper operation andd
connectionconnection

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check tilting cylinders forCheck tilting cylinders for
 proper operation an proper operation andd
connectionconnection

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check for forks and stopperCheck for forks and stopper
 pins for damage or w pins for damage or wearear

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

Check fork base and hookCheck fork base and hook
welding for defective crackswelding for defective cracks
or wearor wear

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

LiftingLifting
systemsystem

Check roller of mast andCheck roller of mast and
lifting bracket parts forlifting bracket parts for
cracks or damagecracks or damage

○ ○ ○ ○ ○○

TTable able for for bolt’s bolt’s tight tight moment moment unitunit：：N•mN•m  

GradeGrade  Bolt’sBolt’s
diameter diameter   

4.6 4.6 5.6 5.6 6.6 6.6 8.88.8

6 6 44～～5 5 55～～7 7 66～～8 8 99～～1212

8 8 1010～～12 1212 12～～15 1415 14～～18 2218 22～～2929

10 2010 20～～25 2525 25～～31 2931 29～～39 4439 44～～5858

12 3512 35～～44 4444 44～～54 4954 49～～64 7664 76～～107107

14 5414 54～～69 6969 69～～88 8388 83～～98 12198 121～～162162

16 8816 88～～108 108108 108～～137 127137 127～～157 189157 189～～252252

18 11818 118～～147 147147 147～～186 176186 176～～216 260216 260～～347347

20 16720 167～～206 206206 206～～265 245265 245～～314 369314 369～～492492

22 22522 225～～284 284284 284～～343 343343 343～～431 502431 502～～669669

24 29424 294～～370 370370 370～～441 441441 441～～539 638539 638～～850850

27 44127 441～～519 539519 539～～686 637686 637～～784 933784 933～～12441244

NoteNote: : ·Use ·Use entirely 8entirely 8.8 .8 grade grade bolt bolt in in the the important important joint joint position.position.

·Bolt’s grade can be found in the head of the table, if ·Bolt’s grade can be found in the head of the table, if it can’t be found, the grade is 8.8.it can’t be found, the grade is 8.8.
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Periodic replacement of key safe partsPeriodic replacement of key safe parts  

· Some parts can’t be found damnification or mutilation though schedule maintenance.· Some parts can’t be found damnification or mutilation though schedule maintenance.

In order to make sure the safety of truck, please replace these parts termly listedIn order to make sure the safety of truck, please replace these parts termly listed

in following table. If there is any off-normal happened on these parts beforein following table. If there is any off-normal happened on these parts before

replacement time, please replace it deservedly.replacement time, please replace it deservedly.

 Name of key safe parts Name of key safe parts   service life (years)service life (years)

Brake Brake hose hose or or hard hard tube tube ll～～22

Hydraulic rubber hose for liftingHydraulic rubber hose for lifting

systemsystem
ll～～22

Lifting Lifting chain chain 22～～44

High pressure rubber hose or tubeHigh pressure rubber hose or tube

for hydraulic systemfor hydraulic system
22

Grease Grease cup cup for for brake brake fluid fluid 22～～44

Tube Tube for for fuel fuel 22
Sealing member, rubber articlesSealing member, rubber articles

inside of hydraulic systeminside of hydraulic system
22
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TTable for the oable for the oil used in til used in the truckhe truck

DescriptionDescription   Shop signShop sign，，Code nameCode name   Capacity(L)Capacity(L)   Remark Remark   

45 45 11∽∽1.8t1.8t
GasolineGasoline   9090

60 60 22∽∽3.5t3.5t

45 45 11∽∽1.8t1.8t
DieselDiesel  

0#0#（（summersummer ））  

-10#-10#∽∽-35#-35#（（winter winter ））   60 60 22∽∽3.5t3.5t
5 5 11∽∽1.8t1.8t

Diesel engineDiesel engine
OILOIL  

Besides winterBesides winter ：：CD grade15WCD grade15W／／4040，，
WinterWinter ：：CD grade 10WCD grade 10W／／3030
Or according to engine maintenanceOr according to engine maintenance
manual(manual(arctic-alpinearctic-alpine :5W/30 CD or:5W/30 CD or
according to engine maintenanceaccording to engine maintenance
manual)manual)

6.56.5∽∽7.5 27.5 2∽∽3.5t3.5t

5 5 11∽∽1.8t1.8t
GasolineGasoline

Engine OILEngine OIL  

Up DE grade 15W/40Up DE grade 15W/40
Or according to Or according to engine maintenanceengine maintenance

manual(manual(arctic-alpinearctic-alpine :CALTEX :CALTEX
API API SAE SAE 5W-30)5W-30)

6.56.5∽∽7.5 27.5 2∽∽3.5t3.5t

3535∽∽40 40 11∽∽1.8t1.8t
Hydraulic oilHydraulic oil  

L—HM32L—HM32
((arctic-alpinearctic-alpine: L—HV32): L—HV32) 4545∽∽50 50 22∽∽3.5t3.5t

5.5 15.5 1∽∽1.8t1.8t
GL—5 85W/90GL—5 85W/90

8 8 22∽∽3.5t3.5tGear oilGear oil
API GL—5 80W/90API GL—5 80W/90（（CaltexCaltex））   6.5 6.5 exclusive exclusive useuse

Choice Choice HZY3 HZY3 brake brake liquid liquid （（addadd

when leaving factorywhen leaving factory））or DOT3or DOT3

 brake liquid brake liquid

1.5 1.5 Besides Besides M M typetype

Brake liquid Brake liquid   

MobilMobil delvacdelvac advanced hydraulicadvanced hydraulic

oil SAE10Woil SAE10W  
1-11-1．．5 5 For For M M typetype

AntirustAntirust
antifreezeantifreeze

liquid liquid   

-35# car antifreeze-35# car antifreeze（（add whenadd when

leaving factoryleaving factory））or FD-2 antifreezeor FD-2 antifreeze
1100 1111∽∽   

IndustrialIndustrial

VaselineVaseline
2#2#

Electrode of StorageElectrode of Storage

 battery battery  

LubricationLubrication

greasegrease

Currency lithium group lubricateCurrency lithium group lubricate

greasegrease

RemarkRemark ：：the 1the 1∽∽3.5 3.5 t t trucks trucks have have been been added added antirust antirust antifreeze antifreeze liquid, liquid, youyou

need not discharge the liquid even at cold winter. Add the liquid according to originalneed not discharge the liquid even at cold winter. Add the liquid according to original

requirement if need. Replace the liquid every 2 years normally. If the truck has notrequirement if need. Replace the liquid every 2 years normally. If the truck has not

 been  been added added antirust antirust antifreeze antifreeze liquid, liquid, users users can can add add the the liquid liquid according according toto

requirement. The cooling water must be discharged at winter if the truck has not beenrequirement. The cooling water must be discharged at winter if the truck has not been

added antirust antifreeze liquid.added antirust antifreeze liquid.
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Hydrodynamic Hydrodynamic power power transmission transmission oiloil

DescriptionDescription  
Shop signShop sign，，

Code nameCode name  
CCaappaacciittyy((LL)) RReemmaarrk  k    

6-86-8

CPQD10/15/18N-RW7CPQD10/15/18N-RW7，，

CPQD20/25N-RW7CPQD20/25N-RW7

CPQD30/355N-RW7CPQD30/355N-RW7，，

CPCD10/15/18N-RW10CPCD10/15/18N-RW10，，

CPCD20/25N-RW10CPCD20/25N-RW10，，  

CPCD30/35N –RW10CPCD30/35N –RW10；；  

CPQD10/15/18N-RW21CPQD10/15/18N-RW21，，

CPQD20/25N-RW22CPQD20/25N-RW22

CPQD30/35N-RW22CPQD30/35N-RW22，，

CPCD20/25N-RW27CPCD20/25N-RW27，，

CPCD30/35N-RW27CPCD30/35N-RW27
，，

CPCD10/15/18N-RW32CPCD10/15/18N-RW32，，  

CPCD20/25N-RW32CPCD20/25N-RW32，，

CPCD20/25N-RW33CPCD20/25N-RW33，，  

CPCD30/35N-RW33CPCD30/35N-RW33，，

CPCD20/25N-RW15ACPCD20/25N-RW15A

CPCD30/35N-RW15ACPCD30/35N-RW15A，，

CPQD20/25N-RW22ACPQD20/25N-RW22A

CPQD30/35N-RW22A,CPQD30/35N-RW22A,

CPQD20/25/30/35N-RW26-YCPQD20/25/30/35N-RW26-Y   

1010

CPCD10/15/18N-RW32MCPCD10/15/18N-RW32M

CPCD20/25N-RW32MCPCD20/25N-RW32M

CPCD20/25N-RW33MCPCD20/25N-RW33M

CPCD30/35N-RW33MCPCD30/35N-RW33M

HydrodynamicHydrodynamic
 power power

transmissiontransmission
oiloil  

DEXRONDEXRON——IIIIII
（（CaltexCaltex））  

44

CPCD20/25N-RW10BCPCD20/25N-RW10B

CPCD30/35N –RW10BCPCD30/35N –RW10B

CPQD20/25N-RW22BCPQD20/25N-RW22B

CPQD30/35N-RW22BCPQD30/35N-RW22B

CPCD20/25N-RW32BCPCD20/25N-RW32B

CPCD30/35N-RW33BCPCD30/35N-RW33B
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Lubrication system drawingLubrication system drawing  

differential shelldifferential shell

transmission shafttransmission shaft

tilt cytilt cy linder axis pinlinder axis pin

hydraulic geahydraulic gea r-box(hydraulir-box(hydraulic)c)

hydraulic oil tankhydraulic oil tank

engine crank shaftengine crank shaft

steering wheel steering wheel lock devilock devicece

chainchain

 brake oil cup brake oil cup

front-wheel drive front-wheel drive bearingbearing

mast seat bearingmast seat bearing

front front axis axis pin of tilt cylipin of tilt cylindernder

steering axle support axissteering axle support axis

steering cylinder pinsteering cylinder pin

rear wheel bearingrear wheel bearing

steersteer ing link piing link pinn

 main pin of steering knuckle main pin of steering knuckle

steering axle support axissteering axle support axis

1.atuo general purpose 1.atuo general purpose lithium lubricating grease.lithium lubricating grease.

2.engine oil2.engine oil

3.gear oil3.gear oil

4.hydraulic oil4.hydraulic oil

5.torque converter oil5.torque converter oil

6.brake fluid6.brake fluid

fillfill

replacereplace

clutch brake pedal(clutch type)clutch brake pedal(clutch type)
fine motioin brake fine motioin brake pedal(hydraulic type)pedal(hydraulic type)

mechanical gearmechanical gear-box (clutch)-box (clutch)

front-wheel drive bearingfront-wheel drive bearing

steersteer ing link pining link pin

steering cylinder pinsteering cylinder pin

rear wheel bearingrear wheel bearing

 main pin of steering knuckle main pin of steering knuckle

chainchain

mast seat bearingmast seat bearing
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Notice:Notice:

1. The detail of lubricating oil for different truck can refer to “Table for the oil used in1. The detail of lubricating oil for different truck can refer to “Table for the oil used in

the truck”the truck”

2. Lubrication for mast, please see the 8 hour (daily or every shift) check .2. Lubrication for mast, please see the 8 hour (daily or every shift) check .

Environment protectionEnvironment protection

1. Please do the clean and maintenance of the truck at the specified spot.1. Please do the clean and maintenance of the truck at the specified spot.

2. Before remove the pipe, connector and related parts, please use the specified2. Before remove the pipe, connector and related parts, please use the specified
container to contain the disused liquid (include antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydrauliccontainer to contain the disused liquid (include antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydraulic

oil, hydrodynamic power transmission oil, gear oil, brake liquid, lubrication grease)oil, hydrodynamic power transmission oil, gear oil, brake liquid, lubrication grease)

and disused battand disused batteryery..

3. The disused liquid referred above should be disposed according to the local3. The disused liquid referred above should be disposed according to the local

environment protection law rather than pouring at discretion to pollute theenvironment protection law rather than pouring at discretion to pollute the

environment.environment.

Safety noteSafety note: The antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydraulic oil, hydrodynamic power: The antifreeze liquid, engine oil, hydraulic oil, hydrodynamic power

transmission transmission oil oil and and gear gear oil oil should should be be replaced replaced under under 70 70 because because the the temperaturetemperature℃℃

will be high after long running, no touching with skin, or you will be scald orwill be high after long running, no touching with skin, or you will be scald or

corroded.corroded.
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ScutcheonsScutcheons

There are many scutcheons and labels on the different position of the truck.There are many scutcheons and labels on the different position of the truck.
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1. 1. typeface typeface label label 2. 2. danger danger label label 3.fuse 3.fuse label label 4. 4. diesel diesel label label 5.gasoline 5.gasoline labellabel

6. 6. TTonnage onnage label label 7. 7. Danger Danger label label 8. 8. Danger Danger label label 9. 9. Product Product nameplatenameplate

11. 11. Safety Safety belt belt label label 12. 12. Shift Shift label label 13. 13. Operate Operate label label 14. 14. Operate Operate labellabel

15. 15. Hand Hand brake brake label label 16. 16. Load Load curve curve scutcheon scutcheon 17. 17. Load Load curve curve scutcheonscutcheon

18. 18. Load Load curve curve scutcheon scutcheon 19.warning 19.warning label label 21. 21. Fan Fan cuts cuts hand hand labellabel

22. 22. Belt Belt nips nips hand hand label label 23. 23. Noise Noise label label 24. 24. Hydraulic Hydraulic oil oil labellabel

25. 25. Hanging Hanging label label 26. 26. CE CE label label 27.no 27.no water water flushing flushing label label 28. 28. Antifreeze Antifreeze labellabel

29. 29. Lubrication Lubrication system system label label 30. 30. Tight Tight point point label label 31. 31. Air Air pressure pressure labellabel
32. 32. Horn Horn label label 33.LPG 33.LPG labellabel
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11  typeface labeltypeface label

22  danger labeldanger label：：adhibit to the outside of mastadhibit to the outside of mast

 No allowed to stand on or down  No allowed to stand on or down the mast, or it is dangerous to your life.the mast, or it is dangerous to your life.

33  fuse labelfuse label

USE SPECIFIED FUSES ONLYUSE SPECIFIED FUSES ONLY

  

44  diesel label:diesel label: show the position for adding oil, at the left rear supporting leg of theshow the position for adding oil, at the left rear supporting leg of the

cabane.cabane.  (Not for gasoline and LPG trucks)(Not for gasoline and LPG trucks)

55  gasoline label:gasoline label: show the position for adding oil, at the left rear supporting leg ofshow the position for adding oil, at the left rear supporting leg of

the cabane.the cabane.  (Not for gasoline and LPG trucks)(Not for gasoline and LPG trucks)

66  tonnage labeltonnage label

The word “30”means the rated load is 3.0 ton. If the lifting height increases or addsThe word “30”means the rated load is 3.0 ton. If the lifting height increases or adds
attachment, the rated load will decrease.attachment, the rated load will decrease.
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77  danger labeldanger label

The inner and outer mast, fork frame are all lifting slip parts. The hands are notThe inner and outer mast, fork frame are all lifting slip parts. The hands are not

allowed to reach the place between the inner and outer mast.allowed to reach the place between the inner and outer mast.

If the part needs to be check or repaired, the inspection and repair should be carriedIf the part needs to be check or repaired, the inspection and repair should be carried

out after shutting down the engine. Nobody is allowed on the truck, and the manout after shutting down the engine. Nobody is allowed on the truck, and the man

outside the truck is not allowed to operate the truck, preventing from accident causedoutside the truck is not allowed to operate the truck, preventing from accident caused

 by miss operating the mast handle. by miss operating the mast handle.

88、、danger labeldanger label

（（ NO entering label NO entering label））  

WarningWarning: It is dangerous of your life. If the body is clamped among the mast,: It is dangerous of your life. If the body is clamped among the mast,

instrument frame and shield cabane, your life will be dangerous. If the part needs toinstrument frame and shield cabane, your life will be dangerous. If the part needs to

 be  be check check or or repaired, repaired, the the inspection inspection and and repair repair should should be be carried carried out out after after shuttingshutting

down the engine. Nobody is allowed on the truck, and the man outside the truck is notdown the engine. Nobody is allowed on the truck, and the man outside the truck is not

allowed to operate the truck, preventing from accident caused by miss operating theallowed to operate the truck, preventing from accident caused by miss operating the

mast handle.mast handle.

99、、product nameplateproduct nameplate

ⅢⅢ

ⅠⅠ ⅡⅡ

  

1111  safety belt label and anti-tilting warning labelsafety belt label and anti-tilting warning label

WARNINGWARNING Faste SeatbletFaste Seatblet Do Not Jump!Do Not Jump!
BraceBrace

FeetFeet

HoldHold

 on on

TightTight

 Lean Away Lean Away

 From Impact From Impact

Truck canTruck can

TIP OVER!TIP OVER!

Risk of seriousRisk of serious

INHURYINHURY

 or DEATH! or DEATH!

  

1212  shift labelshift label
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1313  14 operate labels14 operate labels

Hydraulic truckHydraulic truck

INCHINGINCHING BRBRAKAKEE ACACCECELELERARATOTORR
  

Mechanism truckMechanism truck

CLUTCHCLUTCH BRABRAKEKE ACCACCELEELERATRATOROR

  

1515  hand brake labelhand brake label

Forward, release hand brake; backward, strain hand brake.Forward, release hand brake; backward, strain hand brake.

1616  load curve scutcheonload curve scutcheon

It shows relation among the position of the load center, max. load and max. liftingIt shows relation among the position of the load center, max. load and max. lifting

height.height.

If it has side moving and attachment, the load decreases. If the lifting heightIf it has side moving and attachment, the load decreases. If the lifting height

increases, the load decreases. Before loading, check whether the load and the centerincreases, the load decreases. Before loading, check whether the load and the center

distance of load are in the allowed range show in the diagram of load capacity. If thedistance of load are in the allowed range show in the diagram of load capacity. If the

shape of load is complicated, make the most heavy part place in the center of the forkshape of load is complicated, make the most heavy part place in the center of the fork

and approach the stop fork frame.and approach the stop fork frame.
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1919  warning labelwarning label

Do not load lift truck over capacity limit designated on the load chart.Do not lift unstable loads.Do not load lift truck over capacity limit designated on the load chart.Do not lift unstable loads.

This lift truck is not designed for raising or transporting people.Do not use lift truck for those purposes under anyThis lift truck is not designed for raising or transporting people.Do not use lift truck for those purposes under any

Before you get off lift truck,made sure the hand brake is set,lower forks or attachments,put forward/reverse leverBefore you get off lift truck,made sure the hand brake is set,lower forks or attachments,put forward/reverse lever

in neutral position and turn off key switch.Do not park on a slope.in neutral position and turn off key switch.Do not park on a slope.

 circumstances. circumstances.

Repair work should be done by authorized and trained persons only.Repair work should be done by authorized and trained persons only.

SERIOUS SERIOUS OR FATOR FATAL INJAL INJURY MAURY MAY RESUY RESULT TO YOURSELF OLT TO YOURSELF OR OTHERR OTHERS IF NOT FS IF NOT FOLLOWOLLOWEDED
   This lift tThis lift truck should not ruck should not be operated by be operated by anyone who anyone who is not authorized is not authorized and properly trained.and properly trained.
   Read the OpeRead the Operators Marators Manual and alnual and all warningl warnings carefus carefully,and lly,and make make yourselyourself ff familiar amiliar with with your your lift lift truck.truck.

Inspect and check your lift truck daily before and after use.Do not operate faulty or damaged lift trucks.Inspect and check your lift truck daily before and after use.Do not operate faulty or damaged lift trucks.

 To protect from falling objects,make sure that the Overhead Guard and Load Backrest Extension are correctly mounted To protect from falling objects,make sure that the Overhead Guard and Load Backrest Extension are correctly mounted

and in good condition.and in good condition.
Before starting engine,always set forward/reverse lever in neutral,with hand brake on .Before starting engine,always set forward/reverse lever in neutral,with hand brake on .
Drive carefully,keeping Drive carefully,keeping forks and forks and attachments as attachments as low as low as possible possible & fully & fully tilted backp-tilted backp- Never ForwardNever Forward

   Keep a careful lookout Keep a careful lookout for people,obstructions and the pfor people,obstructions and the path of travel.Watch clearance,especially overhead ath of travel.Watch clearance,especially overhead and tailand tail

swing.Yield right of way to pedestrians.swing.Yield right of way to pedestrians.

Drive forward when you are climbing a slope with a load .Drive in reverse when you are descending with loads.Do notDrive forward when you are climbing a slope with a load .Drive in reverse when you are descending with loads.Do not

Slow down before turning.Avoid any sudden start,stop or turning.Lateral tipover can occur if truck is improperly operated.Slow down before turning.Avoid any sudden start,stop or turning.Lateral tipover can occur if truck is improperly operated.

Do not stick hands,feel and other parts lf your body outside the Operators compartment.Do not stick hands,feel and other parts lf your body outside the Operators compartment.

   OperatOperator's Manuor's Manual and Servial and Service Manual arce Manual are supplie supplied with this ed with this truck truck or aor availablvailable fe from rom our our forklifforklift tt truck ruck dealerdealers.s.

 turn while on a slope. turn while on a slope.

  

2121  fan cuts hand labelfan cuts hand label

2222  belt nips hand labelbelt nips hand label

2323  noise labelnoise label

LLWAWA

  

2424  hydraulic oil labelhydraulic oil label

2525  hang labelhang label：：express the hang position and method. When hanging, the ropeexpress the hang position and method. When hanging, the rope

should not touch the light and even destroy it.should not touch the light and even destroy it.
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2626  CE labelCE label

2727  No water flushing label:No water flushing label: at the right safety supporting leg where is the channelat the right safety supporting leg where is the channel

for engine air. No water is allowed to enter into the transom window, no water can befor engine air. No water is allowed to enter into the transom window, no water can be

entered into when washing truck.entered into when washing truck.  

2828  antifreeze labelantifreeze label

2929  lubrication system labellubrication system label

differential shelldifferential shell

transmission shafttransmission shaft

tilt cylintilt cylin der axis pinder axis pin

hydraulic hydraulic gear-box(hydrauligear-box(hydraulic)c)

hydraulic oil tank hydraulic oil tank 

engine crank shaftengine crank shaft

steering wheel lock steering wheel lock devicedevice

chainchain

 brake oil cup brake oil cup

front-wheel drive bfront-wheel drive b earingearing

mast seat bearingmast seat bearing

front afront a xis pin xis pin of tilt cylof tilt cylinder inder 

steering axle support axissteering axle support axis

steering cylinder pinsteering cylinder pin

rear wheel bearingrear wheel bearing

steering steering link pilink pinn

 main pin of  main pin of steering knucklesteering knuckle

steering axle support axissteering axle support axis

1.atuo general purpose 1.atuo general purpose lithium lubricating greaselithium lubricating grease..

2.engine oil2.engine oil

3.gear oil3.gear oil

4.hydraulic oil4.hydraulic oil

5.torque converter oil5.torque converter oil6.brake fluid 6.brake fluid 

fillfill

replacereplace

clutch brake clutch brake pedal(clutch type)pedal(clutch type)
fine motioin brake fine motioin brake pedal(hydraulic type)pedal(hydraulic type)

mechanical gear-box mechanical gear-box (clut(clutch)ch)

front-wheel drive bearingfront-wheel drive bearing

steering steering link pilink pinn

steering cylinder pinsteering cylinder pin

rear wheel rear wheel bearingbearing

 main pin of  main pin of steering knucklesteering knuckle

chainchain

mast seat bearingmast seat bearing

  

3030  tight point labeltight point label

3131  tire pressure labeltire pressure label
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3232  horn labelhorn label

3333  LPG labelLPG label（（only for LPG trucks and double fuel trucksonly for LPG trucks and double fuel trucks））  

The print position of the series number of truck bodyThe print position of the series number of truck body

Each truck has a unique truck body series number, its print position is at the rightEach truck has a unique truck body series number, its print position is at the right

front side of front side of the truck body.the truck body.

Detail:Detail:

There is a label with the word on the cylinder:There is a label with the word on the cylinder:

the max. weight of the LPG cylinder 52kgthe max. weight of the LPG cylinder 52kg

the max. pressure of the LPG 2.2 M Pathe max. pressure of the LPG 2.2 M Pa

the max. weight the bracket can support 105kgthe max. weight the bracket can support 105kg
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9. T9. Truck’s converuck’s conveyy, lifti, lifting, towinng, towingg  

Hoist the truckHoist the truck

•• Use the steel wire ropes to tie the holes in the two side of the outside mast’s beam and theUse the steel wire ropes to tie the holes in the two side of the outside mast’s beam and the

hook of the counter balance, then use the lifting device to hoist the truck.hook of the counter balance, then use the lifting device to hoist the truck.

WarningWarning
•• When hoist the truck, don’t coil the overhead guard with the steel wire.When hoist the truck, don’t coil the overhead guard with the steel wire.

•• The steel wire ropes and the lifting device must be very firm to support the truck becauseThe steel wire ropes and the lifting device must be very firm to support the truck because

the truck is the truck is very heavyvery heavy..

•• Don’t lift the truck by hoist the overhead guard.Don’t lift the truck by hoist the overhead guard.

•• When lifting the truck, don’t take yourself below the truck.When lifting the truck, don’t take yourself below the truck.

ConveyConvey

•• The forklift truck is designed for material handling and short-distance transportation only.The forklift truck is designed for material handling and short-distance transportation only.

It is inappropriate for long-distance transportation. The Fork Lift Truck must be transportedIt is inappropriate for long-distance transportation. The Fork Lift Truck must be transported

 by ship, train or lorry, o by ship, train or lorry, of 5T loading. Tf 5T loading. Tighten the brake lever, take woods to block the front adighten the brake lever, take woods to block the front ad

tear wheels and bind the truck body with enough strong rope, to avoid slippage duringtear wheels and bind the truck body with enough strong rope, to avoid slippage during

transportation.transportation.

TowingTowing

•• The towing rod on the bottom of the counter balance is used to pull and drag the truck, ForThe towing rod on the bottom of the counter balance is used to pull and drag the truck, For

installing the rod, first remove the towing rod and then install the ropes. After that, loose theinstalling the rod, first remove the towing rod and then install the ropes. After that, loose the

rod.rod.

NoteNote: Loosen the brake : Loosen the brake lever.lever.

WarningWarning

a.a.   Don’t tie the steel wire ropes on the unfixed positionDon’t tie the steel wire ropes on the unfixed position

 b. b.   Don’t carry a load to Don’t carry a load to steel wire steel wire ropes suddenlyropes suddenly..
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10. Type signification10. Type signification  

1-1.8t1-1.8t

ModelModel   EngineEngine   Main transmissionMain transmission  

RatedRated

capacity(t)/ capacity(t)/ 

LoadLoad
center(mm)center(mm)

CPQD10/15/18N-RW7CPQD10/15/18N-RW7   
Wan feng WF491Wan feng WF491

GasolineGasoline

YQXD18H1HydrodynamicYQXD18H1Hydrodynamic
 power transmission gea power transmission gearr
 box box  

CPCD10/15/18N-RW10CPCD10/15/18N-RW10  
ISUZU C240PKJ-30ISUZU C240PKJ-30

DieselDiesel

YQXD18EHydrodynamicYQXD18EHydrodynamic
 power transmission gea power transmission gearr
 box box  

CPQD10/15/18N-RW21CPQD10/15/18N-RW21
K21 GasolineK21 Gasoline
（（ NISSAN NISSAN））  

YQXD18HBHydrodynamicYQXD18HBHydrodynamic
 power transmission gea power transmission gearr
 box box

CPCD10/15/18N-RW32CPCD10/15/18N-RW32 YANMAR YANMAR 4TNE92Diesel4TNE92Diesel

YQXD18EHydrodynamicYQXD18EHydrodynamic

 power transmission gea power transmission gearr

 box box

CPCD10/15/18N-RW32MCPCD10/15/18N-RW32M 4TNE92-HRJ Diesel4TNE92-HRJ Diesel
Korea hydraulicKorea hydraulic

transmission gearboxtransmission gearbox

1/5001/500、、  
1.5/5001.5/500、、
1.8/5001.8/500  
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2-2.5t2-2.5t

ModelModel   EngineEngine   Main transmissionMain transmission  

RatedRated
capacity(t)/ capacity(t)/ 

LoadLoad
center(mm)center(mm)

CPCD20/25N-RW10CPCD20/25N-RW10 YQXD25HydrodynamicYQXD25Hydrodynamic power transmission gea power transmission gear boxr box

CPCD20/25N-RW10BCPCD20/25N-RW10B

ISUZU C240PKJ-30ISUZU C240PKJ-30
DieselDiesel （（ISUZUISUZU））  

OKAMUR transmissionOKAMUR transmission

CPQD20/25N-RW7CPQD20/25N-RW7   Wan Feng WF491Wan Feng WF491
gasolinegasoline

YQXD25H1HydrodynamicYQXD25H1Hydrodynamic
 power transmission gea power transmission gear boxr box  

CPCPCDCD2020/2/25N5N-RW-RW27 27 A4A49898BTBT1-1-1 1 DiDieseselel
YQXD25AHydrodynamicYQXD25AHydrodynamic
 power transmission gea power transmission gear boxr box

CPQD20/25N-RW22 YQXD25HHydrodynamicCPQD20/25N-RW22 YQXD25HHydrodynamic
 power transmission gea power transmission gear boxr box

CPQD20/25N-RW22ACPQD20/25N-RW22A
 NISSAN 2STF NISSAN 2STF150150
Hydrodynamic powerHydrodynamic power
transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPQD20/25N-RW22BCPQD20/25N-RW22B

K25gasolineK25gasoline
（（ NISSAN NISSAN））  

OKAMUR transmissionOKAMUR transmission

CPCD20/25N-RW33M 4TNE98-BQFLCdieselCPCD20/25N-RW33M 4TNE98-BQFLCdiesel
Korea hydraulic transmissionKorea hydraulic transmission
gearboxgearbox

2/5002/500、、
2.5/5002.5/500  

CPCD20/25N-RW15ACPCD20/25N-RW15A
TD27DieselTD27Diesel

（（ NISSAN NISSAN））  

 NISSAN 2STF NISSAN 2STF150150

Hydrodynamic powerHydrodynamic power

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPCD20/25N-RW32CPCD20/25N-RW32
YANMAR YANMAR  4TNE92 4TNE92

DieselDiesel

YQXD25Hydrodynamic powerYQXD25Hydrodynamic power

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPCD20/25N-RW33CPCD20/25N-RW33
YANMAR YANMAR 4TNE984TNE98

DieselDiesel

YQXD25Hydrodynamic powerYQXD25Hydrodynamic power

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPCD20/25N-RW33BCPCD20/25N-RW33B
YANMAR YANMAR 4TNE984TNE98

DieselDiesel

OKAMUROKAMUR HydrodynamicHydrodynamic

 power trans power transmission gear mission gear boxbox

CPQD20/25N-RW26-YCPQD20/25N-RW26-Y
GM3.0LPG single fuelGM3.0LPG single fuel

engineengine

YQXD25G1HydrodynamicYQXD25G1Hydrodynamic

 power transmission gea power transmission gear boxr box

2/5002/500、、
2.5/5002.5/500、、  
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3-3.5t3-3.5t

ModelModel   EngineEngine   Main transmissionMain transmission  

RatedRated

capacity(t)/ capacity(t)/ 

LoadLoad

center(mm)center(mm)

CPCD30/35N –RW10CPCD30/35N –RW10 YQXD30HydrodynamYQXD30Hydrodynamic ic powerpower
transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPCD30/35N –RW10BCPCD30/35N –RW10B

C240PKJ-30C240PKJ-30
DieselDiesel

（（ISUZUISUZU））  
OKAMUR transmissionOKAMUR transmission

CPQD30/355N-RW7CPQD30/355N-RW7  
WanFengWF491WanFengWF491

gasolinegasoline

YQXD30H1HydrodynamicYQXD30H1Hydrodynamic
 power transmission gea power transmission gear boxr box

CPCD30/35N-RW27CPCD30/35N-RW27 A498BT1-1DieselA498BT1-1Diesel
YQXD25AHydrodynYQXD25AHydrodynamic amic powerpower
transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPQD20/25N-RW22CPQD20/25N-RW22
YQXD25H Hydrodynamic powerYQXD25H Hydrodynamic power
transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPQD20/25N-RW22ACPQD20/25N-RW22A
 NISSAN 2STF NISSAN 2STF150150
Hydrodynamic powerHydrodynamic power

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPQD20/25N-RW22BCPQD20/25N-RW22B

K25gasolineK25gasoline
（（ NISSAN NISSAN））  

OKAMUR transmissionOKAMUR transmission

CPCD30/35N-RW15ACPCD30/35N-RW15A
TD27 DieselTD27 Diesel

（（ NISSAN NISSAN））  

 NISSAN2ST NISSAN2STF150F150

Hydrodynamic powerHydrodynamic power

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPCD30N-RW32CPCD30N-RW32
YANMAR4TNE92YANMAR4TNE92

DieselDiesel

YQXD30HydrodynamYQXD30Hydrodynamic ic powerpower

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPCD30/35N-RW33CPCD30/35N-RW33
YANMAR4TNE98YANMAR4TNE98

DieselDiesel

YQXD30HydrodynamYQXD30Hydrodynamic ic powerpower

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPCD30/35N-RW33BCPCD30/35N-RW33B
YANMAR4TNE98YANMAR4TNE98

DieselDiesel

OKAMUR Hydrodynamic powerOKAMUR Hydrodynamic power

transmission gear boxtransmission gear box

CPQD30/35N-RW26-YCPQD30/35N-RW26-Y
GM3.0LPGsingleGM3.0LPGsingle

fuel enginefuel engine

YQXD30G1HydrodynamicYQXD30G1Hydrodynamic

 power transmission gea power transmission gear boxr box

CPCD30/35N-RW33MCPCD30/35N-RW33M
4TNE98-BQFLC4TNE98-BQFLC

DieselDiesel
Korea hydraulic transmissionKorea hydraulic transmission
gearboxgearbox

3/5003/500、、
3.5/5003.5/500
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11.11.  Performance parameters of R series Performance parameters of R series IC forkliftIC forklift

1—1.8t R series1—1.8t R series

Model Model CPQD10N-RW7 CPQD10N-RW7 CPQD15N-RW7 CPQD15N-RW7 CPQD18N-RW7CPQD18N-RW7

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 1000 1000 1500 1500 18001800

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155 155 155 155 155155

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，fullfull
loadload

460 510 510460 510 510

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

Max Max traveling traveling speed speed Km/h Km/h 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.514.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 115 115 115 115 115115

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 1925 1925 1970 1970 20002000

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1400 1400 1400 1400 14001400

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900890/900

Service Service weight weight KgKg   2450 2740 29302450 2740 2930

Overall diOverall dimension(L×W×H)mension(L×W×H)

(exclusive forks)(exclusive forks) 2225×1080×1995 2265×1080×1995 2300×1080×19952225×1080×1995 2265×1080×1995 2300×1080×1995

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h12/60/20h

typetype WWanFeng anFeng WF491GP WF491GP gasolingasolinee

Displacement Displacement cc cc 22372237

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 41 41 KW/2800r/minKW/2800r/min

DD

i  i  

 e  e 

 s  s 

 e  e 

l  l  

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 161N·m/ 161N·m/ 2200 2200 r/minr/min
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MMododel el CCPCPCDD1010NN-R-RW3W322 CCPCPCDD1515NN-R-RW3W322 CPCPCDCD1818NN-R-RWW3232

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 1000 1000 1500 1500 18001800

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155 155 155 155 155155

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，fullfull
loadload

560 560 560 560 560560

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

Max Max traveling traveling speed speed Km/h Km/h 15 15 15 15 1515

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 115 115 115 115 115115

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 1925 1925 1970 1970 20002000

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1400 1400 1400 1400 14001400

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900890/900

Service Service weight weight KgKg   2500 2500 2740 2740 29302930

Overall diOverall dimension(L×W×H)mension(L×W×H)
(exclusive forks)(exclusive forks)

22222255××11008800××11999955 22226655××11008800××11999955 22330000××11008800××11999955

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h12/60/20h

typetype YANMAR 4TNE92-HRJ DieselYANMAR 4TNE92-HRJ Diesel

Displacement Displacement cc cc 26592659

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 32.8KW/2450r/min32.8KW/2450r/min

DD

i  i  

 e  e 

 s  s 

 e  e 

l  l  

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 149.4N·m/ 149.4N·m/ 1600 1600 r/minr/min
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MoModedel l CCPQPQDD1010NN--RRW2W211 CCPQPQDD1515NN--RRW2W211 CPCPQDQD118N8N--RRW2W211

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 1000 1000 1500 1500 18001800

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155 155 155 155 155155

Max Max lifting lifting speed speed mm/s mm/s 460 460 500 500 500500

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

Max Max traveling traveling speed speed Km/h Km/h 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.514.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 115 115 115 115 115115

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 1925 1925 1970 1970 20052005

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1400 1400 1400 1400 14001400

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900890/900

mechanical mechanical 2395 2395 2685 2685 28752875
Service weightService weight
KgKg

hydraulichydraulic   2450 2450 2740 2740 29302930

Overall dimension(L×W×H)Overall dimension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

3143145×15×1080080×21×211010 3183185×15×1080080×21×2110 10 3223220×10×1080080×21×211010

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h12/60/20h

type type NISSAN NISSAN K21K21

RatedRated
capacity/rpmcapacity/rpm

37KW/2300 r/min37KW/2300 r/min

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 142N·m/1600 142N·m/1600 r/minr/min

gasolinegasoline

Displacement Displacement cc cc 19821982
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MoModedel l CPCPCCD1D100N-N-RRW1W100 CCPCPCD1D155N-N-RRW1W100 CCPCPCDD1818NN-R-RW1W100

Rated Rated capacity capacity KgKg 1000 1500 18001000 1500 1800

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155 155 155 155 155155

Max Max lifting lifting speed speed mm/s mm/s 470 470 510 510 510510

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

mechanical mechanical / / / / //
Max travelingMax traveling
speed Km/hspeed Km/h

hydraulic hydraulic 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.514.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 115 115 115 115 115115

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 1925 1925 1970 1970 20052005

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1400 1400 1400 1400 14001400

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900 890/900890/900

mechanical mechanical 2395 2395 2685 2685 28752875
self weightself weight

KgKg
hydraulic hydraulic 2450 2450 2740 2740 29302930

Overall diOverall dimension(L×W×H)mension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

3145×1080×2110 3185×1080×2110 3220×1080×21103145×1080×2110 3185×1080×2110 3220×1080×2110

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

6.5-10-10PR/26.5-10-10PR/2
5.00-8-10PR/25.00-8-10PR/2

VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h12/90/20h

type type ISUZU ISUZU C240PKJ-30C240PKJ-30

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 34.5 34.5 KW/2500r/minKW/2500r/min

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 139.3N·m/1800 139.3N·m/1800 r/minr/min
DieselDiesel

Displacement Displacement cc cc 23692369
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2-3.5t R series2-3.5t R series

Model Model CPCD20N-RW15CPCD20N-RW15A A CPCD25N-RWCPCD25N-RW15A 15A CPCD30N-RW15A CPCD30N-RW15A CPCD35N-RW15ACPCD35N-RW15A

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. lifting heightMax. lifting height
mmmm

3000 3000 3000 30003000 3000 3000 3000

Free lifting heightFree lifting height
mmmm

150 150 155 155150 150 155 155

Max lifting speedMax lifting speed
mm/smm/s

500 500 460 360500 500 460 360

Mast Mast tilt tilt angle angle F/R F/R 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

Max traveling speedMax traveling speed
Km/hKm/h

18 18 18 1818 18 18 18

Ground clearanceGround clearance
mmmm

105 105 130 130105 105 130 130

Min turning radiusMin turning radius
mmmm

2175 2235 2375 24152175 2235 2375 2415

full full load load grade grade % % 25 25 25 25 25 25 2525

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 1650 1650 1760 1760 17601760

Wheel thread (F/R)Wheel thread (F/R)
mmmm

965/970 965/970 965/970 1005/975 965/970 1005/975 1005/9751005/975

Service Service weight weight Kg Kg 3440 3440 3765 3765 4255 4255 45554555

OverallOverall
dimension(L×W×H)dimension(L×W×H)

(including forks)(including forks)
36360000×1×115150×0×21212020 36367575×1×115150×0×21212020 38382020×1×122225×5×212150 50 38387070×1×122225×5×21215050

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

BatteryBattery
VoltageVoltage

/Capacity Ah/Capacity Ah
12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h

type TD27type TD27

RatedRated
capacity/rpmcapacity/rpm

44.1KW/2500r/min44.1KW/2500r/min

MaxMax
torque/rpmtorque/rpm

171.6N·m/1600 r/min171.6N·m/1600 r/min

DieselDiesel

DisplacementDisplacement
cccc

26632663

TransmTransmission ission F/R F/R NISSAN NISSAN 1/11/1
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Model Model CPQD20N-RWCPQD20N-RW22A 22A CPQD25N-RCPQD25N-RW22A W22A CPQD30N-RCPQD30N-RW22A W22A CPQD35N-RCPQD35N-RW22AW22A

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. lifting heightMax. lifting height
mmmm

3000 3000 3000 30003000 3000 3000 3000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 150 150 150 150 155 155 155155

Max lifting speedMax lifting speed
mm/smm/s

570 570 450 350570 570 450 350

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

Max traveling speedMax traveling speed
Km/hKm/h

19.5 19.5 19.5 19.519.5 19.5 19.5 19.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105 105 105 105 130 130 130130

Min turning radiusMin turning radius
mmmm

2175 2235 2375 24152175 2235 2375 2415

Max grade abilityMax grade ability
%%

25 25 25 2525 25 25 25

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 1650 1650 1760 1760 17601760

Wheel threadWheel thread
(F/R)mm(F/R)mm

965/970 965/970 965/970 1005/975 965/970 1005/975 1005/9751005/975

Service Service weight weight Kg Kg 3440 3440 3765 3765 4255 4255 45554555

OverallOverall
dimension(L×W×H)dimension(L×W×H)

(including forks)(including forks)
36360000×1×115150×0×21212020 36367575×1×115150×0×21212020 38382020×1×122225×5×212150 50 38387070×1×122225×5×21215050

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

BB

 a  a 
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 e  e 

r r 

 y y

Voltage/CapacityVoltage/Capacity
AhAh

12/60/20h12/60/20h

type K25type K25

RatedRated
capacity/rpmcapacity/rpm

44KW/2500r/min44KW/2500r/min

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 179N·m/1600 179N·m/1600 r/minr/min
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Displacement Displacement cc cc 24722472
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Model Model CPCDCPCD20N-20N-RW1RW10 0 CPCDCPCD25N-R25N-RW10W10 CPCDCPCD30N-R30N-RW10W10

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 30003000

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 150 150 150 150 155155

Max Max lifting lifting speed speed mm/s mm/s 410 410 410 410 380380

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

/ / / / //
Max travelingMax traveling
speed Km/hspeed Km/h

hydraulic 20hydraulic 20．．5 5 2020．．5 195 19

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105 105 105 105 130130

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 2175 2175 2235 2235 23752375

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 18 18 1818

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 1650 1650 17601760

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R)mm (F/R)mm 965/970 965/970 965/970 965/970 1005/9751005/975

Service Service weight weight Kg Kg 3440 3440 3765 3765 42554255

Overall diOverall dimension(L×W×H)mension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

3603600×10×1155155×21×2120 20 3673675×15×1155155×21×212020 3823820×10×1225225×21×215050

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h12/90/20h

type type ISUZU ISUZU C240PKJ-30C240PKJ-30

RatedRated
capacity/rpmcapacity/rpm

34.5 KW/2500r/min34.5 KW/2500r/min

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 139.3N·m/1800 139.3N·m/1800 r/minr/min

EngineEngine

Displacement Displacement cc cc 23692369
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MoModedel l CPQDCPQD20N-R20N-RW22 W22 CPQDCPQD25N-R25N-RW22 W22 CPQD3CPQD30N-R0N-RW22 W22 CPQDCPQD35N-R35N-RW22W22

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 150 150 150 150 155 155 155155

Max Max lifting lifting speed speed mm/s mm/s 570 570 570 570 450 450 450450

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

/ / / // / / /
MaxMax
travelingtraveling
speedspeed
Km/hKm/h hydraulic hydraulic 20 20 20 20 18.5 18.5 18.518.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105 105 105 105 130 130 130130

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 2175 2175 2235 2235 2375 2375 24152415

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 20 20 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 1650 1650 1760 1760 17601760

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R)mm (F/R)mm 965/970 965/970 965/970 965/970 1005/975 1005/975 1005/9751005/975

Service Service weight weight Kg Kg 3440 3440 3765 3765 4255 4255 45554555

Overall diOverall dimension(L×W×H)mension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

3600×11553600×1155
×2120×2120

3675×11553675×1155
×2120×2120

3820×12253820×1225
×2150×2150

3870×12253870×1225
×2150×2150

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR 7.00-12-12PR 
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

7.00-12-12PR 7.00-12-12PR 
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

BatteryBattery
Voltage/Voltage/
Capacity AhCapacity Ah

12/60/20h12/60/20h

type K25type K25

RatedRated
capacity/rpmcapacity/rpm

44W/2500r/min44W/2500r/min

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 179N·m/1600 179N·m/1600 r/minr/mingasolinegasoline

Displacement Displacement cc cc 24722472
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Model CPCD20N-RW10BModel CPCD20N-RW10B
CPCD25N-CPCD25N-

RW10BRW10B

CPCD30N-CPCD30N-

RW10BRW10B

CPCD35N-CPCD35N-

RW10BRW10B

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 150 150 150 150 155 155 155155

Max Max lifting lifting speed speed mm/s mm/s 410 410 410 410 380 380 300300

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

Max traveling speedMax traveling speed
Km/hKm/h

2020．．5 5 2020．．5 5 2020．．5 5 2020．．55

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105 105 105 105 130 130 130130

Min turning radiusMin turning radius
mmmm

2175 2175 2235 2235 2375 2375 24152415

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 18 18 18 18 1515

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 1650 1650 1760 1760 17601760

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R)mm (F/R)mm 965/970 965/970 965/970 965/970 1005/973.5 1005/973.5 1005/973.51005/973.5

Service Service weight weight Kg Kg 3440 3440 3765 3765 4255 4255 45554555

OverallOverall
dimension(L×W×H)dimension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

36360000×1×115155×5×21212020 36367575×1×115155×5×21212020 38382020×1×122225×5×212150 50 38387070×1×122225×5×21215050

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR

6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR

6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h 12/90/20h12/90/20h

type type ISUZU ISUZU C240PKJ-30C240PKJ-30

RatedRated

capacitycapacity/rpm/rpm 34.5 KW/2500r/min34.5 KW/2500r/min

MaxMax
torque/rpmtorque/rpm

139.3N·m/1800 r/min139.3N·m/1800 r/min

EngineEngine

Displace-mentDisplace-ment
cccc

23692369

type (OKAMURA)type (OKAMURA)
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Shift Shift :F/R :F/R Power Power shift shift selection selection 1/11/1
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Model Model CPQD20N-RCPQD20N-RW22B W22B CPQD25N-RCPQD25N-RW22BW22B    CPQD30N-RW22B CPQD30N-RW22B CPQD35N-RW22BCPQD35N-RW22B

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. lifting heightMax. lifting height

mmmm 3000 3000 3000 30003000 3000 3000 3000
Free lifting heightFree lifting height
mmmm

150 150 155 155150 150 155 155

Max lifting speedMax lifting speed
mm/smm/s

500 570 450 350500 570 450 350

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

Max traveling speedMax traveling speed
Km/hKm/h

23 23 23 21.5 23 21.5 21.521.5

Ground clearanceGround clearance
mmmm

105 105 130 130105 105 130 130

Min turning radiusMin turning radius
mmmm

2175 2235 2375 24152175 2235 2375 2415

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 20 20 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 1650 1650 1760 1760 17601760

Wheel threadWheel thread
(F/R)mm(F/R)mm

965/970 965/970 965/970 1005/975 965/970 1005/975 1005/9751005/975

Service weightService weight
KgKg

3440 3765 4255 45553440 3765 4255 4555

OverallOverall
dimension(L×W×H)dimension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

36360000×1×115155×5×21212020 36367575×1×115155×5×21212020 38382020×1×122225×5×212150 3850 387070×1×122225×5×21215050

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR
6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

BB
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VoltageVoltage
/Capacity Ah/Capacity Ah

12/60/20h12/60/20h

type K25type K25

RatedRated
capacitycapacity
/rpm/rpm

44KW/2500r/min44KW/2500r/min

Max torqueMax torque
/rpm/rpm

179N·m/1600 r/min179N·m/1600 r/min
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DisplacementDisplacement
cccc

24722472
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Model Model CPQD20N-RW7 CPQD20N-RW7 CPQD25N-RW7CPQD25N-RW7

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 25002500

Load Load center center mm mm 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 105105

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，full full load load 500 500 570570

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12°6°/12°

//
Max Max traveling traveling speed speed Km/hKm/h

hydraulic 22.5hydraulic 22.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105105

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 2175 2175 22352235

2T 252T 25
Grade Grade full full load load %%

2.5T 202.5T 20

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 16501650

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 965/970965/970

Service Service weight weight KgKg   3600 36753600 3675

2T 2525×1155×21202T 2525×1155×2120
Overall dimension(L×W×H)Overall dimension(L×W×H)
(exclusive forks)(exclusive forks)

22．．5T 2600×1155×21205T 2600×1155×2120

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR/27.00-12-12PR/2
6.00-9-10PR/26.00-9-10PR/2

VVoltage/oltage/Capacity Capacity Ah Ah 12/100/12/100/20h20h

typetype WanFengWF491GPgasolineWanFengWF491GPgasoline

Displacement Displacement cc cc 22372237

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 41 41 KW/2800r/minKW/2800r/min
DieselDiesel

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 161N·m/ 161N·m/ 2200 2200 r/minr/min
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ModelModel CPCD20N-RW27 CPCD25N-RW27CPCD20N-RW27 CPCD25N-RW27

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 25002500

Load Load center center mm mm 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 150150

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，full full load load 510 510 580580

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12°6°/12°

//

Max Max traveling traveling speed speed Km/hKm/h

hydraulic 20.5hydraulic 20.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105105

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 2175 2175 22352235

Grade Grade full full load load % % 2525

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 16501650

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 965/970965/970

Service Service weight weight KgKg   37603760

2t 2525×1155×21202t 2525×1155×2120

Overall dimension(L×W×H)Overall dimension(L×W×H)(exclusive forks)(exclusive forks)
2.5t 2600×1155×21202.5t 2600×1155×2120

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR/27.00-12-12PR/2
6.00-9-10PR/26.00-9-10PR/2

VVoltage/oltage/Capacity Capacity Ah Ah 12/10012/100/20h/20h

typetype A498BT1-1 DieselA498BT1-1 Diesel

Displacement Displacement cc cc 31683168

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 45KW/2500r/min45KW/2500r/min

DieselDiesel

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 193N·m/ 193N·m/ 1800 1800 r/minr/min
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MoModedel l CPCPCDCD2020N-N-RWRW3232 CPCPCDCD2525N-N-RWRW3232
CPCD20N-RW33CPCD20N-RW33

CPCD20N-RW33BCPCD20N-RW33B

CPCD25N-RW33CPCD25N-RW33

CPCD25N-RW33CPCD25N-RW33

BB

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 2000 2000 25002500

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 105 105 105105

Max lifting speedMax lifting speed
mm/smm/s，，full loadfull load

535 535 535 535 580 580 580580

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

mechanicamechanica
ll

/ / //
Max travelingMax traveling
speed Km/hspeed Km/h

hydraulic hydraulic 20 20 2020

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105 105 105105

Min turning radiusMin turning radius
mmmm

2175 2175 2235 2235 2175 2175 22352235

2t 2t / / //
Grade Grade full full loadload

%%
2.5t 2.5t 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 16501650

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R)mm (F/R)mm 965/970 965/970 965/970965/970

Service weight KgService weight Kg   3760 37603760 3760

2t 2t 2525×1155×2122525×1155×2120 0 2525×1155×2122525×1155×21200OverallOverall
dimension(L×W×H)dimension(L×W×H)
(exclusive forks)(exclusive forks) 2.5t 2.5t 2600×1155×2122600×1155×2120 0 2600×1155×22600×1155×2120120

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR/27.00-12-12PR/2
6.00-9-10PR/26.00-9-10PR/2

7.00-12-12PR/27.00-12-12PR/2
6.00-9-10PR/26.00-9-10PR/2

VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/100/20h 12/100/20h 12/100/20h12/100/20h

typetype
YANMAR 4TNE92-HRJ dieselYANMAR 4TNE92-HRJ diesel

engineengine

YANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLCYANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLC

diesel enginediesel engine

DisplacementDisplacement
cccc

2659 33192659 3319

RatedRated
capacity/rpmcapacity/rpm

32.8KW/2450r/min 44.3KW/2300r/min32.8KW/2450r/min 44.3KW/2300r/min

DieselDiesel

MaxMax
torque/rpmtorque/rpm

149.4N·m/ 149.4N·m/ 1600 1600 r/min r/min 206N·m/ 206N·m/ 1700 1700 r/minr/min
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Model Model CPCD20N-RW33M CPCD20N-RW33M CPCD25N-RW33MCPCD25N-RW33M

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 25002500

Load Load center center mm mm 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 150150

Max lifting speedMax lifting speed
mm/smm/s，，full loadfull load

500 500500 500

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 66°°/12/12°°  

mechanical /mechanical /
Max travelingMax traveling
speed Km/hspeed Km/h

hydraulic 19hydraulic 19

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105105

Min turningMin turning
radius mmradius mm

2175 22352175 2235

2t /2t /
Grade fullGrade full
load %load %

2.5t 202.5t 20

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 16651665

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R)mm (F/R)mm 965/970.5965/970.5

Service weight KgService weight Kg   3440/37653440/3765

2T 3615×1155×21202T 3615×1155×2120
OverallOverall
dimensiondimension

(L×W×H)(L×W×H)(exclusive forks)(exclusive forks) 2.5T 3690×1155×21202.5T 3690×1155×2120

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR/27.00-12-12PR/2
6.00-9-10PR/26.00-9-10PR/2

VVoltage/oltage/Capacity Capacity Ah Ah 12/100/12/100/20h20h

typetype YANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLC diesel engineYANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLC diesel engine

Displacement Displacement cc cc 33193319

Rated Rated capacity capacity /rpm /rpm 44.3KW/2300r/min44.3KW/2300r/min

DieselDiesel

Max Max torque torque /rpm /rpm 206N206N··m/ 1700 r/minm/ 1700 r/min
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Model Model CPQD30N-RW7 CPQD30N-RW7 CPQD35N-RW7CPQD35N-RW7

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155155

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，full full load load 450 450 380380

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12°6°/12°

mechanical /mechanical /
Max Max traveling traveling speed speed Km/hKm/h

hydraulic 21hydraulic 21

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 130130

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 2375 2375 24152415

3t 203t 20
Grade Grade full full load load %%

3.5t 183.5t 18

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 17601760

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 1005/9731005/973

3t 42553t 4255
Service weight KgService weight Kg  

3.5t 45553.5t 4555

3t 2760×1225×20103t 2760×1225×2010
Overall dimension(L×W×H)Overall dimension(L×W×H)
(exclusive forks)(exclusive forks)

3.5t 2810×1225×21603.5t 2810×1225×2160

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

VVoltage/oltage/Capacity Capacity Ah Ah 12/100/12/100/20h20h

typetype WWanFeng anFeng WF491GP WF491GP gasoligasolinene

Displacement Displacement cc cc 22372237

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 41 41 KW/2800r/minKW/2800r/min

DD

i  i  

 e  e 

 s  s 

 e  e 

l  l  

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 161N·m/ 161N·m/ 2200 2200 r/minr/min
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Model Model CPCD30N-RW27 CPCD30N-RW27 CPCD35N-RW27CPCD35N-RW27

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155155

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，full full load load 460 460 360360

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12°6°/12°

l l //

Max traveling speedMax traveling speed
Km/hKm/h

hydraulic 19hydraulic 19

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 130130

Min Min turning turning radius radius mm mm 2375 2375 24152415

3T 253T 25
Grade Grade full full loadload
%%

3.5T 203.5T 20

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 17601760

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R) (F/R) mm mm 1005/9731005/973

3t 42553t 4255
Service weightService weight
KgKg  

3.5t 45553.5t 4555

Overall dimension(L×W×H)Overall dimension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

3185×1080×21103185×1080×2110

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

VVoltage/oltage/Capacity Capacity Ah Ah 12/100/12/100/20h20h

typetype A498BPG DieselA498BPG Diesel

Displacement Displacement cc cc 31683168

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 45KW/2500r/min45KW/2500r/min

DD

i  i  

 e  e 

 s  s 

 e  e 

l  l  

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 193N·m/ 193N·m/ 1800 1800 r/minr/min
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ModelModel
CPCD30N-RW33CPCD30N-RW33

CPCD30N-RW33BCPCD30N-RW33B

CPCD35N-RW33CPCD35N-RW33

CPCD35N-RW33BCPCD35N-RW33B
CPCD30N-RW32CPCD30N-RW32

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 3000 3000 3500 3500 30003000

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155 155 155155

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，
full loadfull load

460 460 360 360 430430

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

mechanical mechanical / / //
MaxMax
travelingtraveling
speedspeed
Km/hKm/h

hydraulic hydraulic 18 18 1818

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 130 130 130130

Min turning radiusMin turning radius
mmmm

2375 2375 2415 2415 23752375

3t 3t 20 20 2020GradeGrade
full loadfull load
%% 3.5t 3.5t 20 20 //

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1760 1760 17601760

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R)mm (F/R)mm 1005/973 1005/973 1005/9731005/973

3t 4255 42553t 4255 4255
ServiceService
weight Kgweight Kg  

3.5t 3.5t 4555 4555 45554555

OverallOverall
dimension(L×W×H)dimension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

3145×1080×2110 3185×1080×21103145×1080×2110 3185×1080×2110

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2
VVoltage/Capacity oltage/Capacity Ah Ah 12/100/20h 12/100/20h 12/100/20h12/100/20h

typetype YANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLC DieselYANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLC Diesel
YANMAR 4TNE92-HRJYANMAR 4TNE92-HRJ

DieselDiesel

Displacement Displacement cc cc 2659 2659 33193319

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 32.8KW/2450r/min 32.8KW/2450r/min 44.3KW/2300r/min44.3KW/2300r/min

DD

i  i  

 e  e 

 s  s 

 e  e 

l  l  

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 149.4N·m/ 149.4N·m/ 1600 1600 r/min r/min 206N·m/ 206N·m/ 1700 1700 r/minr/min
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Model Model CPCD30N-RW33M CPCD30N-RW33M CPCD35N-RW33MCPCD35N-RW33M

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 155155

Max lifting speed mm/sMax lifting speed mm/s，，fullfull
loadload

460 370460 370

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 66°°/12/12°°  

mechanicamechanica
ll

//
Max travelingMax traveling
speed Km/hspeed Km/h

hydraulic 20hydraulic 20

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 130130

Min turning radiusMin turning radius
mmmm

2375 24152375 2415

3t 203t 20
Grade fullGrade full
load %load %

3.5t 203.5t 20

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 17601760

Wheel Wheel thread thread (F/R)mm (F/R)mm 1005/9731005/973

3t 42803t 4280
Service weightService weight
KgKg  

3.5t 45553.5t 4555

Overall diOverall dimension(L×W×H)mension(L×W×H)
(including forks)(including forks)

38203820××12251225××21502150（（3t3t））  
38703870××12251225××21502150（（3.5t3.5t））  

Tyre (F/R)Tyre (F/R)
2828××9-15-12PR/29-15-12PR/2
6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

VVoltageoltage/Capacit/Capacity y Ah Ah 12/100/12/100/20h20h

typetype YANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLC dieselYANMAR 4TNE98-BQFLC diesel

Displacement Displacement cc cc 33193319

Rated Rated capacity/rpm capacity/rpm 44.3kW/2300r/min44.3kW/2300r/min

DieselDiesel

Max Max torque/rpm torque/rpm 206N206N··m/ 1700 r/minm/ 1700 r/min
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ModelModel
CPCD20NCPCD20N

-RW26-Y-RW26-Y

CPCD25NCPCD25N

-RW26-Y-RW26-Y

CPCD30NCPCD30N

-RW26-Y-RW26-Y

CPCD35NCPCD35N

-RW26-Y-RW26-Y

Rated Rated capacity capacity Kg Kg 2000 2000 2500 2500 3000 3000 35003500

Load Load center center mm mm 500 500 500 500 500 500 500500

Max. Max. lifting lifting height height mm mm 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 3000 30003000

Free Free lifting lifting height height mm mm 150 150 150 150 155 155 155155

Max lifting speedMax lifting speed

mm/smm/s
540 540 540 540 430 430 430430

Tilting Tilting angle angle F/B F/B 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12° 6°/12°6°/12°

11

shiftshift
/ / / / / / //

MechanicalMechanical
22

shiftshift
/ / / / / / //

MaxMax

TravelingTraveling

speedspeed

Km/hKm/h
hydraulic hydraulic 20 20 20 20 18.5 18.5 18.518.5

Ground Ground clearance clearance mm mm 105 105 105 105 130 130 130130

Min turningMin turning

radius mmradius mm
2175 2175 2235 2235 2375 2375 24152415

Max Max grade grade ability ability % % 20 20 20 20 20 20 2020

wheelbase wheelbase mm mm 1650 1650 1650 1650 1760 1760 17601760

Wheel threadWheel thread

(F/R)mm(F/R)mm
965/970 965/970 965/970 965/970 1005/975 1005/9751005/975 1005/975

Service Service weight weight Kg Kg 3440 3440 3765 3765 4280 4280 45554555

Overall dimensionOverall dimension

(L×W×H)(L×W×H)

(including forks)(including forks)

3600×11553600×1155

×2120×2120

3675×11553675×1155

×2120×2120

3820×12253820×1225

×2150×2150

3870×12253870×1225

×2145×2145

Tire (F/R)Tire (F/R)
7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR

6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

7.00-12-12PR7.00-12-12PR

6.00-9-10PR6.00-9-10PR

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

28×9-15-12PR/228×9-15-12PR/2

6.50-10-10PR/26.50-10-10PR/2

BatteryBattery
VoltageVoltage

/Capacity Ah/Capacity Ah
12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h 12/60/20h12/60/20h

typetype IMPCO GM3.0L (LPG single fuel)IMPCO GM3.0L (LPG single fuel)

RatedRated

capacity/rpmcapacity/rpm
50KW/2500r/min50KW/2500r/minEngineEngine

MaxMax

torque/rpmtorque/rpm
189N·m/1600 r/min189N·m/1600 r/min
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12. Operation, disassembly and installation of cab12. Operation, disassembly and installation of cab  

..

..
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The operation of cab:The operation of cab:

1.1.  Open left door with key, enter into cab.Open left door with key, enter into cab.

2.2.  Close door, make sure left and right door close before working.Close door, make sure left and right door close before working.

3.3.  The glass of left and right door can be moved by draw button on the glass.The glass of left and right door can be moved by draw button on the glass.

4.4.  The rear door can be opened by loosing lock buckle.The rear door can be opened by loosing lock buckle.

Disassembling cab:Disassembling cab:

1.Stop the truck on solid and smooth level ground; close switch , pull down hand1.Stop the truck on solid and smooth level ground; close switch , pull down hand

 brake. brake.

2.Remove 4 bolts from left front and right front legs. To high position exhaust, the2.Remove 4 bolts from left front and right front legs. To high position exhaust, the

fastening bolts should be removedfastening bolts should be removed

3.Pull out 4 rubber plugs from left rear and right rear legs, remove 4 bolts from left3.Pull out 4 rubber plugs from left rear and right rear legs, remove 4 bolts from left
rear and right rear legs.rear and right rear legs.

4.Lift cab a little with crane.4.Lift cab a little with crane.

5.Remove 5.Remove switch connection switch connection of fan, of fan, rain wiperrain wiper, alarm , alarm light etc., light etc., remove wire remove wire from 4from 4

support legs, and slip into support legs.support legs, and slip into support legs.

6.Put d6.Put down own cab slowly cab slowly and lighand lightlytly, avoid , avoid pressing wire pressing wire and and keep wire keep wire intact. .intact. .

Installing cab:Installing cab:

The installing procedure is opposite to removing procedure. But remove the boltsThe installing procedure is opposite to removing procedure. But remove the bolts

which connect head frame and support legs, after fastening support legs and truckwhich connect head frame and support legs, after fastening support legs and truck

 body body, then fastening connected bolts connected head frame and support legs, fastening, then fastening connected bolts connected head frame and support legs, fastening

torque of bolts connected support legs and truck body :T=137~167 N·m. bolts fortorque of bolts connected support legs and truck body :T=137~167 N·m. bolts for

connecting head frame and connecting head frame and support legs:T=110~140 N·msupport legs:T=110~140 N·m
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13. Operation and notice about LPG forklift13. Operation and notice about LPG forklift

More details refer toMore details refer to 《《OPERAOPERATION AND MAINTTION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL aENANCE MANUAL and SERVICEnd SERVICE

MANUAL of 1-3.5t R series LPG forklift (American IMPCO combustionMANUAL of 1-3.5t R series LPG forklift (American IMPCO combustion

system)(Italy system)(Italy BRC BRC combustion combustion system)system)》》..

LPG fuel system consists of LPG cylinder, petrol solenoid valve, LPG solenoidLPG fuel system consists of LPG cylinder, petrol solenoid valve, LPG solenoid

valve with filter, LPG vaporizer, adapter, LPG-petrol select switch and levelvalve with filter, LPG vaporizer, adapter, LPG-petrol select switch and level

indication. LPG comes from the indication. LPG comes from the LPG cylinder, passing through the combination valve,LPG cylinder, passing through the combination valve,

the high-pressured pipe, the filter, and the solenoid valve in sequence, enters the LPGthe high-pressured pipe, the filter, and the solenoid valve in sequence, enters the LPG

vaporizer to vaporize, then mix with air in certain proportion in the adapter, andvaporizer to vaporize, then mix with air in certain proportion in the adapter, and

combust in the engine cylinder to drive the forklift truck to work.combust in the engine cylinder to drive the forklift truck to work.

There is double fuel switch at the top surface ofThere is double fuel switch at the top surface of instruments panelinstruments panel

(1)the operation of double fuel switch(1)the operation of double fuel switch

D.D.   Turn switch to LPGTurn switch to LPG，，then fuel is becoming LPGthen fuel is becoming LPG；；  

E.E.   Turn switch to GASTurn switch to GAS，，then fuel is becoming gasoline.then fuel is becoming gasoline.

F.F.    Neutral position, LPG and gasoline are both stop Neutral position, LPG and gasoline are both stopped.ped.

(2)Starting up the engine(2)Starting up the engine

11．．   By gasolineBy gasoline

Shut off LPG, switch on the petrol switch for several seconds, after petrol isShut off LPG, switch on the petrol switch for several seconds, after petrol is

flowing into the floater room of the carburetor, turn the ignition key to start theflowing into the floater room of the carburetor, turn the ignition key to start the

motor-----the engine is started by petrol;motor-----the engine is started by petrol;

2. By LPG2. By LPG

a.a.   Starting up when there is no petrol in the carburetor: if there is no petrol inStarting up when there is no petrol in the carburetor: if there is no petrol in

the carburetor before starting-up, you could start up the engine directly by LPG, thatthe carburetor before starting-up, you could start up the engine directly by LPG, that

is, to shut off the petrol switch, but switch on the LPG switch for several seconds,is, to shut off the petrol switch, but switch on the LPG switch for several seconds,

turn the ignition key to start the motor-----the engine is started by LPG;turn the ignition key to start the motor-----the engine is started by LPG;

 b. b.   Starting up when there is petrol in the carburetor: it is some difficult toStarting up when there is petrol in the carburetor: it is some difficult to

start up when there is petrol in the carburetor, you should switch the select switch tostart up when there is petrol in the carburetor, you should switch the select switch to

the neutral position, start up the engine by petrol. When petrol in the carburetor isthe neutral position, start up the engine by petrol. When petrol in the carburetor is

about to be used up and the engine is running slower, switch on the LPG switch toabout to be used up and the engine is running slower, switch on the LPG switch to

fuel by LPG. Or after petrol in the carburetor is used up and the engine is halted,fuel by LPG. Or after petrol in the carburetor is used up and the engine is halted,

switch on the LPG switch, turn the ignition key to start the motor-----the engine isswitch on the LPG switch, turn the ignition key to start the motor-----the engine is

started.started.

(3) Change fuel during the engine runs(3) Change fuel during the engine runs

11．．Change from LPG to petrol:Change from LPG to petrol:

Directly switch the select switch from the LPG position to GAS position, theDirectly switch the select switch from the LPG position to GAS position, the

engine fuel is changed from LPG to petrol.engine fuel is changed from LPG to petrol.
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22．．Change from petrol to LPG:Change from petrol to LPG:

Shut off the petrol switch, When petrol in the carburetor is about to be used up,Shut off the petrol switch, When petrol in the carburetor is about to be used up,

the engine runs slower, switch on the the engine runs slower, switch on the LPG switch rapidly to fuel LPG switch rapidly to fuel by LPGby LPG..

Outpouring limit valveOutpouring limit valve

Once the outpouring limit valve is opened (see FIG A), LPG is flowing to theOnce the outpouring limit valve is opened (see FIG A), LPG is flowing to the

LPG solenoid valve through the outlet When outpouring exceeds the stated value, orLPG solenoid valve through the outlet When outpouring exceeds the stated value, or
the pipe is broken, the outpouring device on the valve will be closed automatically. Ifthe pipe is broken, the outpouring device on the valve will be closed automatically. If

leaving the forklift unused for a long term, you should close the limit-outpouringleaving the forklift unused for a long term, you should close the limit-outpouring

valve.valve.

AdapterAdapter

The adapter is to mix the vaporized LPG with air and to send them into theThe adapter is to mix the vaporized LPG with air and to send them into the

engine engine to to meet kinmeet kinds ods of wof working rking conditions conditions according according to to the engthe engine.ine.

LPG cylinderLPG cylinder

11 f unction f unction

It composed of safety valve, LPG inlet, quick fitting and other relevantIt composed of safety valve, LPG inlet, quick fitting and other relevant

accessories. It supports and stores fuel, and it is fixed at the back of truck. Theaccessories. It supports and stores fuel, and it is fixed at the back of truck. The

functions:functions:

a.a.shut off valveshut off valve

It control inlet It control inlet and outlet line of and outlet line of the LPGthe LPG..

b.b.Charging limit valveCharging limit valve

open the charging limit valve to charge LPG till the charging device is automaticallyopen the charging limit valve to charge LPG till the charging device is automatically

closed when 70%- 80% volume of the container is full.closed when 70%- 80% volume of the container is full.

c.c.Level indicationLevel indication

The digital shows percentage of the remainder volume.The digital shows percentage of the remainder volume.

d.d.Outpouring limit valveOutpouring limit valve  

When outpouring exceeds the stated value, or the pipe is broken, the outpouringWhen outpouring exceeds the stated value, or the pipe is broken, the outpouring

device on the valve will be closed automatically.device on the valve will be closed automatically.

e. e. Safety Safety valvevalve

Safety valve will open automatically when pressure in cylinder is over the standardSafety valve will open automatically when pressure in cylinder is over the standard

 pressure. pressure.

2. Main parameters2. Main parameters

WWork ork temperature:-40~+60temperature:-40~+60℃℃；；Work pressureWork pressure ：：2.2MPa2.2MPa；；opening pressure ofopening pressure of

safety valvesafety valve：：2.5±0.2MPa2.5±0.2MPa；；Max. copacityMax. copacity ：：80% of cylinder volume80% of cylinder volume。。  
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33．．Cylinder structureCylinder structure

11．．Charge valveCharge valve（（inlet port and dustproof cover inlet port and dustproof cover ））   2. 2. Installing Installing markmark

3.Outlet valve3.Outlet valve（（outlet connector outlet connector ））  4.   4. Fixed Fixed pin pin 5. 5. Outlet Outlet shut shut off off valve valve 6.Level 6.Level indicationindication

7. Inlet shut off valve7. Inlet shut off valve

44．．Cylinder replacementCylinder replacement

Paste safety operationPaste safety operation procedures on cyliner  procedures on cyliner   

(1) make the truck stay on flat and stability ground, stop engine, pull hand(1) make the truck stay on flat and stability ground, stop engine, pull hand

brake;brake;  

(2)remove cylinder(2)remove cylinder：：a. a. Close Close outlet outlet shut shut off off valve, valve, and and remove remove outletoutlet
connector.connector.

 b. Loosen cylinder fixed parts, see followed Fig: b. Loosen cylinder fixed parts, see followed Fig:
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Metal band bracketMetal band bracket

 buckle  buckle belt bracketbelt bracket

Buckle belt and tighten deviceBuckle belt and tighten device
1. Right hand hold tighten device, use1. Right hand hold tighten device, use

forefinger,middle finger, and ring finger to pullforefinger,middle finger, and ring finger to pull

lock buckle out.lock buckle out.

2 . Keep 1 procedure2 . Keep 1 procedure，，and push up tighten device tilland push up tighten device till

touch touch cylindercylinder..

33 ．．

   Keep the lock buckle out and pull downwaKeep the lock buckle out and pull downwardrd

the whole tighten device.the whole tighten device.

4. Then buckle belt is loosened from tighten device4. Then buckle belt is loosened from tighten device

5. 5. Remove Remove the the left left tighten tighten device device from from bucklebuckle

 belt by the same way belt by the same way..
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Remove cylinder and chargeRemove cylinder and charge

 Notice : Notice :

1.1.  Please avoiding cylinder hit counterpoise when taking it down form truck.Please avoiding cylinder hit counterpoise when taking it down form truck.

2.2.   Make sure the outlet shut off valve closed.Make sure the outlet shut off valve closed.

3. 3. When chargWhen charging the ing the place must hplace must have charging ave charging license which is license which is awarded byawarded by

Quality and Technical Supervision Bureau . It is forbidden to charge by self and theQuality and Technical Supervision Bureau . It is forbidden to charge by self and the

component must accord with table 1.component must accord with table 1.

NoticeNotice ：：a) 1# may use more than -20a) 1# may use more than -20℃℃；；  

 b) 2 # may use more than -10 b) 2 # may use more than -10℃℃；；  

c) c) 3 # 3 # mmay ay ususe me morore te thhanan00 ..℃℃   
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Table 1 technique parameter of LPG special for vehicleTable 1 technique parameter of LPG special for vehicle  

Quality parameterQuality parameter
Item component comItem component com

 position position
1#1# 2# 3#2# 3#

TrialTrial

37.837.8℃℃  vapour (indication)  vapour (indication)
k Pak Pa

≤≤14301430 890890～～1430 6601430 660～～1340 1340 GB/T GB/T 66026602
aa
  

 propane propane ＞＞8585 ＞＞6565～～85 4085 40～～6565

Butane and advancedButane and advanced ≤≤2.52.5  —  — ——

Pentane and advancedPentane and advanced  — — ≤≤2.02.0 ≤≤2.02.0

alkenealkene ≤≤1010 ≤≤1010 ≤≤1010

 C  C 

 o o

mm

 p p

 o o

nn

 e  e 

nn

 t   t  

 % %

  

ButadieneButadiene
（（1,3butadiene1,3butadiene ））  

≤≤0.50.5 ≤≤0.50.5 ≤≤0.50.5

SH/T 0614SH/T 0614
 b b

  

100ml remainder after100ml remainder after

evaporation mlevaporation ml ≤≤0.050.05 ≤≤0.050.05 ≤≤0.050.05
r r 

 e  e 

mm

 a  a 

i  i  

nn

 d  d 

 e  e 

r r 

Observe soiled-oilObserve soiled-oil
 pass pass

 pass  pass passpass

SY/T 7509SY/T 7509

densitydensity（（2020℃℃   ））  kg/m  kg/m
33
  

actuallyactually

measuremeasure

actuallyactually
measuremeasure

actuallyactually
measuremeasure

SH/T 0221SH/T 0221
cc
  

Sheet copper corrosionSheet copper corrosion ≤≤11 ≤≤11 ≤≤1 1 SH/T SH/T 02320232

TTotal otal sulfur sulfur content content /(mg/m/(mg/m
33
)) ＜＜270270 ＜＜270270 ＜＜270 270 SH/T SH/T 02220222

d d 
  

sulphuretted sulphuretted hydrogen hydrogen zero zero zero zero zero zero SH/T SH/T 01250125

free free water water zero zero zero zero zero zero EyeballingEyeballing

11：：   gaseity content , gaseity content , total sulfur content total sulfur content is at 0is at 0℃、℃、101.35kPa.101.35kPa.
22：：can measure sample whether it exists free water by eyeballing when measuring density.can measure sample whether it exists free water by eyeballing when measuring density.

aa
 evaporation pressure can be evaluated by GB/T 12576 evaporation pressure can be evaluated by GB/T 12576，，   measured by Gmeasured by GB/T 6602 when B/T 6602 when arbitrationarbitration。。  

 b b
 component can be measured by SH/T 0230 component can be measured by SH/T 0230，， but measure by SH/T  but measure by SH/T 0614 when arbitration.0614 when arbitration.

cc
 density c density can be an be measured measured by GB/T 12by GB/T 12576,but measur576,but measured by Sed by SH/T 0221 wH/T 0221 when arbitrahen arbitration.tion.

d d 
  Total Total sulfur sulfur content content can can be be measured measured by by SY/T SY/T 75087508，， but  but memeasuasured red by by SH/SH/T 0T 0222 222 whewhen an arbrbitritratiation.on.

From : PRC STANDARDFrom : PRC STANDARD 《《LPG IN VEHICLELPG IN VEHICLE》》（（GB 19159-2003GB 19159-2003））  
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Procedure of replacing LPG cylinderProcedure of replacing LPG cylinder

（（11））Take canvas glove to avoid the leaking gas to frostbite finger when gasTake canvas glove to avoid the leaking gas to frostbite finger when gas

changing.changing.

（（22））Make sure the place is clear and the air is ventilating when charging LPG,Make sure the place is clear and the air is ventilating when charging LPG,

it is forbidden to smoke ,keep away from other naked flameit is forbidden to smoke ,keep away from other naked flame

（（33））Fill LPG as following: Lay the LPG cylinder flat, and set the charging limitFill LPG as following: Lay the LPG cylinder flat, and set the charging limit

valve upward, then screw off the dust cap on the charging valve, plug the fillingvalve upward, then screw off the dust cap on the charging valve, plug the filling

connector, open the inlet shutoff valve to charge LPG till 80% rated volume of theconnector, open the inlet shutoff valve to charge LPG till 80% rated volume of the

container is full (the charging device is automatically closed when 80% rated volumecontainer is full (the charging device is automatically closed when 80% rated volume

of the container is full), take out the filling connector, screw down the dust cap andof the container is full), take out the filling connector, screw down the dust cap and

the charging limit valve.the charging limit valve.

Check all parts and make sure they are all at intact condition.Check all parts and make sure they are all at intact condition.

（（44））Lift the cylinder up to truck, and fix it, let the arrowLift the cylinder up to truck, and fix it, let the arrow（（○○11 ）） be upward, then be upward, then

insert the fiinsert the fixed pin to cylinder.xed pin to cylinder.

Cylinder fixed way:Cylinder fixed way:

Metal belt bracketMetal belt bracket

The fixed way is The fixed way is opposite to disassemble way.opposite to disassemble way.
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Buckle belt bracketBuckle belt bracket

a. Hold strain device with right hand, take bucklea. Hold strain device with right hand, take buckle

 belt  belt with with left left hand, hand, direct direct to to the the notch notch on on ratchetratchet

wheelwheel

 b.  b. Pass Pass buckle buckle belt belt through through the the notch notch on on ratchetratchet

wheel.wheel.

c. Pull buckle belt downward with left hand, pullc. Pull buckle belt downward with left hand, pull

out the lock buckle with forefinger, middle fingerout the lock buckle with forefinger, middle finger

and third finger in right hand, and push up to touchand third finger in right hand, and push up to touch

cylinder at the same time.cylinder at the same time.

d. Keep the buckle belt tensioning and d. Keep the buckle belt tensioning and keep the lockkeep the lock

 buckle  buckle out, out, revolve revolve strain strain device device downward downward withwith

right hand till right hand till touch cylinder.touch cylinder.

e. Keep it tensioning with left hand, hold the straine. Keep it tensioning with left hand, hold the strain

device device , , loose loose lock lock buckle buckle ,and ,and rotate rotate strain strain devicedevice

several times till it can not be pushed.several times till it can not be pushed.

f. Turn downward till f. Turn downward till touch cylinder.touch cylinder.

（（55））Make sure the inlet and outlet shutoff valveMake sure the inlet and outlet shutoff valve （（○○22 ○○33 ））are on closed state.are on closed state.

（（66））Connect the inlet connector Connect the inlet connector （（○○55 ））with outlet valvewith outlet valve（（○○44 ））,and tighten.,and tighten.

（（77））Open outlet shutoff valve slowlyOpen outlet shutoff valve slowly（（○○33 ））..

（（88））Make sure there is no leaking before using, if there is some leaking, close outletMake sure there is no leaking before using, if there is some leaking, close outlet

shutoff valveshutoff valve（（○○33 ））   in time, turn on in time, turn on the forklift input cthe forklift input connectoronnector,,（（○○55 ））。。  
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 Notice Notice ：：after installing cylinder, then connect the connecting pipe with quickafter installing cylinder, then connect the connecting pipe with quick

connector, open outlet shutoff valveconnector, open outlet shutoff valve ○○33 ,smear every joint with soap bubble to check,smear every joint with soap bubble to check

whether the joint is leaking, if there is leaking at joint, eliminate the problem, then firewhether the joint is leaking, if there is leaking at joint, eliminate the problem, then fire

forklift. Please close outlet shutoff valveforklift. Please close outlet shutoff valve○○33    when the when the forklift is finishing forklift is finishing working.working.

Notice during usageNotice during usage

(1)(1)  When charging LPG assemble, at first open inlet shutoff valve, close outlet shutoffWhen charging LPG assemble, at first open inlet shutoff valve, close outlet shutoff

valve, when charge is done, close inlet shutoff valve.valve, when charge is done, close inlet shutoff valve.

(2)(2)   When take assembly to the truck, it should be fixed and make the arrow directionWhen take assembly to the truck, it should be fixed and make the arrow direction

upward, and inlet shutoff valve closed. Connecting inlet connector with assemblyupward, and inlet shutoff valve closed. Connecting inlet connector with assembly

outlet port, and then revolve to tighten, open outlet shutoff valve, make sure it no leak,outlet port, and then revolve to tighten, open outlet shutoff valve, make sure it no leak,

and convenient to use.and convenient to use.

(3)(3)  It must check the cylinder assembly whether leak or not per charging and fixing itIt must check the cylinder assembly whether leak or not per charging and fixing it

on truck.on truck.

(4)(4)  Please prevent dust to enter into the inlet, and revolve dustproof cover after fillingPlease prevent dust to enter into the inlet, and revolve dustproof cover after filling

LPG out to protect the airproof of check valve.LPG out to protect the airproof of check valve.

(5) It is forbidden to change the pressure of safety valve.(5) It is forbidden to change the pressure of safety valve.

(6) Call the qualified unit to check and maintain, it is forbidden to repair by self. And(6) Call the qualified unit to check and maintain, it is forbidden to repair by self. And

keep apart the keep apart the abnormal cylinder.abnormal cylinder.

(7) This assembly has 2 ways to fill LPG, one is volume and the other is weight.(7) This assembly has 2 ways to fill LPG, one is volume and the other is weight.

Weight: make sure the cylinder stand vertically when filling LPG. Volume: make sureWeight: make sure the cylinder stand vertically when filling LPG. Volume: make sure

the cylinder lay the cylinder lay horizontally when filling LPGhorizontally when filling LPG, and let the , and let the direction mark up.direction mark up.

(8) Please obey the(8) Please obey the《《gas cylinder safe supervise rulegas cylinder safe supervise rule》》awarded by the State Bureau ofawarded by the State Bureau of

Quality and Technical Supervision when charging ,transporting, depositing ,using andQuality and Technical Supervision when charging ,transporting, depositing ,using and

inspecting.inspecting.   https://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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(9) When fixing and disassembling cylinder please do it lightly, it is forbidden to hit(9) When fixing and disassembling cylinder please do it lightly, it is forbidden to hit

other object. Keep cylinder assembly intact and do not disassemble, adjust and replaceother object. Keep cylinder assembly intact and do not disassemble, adjust and replace

components.components.

(10) (10) The LPG The LPG conform to conform to GB11GB11174 can 174 can be recharging; be recharging; the maximum the maximum volume is volume is nono

more than 80% of cmore than 80% of cylinder.ylinder.
(11) The LPG must be charging at the place awarded by qualified Quality and(11) The LPG must be charging at the place awarded by qualified Quality and

TTechnical Supervision Bureau, it echnical Supervision Bureau, it is forbidden to charging by selfis forbidden to charging by self

(12) Charging unit must vacuumize or displace with nitrogen when the new or(12) Charging unit must vacuumize or displace with nitrogen when the new or

recheck cylinder is using at the first time.recheck cylinder is using at the first time.

(13) Before reinstalling cylinder, lay the cylinder horizontal perpendicular to(13) Before reinstalling cylinder, lay the cylinder horizontal perpendicular to

installing sign, close outlet shutoff valve, open inlet shutoff valve, see the finger ofinstalling sign, close outlet shutoff valve, open inlet shutoff valve, see the finger of

fluid indicator wether is lifting with the charging fluid when charging. Stop chargingfluid indicator wether is lifting with the charging fluid when charging. Stop charging

when the limit charging valve is working in time, and check whether the finger ofwhen the limit charging valve is working in time, and check whether the finger of

fluid indicator is at the correct position. Close inlet shutoff valve after charging out.fluid indicator is at the correct position. Close inlet shutoff valve after charging out.

(14)Check the forklift truck fully ahead to ensure no leak of LPG, then open the LPG(14)Check the forklift truck fully ahead to ensure no leak of LPG, then open the LPG

outpouring valve on the LPG cylinder, check more to ensure no leak of LPG fueloutpouring valve on the LPG cylinder, check more to ensure no leak of LPG fuel

system before starting-up.system before starting-up.

（（1515））If there is LPG leak during operation, shut off the LPG switch and theIf there is LPG leak during operation, shut off the LPG switch and the

outpouring valve at once, check every part and all connection to see if there is leak oroutpouring valve at once, check every part and all connection to see if there is leak or

loose, and get rid of it in time. Fuel by petrol before malfunction is removed.loose, and get rid of it in time. Fuel by petrol before malfunction is removed.

（（1616））If there is 10 minutes halt, you should shut off the LPG switch and theIf there is 10 minutes halt, you should shut off the LPG switch and the

outpouring valve.outpouring valve.

(17) Cylinder must be avoiding under the blazing sun for quite a long time, and keep(17) Cylinder must be avoiding under the blazing sun for quite a long time, and keep

it far away from heat source, and forbidden to heat cylinder with heat source whichit far away from heat source, and forbidden to heat cylinder with heat source which

the temperature is more than 40the temperature is more than 40℃℃  

(18) (18) It shoIt should uld have nhave no o less than less than 0.5% 0.5% the cylinder the cylinder volume volume to remain.to remain.

(19) It is forbidden to modify cylinder mark and color sign.(19) It is forbidden to modify cylinder mark and color sign.

(20) Cylinder must be taken to the special unit per 5 years to inspect, the unit have(20) Cylinder must be taken to the special unit per 5 years to inspect, the unit have

qualification awarded by pressure vessel safety supervisor bureau.qualification awarded by pressure vessel safety supervisor bureau.

（（2121））Observe the level indication frequently during operation, if it is found that LPGObserve the level indication frequently during operation, if it is found that LPG

consumption is not in proportion to working time, you should stop to check where isconsumption is not in proportion to working time, you should stop to check where is

leakage, and shut off power, the LPG valve and all valves concerned at once to takeleakage, and shut off power, the LPG valve and all valves concerned at once to take

good measure in time.good measure in time. https://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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（（2222））Park the truck at the shady and ventilated site; close the valves on the LPGPark the truck at the shady and ventilated site; close the valves on the LPG

cylinder. Never insolate the truck in tcylinder. Never insolate the truck in the sun long.he sun long.

（（2323））Shut off power and all valves after the truck is garaged. Keep good ventilationShut off power and all valves after the truck is garaged. Keep good ventilation

and extinguishing measure in the garage.and extinguishing measure in the garage.

（（2424）） Never r Never repair the epair the LPG cylinder, valves LPG cylinder, valves or pipes or pipes at garages at garages or parking or parking lots, anylots, any

smoke on the truck.smoke on the truck.
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Service & maintenanceService & maintenance

11．．This truck has been taken pressure trial and performance test before leavingThis truck has been taken pressure trial and performance test before leaving

factory. If there is performance failure, strictly forbid repairing without permission.factory. If there is performance failure, strictly forbid repairing without permission.

22．．Close the valves on the LPG cylinder before disassembly and maintenance of theClose the valves on the LPG cylinder before disassembly and maintenance of the

LPG device.LPG device.

33．．Suitably adjust the measure valve, for LPG consumption is changing with season.Suitably adjust the measure valve, for LPG consumption is changing with season.

4. Check and clean often the air cleaner and the LPG filter, replace it with a new one4. Check and clean often the air cleaner and the LPG filter, replace it with a new one

in time if there is any damaged.in time if there is any damaged.

5. After finishing the LPG forklift debugging and one day well run (or a full5. After finishing the LPG forklift debugging and one day well run (or a full

container of LPG is used up), you should adjust the LPG vaporizer again to ensurecontainer of LPG is used up), you should adjust the LPG vaporizer again to ensure

 proper ratio of fuel to air proper ratio of fuel to air..

6.Check the electric system after every three months have elapsed if any switch6.Check the electric system after every three months have elapsed if any switch

connection-peg is oxidized or rusted, and get rid of it in time.connection-peg is oxidized or rusted, and get rid of it in time.

7. Take a routine care for the whole LPG fuel system after every one year working,7. Take a routine care for the whole LPG fuel system after every one year working,

that is, clean the vaporizer, check airproof capacity of each tie-in in the highthat is, clean the vaporizer, check airproof capacity of each tie-in in the high

 pressurized pipes and the low pressurized pipes. pressurized pipes and the low pressurized pipes.

IMPCO single fuel systemIMPCO single fuel system
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14. Operational method of maintenance free lead acid battery14. Operational method of maintenance free lead acid battery

1. Maintenance free lead acid battery and its application1. Maintenance free lead acid battery and its application  

Maintenance free lead acid battery is used for power start engine ,and it canMaintenance free lead acid battery is used for power start engine ,and it can

be forbe for voltage voltage regulation regulation and and overload overload generator generator substitute substitute power power ,it ,it hashas

following following strengths: strengths: low low internal internal resistance, stable resistance, stable end end voltage, voltage, large large support support current,current,
low low water cost, water cost, huge huge capacity, capacity, nice starting nice starting performance at performance at low low temperature, lighttemperature, light

 pole corrosion , light mass, low fault rate, convenient maintenance. Th pole corrosion , light mass, low fault rate, convenient maintenance. The batteries aree batteries are

all sealed besides 2 vent hole (for overflowing a little air from battery) at the side ofall sealed besides 2 vent hole (for overflowing a little air from battery) at the side of

 battery. battery.

2. Storage and maintenance2. Storage and maintenance

1)1)   StorageStorage

The place for sThe place for storing battery should be ctoring battery should be clean, drylean, dry, airy, and the battery should be, airy, and the battery should be

charging every 3 months.charging every 3 months.

2)2)   MaintenanceMaintenance

If truck will be stored over 30 days, the following should be done:If truck will be stored over 30 days, the following should be done:

   Insure the green point visual in inner capacity display ;Insure the green point visual in inner capacity display ;

   Disconnecting negative earth wire to avoid discharging by additional currentDisconnecting negative earth wire to avoid discharging by additional current

release;release;

   Keep the battery charge completely if the battery can not be removed down fromKeep the battery charge completely if the battery can not be removed down from

truck;truck;

   Make a general schedule, charge every 30-45 days;Make a general schedule, charge every 30-45 days;

   Check battery when the green point of liquid densimeter at battery are invisible,Check battery when the green point of liquid densimeter at battery are invisible,

then charge or replace battery;then charge or replace battery;

3.Notice for usage3.Notice for usage

Battery can produce explosive gas, electrolyte has corrosive, and the current can burnBattery can produce explosive gas, electrolyte has corrosive, and the current can burn

skin from battery producing, please flush immediately when electrolyte touch skin orskin from battery producing, please flush immediately when electrolyte touch skin or

eyes, then go to hospital if serious.eyes, then go to hospital if serious.

l) Human body, especially the head should be far away from battery, and thel) Human body, especially the head should be far away from battery, and the

 protected glass must be wearing. protected glass must be wearing.

2)Forbid battery emerging in naked fire or spark.2)Forbid battery emerging in naked fire or spark.

3)Connect active and negative pole with electrical equipment correctly to avoid3)Connect active and negative pole with electrical equipment correctly to avoid

 burning battery or electrical equipment. burning battery or electrical equipment.
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4)To avoid short circuit of battery, the electric things are forbidden to cover at4)To avoid short circuit of battery, the electric things are forbidden to cover at

 battery. battery.

4.Check4.Check

There is a little ball in battery capacity display, this ball can change its color asThere is a little ball in battery capacity display, this ball can change its color as

density of electrolyte changing, it is called electric eye. The ball will be green whendensity of electrolyte changing, it is called electric eye. The ball will be green when

the capacity is normal ,density of electrolyte reaches the standard; it will be whitethe capacity is normal ,density of electrolyte reaches the standard; it will be white

when capacity is not enough, density of electrolyte does not reach the standard; it willwhen capacity is not enough, density of electrolyte does not reach the standard; it will

 be red when the electrolyte is acute shortage ,look over whether the shell is broken, be red when the electrolyte is acute shortage ,look over whether the shell is broken,

leaking or the battery has fault.leaking or the battery has fault.
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15. Use, installation and safety 15. Use, installation and safety rules of attachmentrules of attachment

HANGCHA will choose attachment that according with International standardHANGCHA will choose attachment that according with International standard

ISO2328ISO2328《《Forklift pothook fork and install size of carriageForklift pothook fork and install size of carriage》》,such as clamp, rotator,,such as clamp, rotator,

 paper roll clamp, carrying ram, side-shifter etc. paper roll clamp, carrying ram, side-shifter etc.

11、、Attachment use.Attachment use.
（（11））   Know well the content of nameplate on Know well the content of nameplate on attachment, read the instructionattachment, read the instruction

manual beforemanual before

Usage.(Especially the manual from attachment company)Before operate theUsage.(Especially the manual from attachment company)Before operate the

attachment, the people should be trained and obtain the qualification.attachment, the people should be trained and obtain the qualification.

（（22））  It should be understand the basic capability and operate methods of  It should be understand the basic capability and operate methods of

attachment. Especially the admit load, lift height, size of cargo and adapt range ofattachment. Especially the admit load, lift height, size of cargo and adapt range of

attachment.attachment.

（（33））Operate the multi-functional attachment, such as with side-shifter, clamp orOperate the multi-functional attachment, such as with side-shifter, clamp or

rotator, it is not allowed that two action at one time. Operate one functional then dorotator, it is not allowed that two action at one time. Operate one functional then do

another one.another one.

（（44））Prohibit the cargo at a high position when truck move with attachment. IfProhibit the cargo at a high position when truck move with attachment. If

the size of cthe size of cargo is too big, prohibit the truck move on. Transport the cargo, make sureargo is too big, prohibit the truck move on. Transport the cargo, make sure

that the distance of bottom of cargo and ground is less than 300mm and mast inclinethat the distance of bottom of cargo and ground is less than 300mm and mast incline

 back. back.

（（55））The weight of cargo couldn’t exceed the limited value of combinationThe weight of cargo couldn’t exceed the limited value of combination

carrying capacity of forklift and attachment. It is not allowed that partial load at highcarrying capacity of forklift and attachment. It is not allowed that partial load at high

 position.  position. It It is is a a short short time time work work for for attachment attachment with with side-shifter. side-shifter. Partial Partial load load isis

around 100mm (Above 5 ton (including 5 ton), the side-shifter movable withinaround 100mm (Above 5 ton (including 5 ton), the side-shifter movable within

300mm.300mm.

（（66））In the range of the projection forth 2m of the lower of attachment and cargo,In the range of the projection forth 2m of the lower of attachment and cargo,

 prohibit stand to avoid the suddenness except the driver po prohibit stand to avoid the suddenness except the driver position under overhead.sition under overhead.

（（77））It is not allowed that an emergency brake in moving. Run slowly with load.It is not allowed that an emergency brake in moving. Run slowly with load.

（（88））Prohibit outside force when attachment working.Prohibit outside force when attachment working.

（（99））It couldn’t be use at malfeasance situation and overstep normal work rangeIt couldn’t be use at malfeasance situation and overstep normal work range

（（1010））When the attachment failure, prohibit use without check.When the attachment failure, prohibit use without check.

Check and maintenance:Check and maintenance:

（（11））Check the clearance of carriage beam and below catch of attachment ifCheck the clearance of carriage beam and below catch of attachment if

accord the attachment manual.accord the attachment manual.

（（22））Check the rise catch is right on the flute of fork carriage.Check the rise catch is right on the flute of fork carriage.

（（
33
））

Use the auto currency lithic-grease per 500 hours to bearing surface.Use the auto currency lithic-grease per 500 hours to bearing surface.
（（44））If the tighten firmware become flexible.If the tighten firmware become flexible.

（（55））Check the tie-in of hydraulic pressure loop, if tube attaint. Prohibit use afterCheck the tie-in of hydraulic pressure loop, if tube attaint. Prohibit use afterhttps://www.besttruckmanuals.com/
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repair.repair.

（（66））Check the drive of attachment timing or turn the component if fray or block,Check the drive of attachment timing or turn the component if fray or block,

change betimes.change betimes.

（（77））Check each element if in normal under load attachment is work in gear. IfCheck each element if in normal under load attachment is work in gear. If

not, check the hydraulic pressure loop, find out the broken part, change air poof ornot, check the hydraulic pressure loop, find out the broken part, change air poof or

whole loop part.whole loop part.

22、、Attachment assemblyAttachment assembly

！！CautionCaution

11、、Untempered technology licence of our company, any refit at safety and capabilityUntempered technology licence of our company, any refit at safety and capability

to attachment is strict prohibit.to attachment is strict prohibit.

22、、Fact rating load capacity should be the least of rating load capacity, the loadFact rating load capacity should be the least of rating load capacity, the load

capacity of attachment, colligate load capacity of truck. Generally speaking, thecapacity of attachment, colligate load capacity of truck. Generally speaking, the

colligate load capacity of truck is the least. Attachment load capacity just a countcolligate load capacity of truck is the least. Attachment load capacity just a count

value of attachment pressure.value of attachment pressure.

33
、、

Assembly go to in reason, credibility, safety to avoid the attachment glide aroundAssembly go to in reason, credibility, safety to avoid the attachment glide around
carriage in using.carriage in using.

44、、After hang attachment, embed the rise catch block to the gap of top beam, let theAfter hang attachment, embed the rise catch block to the gap of top beam, let the

offset of centre line of attachment and carriage is less than 50mm.Otherwise,it willoffset of centre line of attachment and carriage is less than 50mm.Otherwise,it will

 be affect the landscape orientation stability of forklift. be affect the landscape orientation stability of forklift.

55、、To these attachment with rotating function, such as paper roll clamp, bale clamp,To these attachment with rotating function, such as paper roll clamp, bale clamp,

muti-purpose clamp, drum clamp, it needs to weld chock block in the joint of carriagemuti-purpose clamp, drum clamp, it needs to weld chock block in the joint of carriage

 beam and attachment to prevent move from side to side in the op beam and attachment to prevent move from side to side in the operation.eration.

66、、Assembly the attachment of below catch orientation, it need to adjust the clearanceAssembly the attachment of below catch orientation, it need to adjust the clearance

 between below catch and beam of carriage. between below catch and beam of carriage.
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16. Related safety instruction and standard (for trucks16. Related safety instruction and standard (for trucks

exporting to Europe or option)exporting to Europe or option)
The model by CE certification which according to the following instruction andThe model by CE certification which according to the following instruction and

standard: DIRECTIVE 2006/42/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PAMENT AND OF THEstandard: DIRECTIVE 2006/42/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PAMENT AND OF THE

COUNCIL, DIRECTIVE 2000/14/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PAMENT AND OFCOUNCIL, DIRECTIVE 2000/14/EC OF THE EUROPEAN PAMENT AND OF

THE COUNCIL, EN1726-1:1998(Engineering Industry truck safety standardize),THE COUNCIL, EN1726-1:1998(Engineering Industry truck safety standardize),

EN12053:2001EN12053:2001, , EN117EN1175-2:1998, EN13059:2002 coordinate 5-2:1998, EN13059:2002 coordinate standard.standard.

   Main safety factor will be according with DIRECTIVE 2006/42/EC OF THEMain safety factor will be according with DIRECTIVE 2006/42/EC OF THE

EUROPEAN PAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL and EN1726-1:1998EUROPEAN PAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL and EN1726-1:1998 、、

EN11EN1175-2:1998 75-2:1998 standard.standard.

    Noise will accord with EN12053:200 Noise will accord with EN12053:2001 and 2000/14/EC.1 and 2000/14/EC.

ModelModel
TheThe sound pressure level atsound pressure level at

operator positionoperator position  unit  unit：：dB(A)dB(A)

Sound radiation soundSound radiation sound

 power level  power level unitunit：：dB(A)dB(A)

CPYD10N-RW CPYD10N-RW 85.2 85.2 102.8102.8

CPYD15N-RW CPYD15N-RW 85.2 85.2 101.7101.7

CPYD18N-RW CPYD18N-RW 85.7 85.7 101.9101.9

CPYD20N-RW CPYD20N-RW 87.1 87.1 102.8102.8

CPYD25N-RW CPYD25N-RW 87.1 87.1 102.9102.9

CPYD30N-RW CPYD30N-RW 85.9 85.9 103.1103.1

CPYD35N-RW CPYD35N-RW 85.5 85.5 103.4103.4

CPQD10N-RW CPQD10N-RW 85.2 85.2 101.9101.9

CPQD15N-RW CPQD15N-RW 85.2 85.2 102.1102.1

CPQD18N-RW CPQD18N-RW 85.7 85.7 102.5102.5

CPQD20N-RW CPQD20N-RW 87.1 87.1 103.0103.0

CPQD25N-RW CPQD25N-RW 86.5 86.5 103.3103.3

CPQD30N-RW CPQD30N-RW 85.6 85.6 103.4103.4

CPQD35N-RW CPQD35N-RW 86.5 86.5 103.4103.4

CPCD10N-RCPCD10N-RW W 87.4 87.4 103.2103.2

CPCD15N-RCPCD15N-RW W 87.8 87.8 103.2103.2

CPCD18N-RCPCD18N-RW W 88.5 88.5 103.3103.3

CPCD20N-RCPCD20N-RW W 88.1 88.1 103.1103.1

CPCD25N-RCPCD25N-RW W 87.4 87.4 103.0103.0

CPCD30N-RCPCD30N-RW W 88.7 88.7 103.2103.2

The noise in theThe noise in the

operator'soperator's

 position is in position is in

 pressure level, pressure level,

and radiatedand radiated

noise is innoise is in

 power level. power level.

 Noise emission Noise emission

according toaccording to

EN12053EN12053

CPCD35N-RCPCD35N-RW W 88.8 88.8 103.4103.4
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   VVibration parameters will ibration parameters will be accord with be accord with ISO5349-2:2001ISO5349-2:2001、、EN13059:2002.EN13059:2002.

Inspecting according as:2002/44/ECInspecting according as:2002/44/EC、、ISO5349-1ISO5349-1：：20012001、、ISO5349-2ISO5349-2：：20012001、、ISO2631-1ISO2631-1：：19971997

Inspection according toInspection according to：：2002/44/EC2002/44/EC、、ISO5349-1ISO5349-1：：20012001、、ISO5349-2ISO5349-2：：20012001、、  

ISO2631-1ISO2631-1：：19971997

The daily exposure value for The daily exposure value for hand-armhand-arm
vibration standardized to eight-hourvibration standardized to eight-hour
reference periodreference periodModelModel

left left hand hand right right handhand

The daily exposure value forThe daily exposure value for
whole-body vibrationwhole-body vibration
standardized to eight-hourstandardized to eight-hour
reference periodreference period

CPCD25N-RCPCD25N-RW W 3.13 2.91 3.13 2.91 1.071.07

CPCD30N-RCPCD30N-RW W 2.55 2.16 2.55 2.16 0.710.71

CPCD35N-RCPCD35N-RW W 3.61 3.25 3.61 3.25 1.131.13

CPQD18N-RCPQD18N-RW W 2.16 1.92 2.16 1.92 0.770.77

CPQD25N-RCPQD25N-RW W 2.22 1.78 2.22 1.78 0.490.49

CPQD35N-RCPQD35N-RW W 2.09 1.91 2.09 1.91 0.670.67

   Electromagnetism compatible is measured according to EN12895:2000, and theElectromagnetism compatible is measured according to EN12895:2000, and the

result meets the requirement of 2004/108/EEC.result meets the requirement of 2004/108/EEC.

   Engine emission is according to standard: 97/68/EC andEngine emission is according to standard: 97/68/EC and 2005/88/EC.2005/88/EC.  

ModelModel

Synthetic accelerationSynthetic acceleration
from the seat to thefrom the seat to the

operator bodyoperator body
unitunit：：   m/sm/s

22
  

ModelModel

Synthetic accelerationSynthetic acceleration
from the seat to thefrom the seat to the

operator bodyoperator body
unitunit：：   m/sm/s

22
  

CPYD10N-RW CPYD10N-RW 1.54 1.54 CPQD25N-RW CPQD25N-RW 1.541.54

CPYD15N-RW CPYD15N-RW 1.52 1.52 CPQD30N-RW CPQD30N-RW 1.481.48

CPYD18N-RW CPYD18N-RW 1.52 1.52 CPQD35N-RW CPQD35N-RW 1.521.52

CPYD20N-RW CPYD20N-RW 1.48 1.48 CPCD10N-RW CPCD10N-RW 1.541.54

CPYD25N-RW CPYD25N-RW 1.48 1.48 CPCD15N-RW CPCD15N-RW 1.531.53

CPYD30N-RW CPYD30N-RW 1.48 1.48 CPCD18N-RW CPCD18N-RW 1.541.54

CPYD35N-RW CPYD35N-RW 1.52 1.52 CPCD20N-RW CPCD20N-RW 1.481.48

CPQD10N-RW CPQD10N-RW 1.50 1.50 CPCD25N-RW CPCD25N-RW 1.501.50

CPQD15N-RW CPQD15N-RW 1.50 1.50 CPCD30N-RW CPCD30N-RW 1.461.46

CPQD18N-RW CPQD18N-RW 1.52 1.52 CPCD35N-RW CPCD35N-RW 1.501.50

CPQD20N-RW 1.48CPQD20N-RW 1.48
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浙江杭叉工程机械集团股份有限公司浙江杭叉工程机械集团股份有限公司  
ZHEJIANG HANGCHA ENGINEERING MACHINERY CO.,LTD.ZHEJIANG HANGCHA ENGINEERING MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

地址：杭州市石桥路地址：杭州市石桥路 398398号号   邮编：邮编：310022 310022 WWebsite: ebsite: http//http//www.zjhc.cnwww.zjhc.cn
Add Add ：：398 398 Shi Shi Qiao Qiao Road, Road, Hangzhou Hangzhou 310022 310022 E-MailE-Mail：：sales@zjhc.cnsales@zjhc.cn

TeTell：：+86-571-88926666 Fax+86-571-88926666 Fax：：  +86-571-88144682  +86-571-88144682

 EC DEC EC DECLARALARATION OF TION OF CONFORMCONFORMITYITY

MANUFACTUREMANUFACTURE

 Name:  Name: Zhejiang Hangcha EZhejiang Hangcha Engineering Machinerngineering Machinery Co., Ltd.y Co., Ltd.

Address: Address: 398 398 Shiqiao Shiqiao Road, Road, Hangzhou Hangzhou 310022, 310022, PP. . R. R. ChinaChina

THE TECHNTHE TECHNICAL DOCUMENTAICAL DOCUMENTATION WAS COMPILED TION WAS COMPILED BYBY::

 Name: Name:

Address:Address:

Post:Post:

HEREBY DECLARES THAT THE PRODUCT DESCRIBED BELOW:HEREBY DECLARES THAT THE PRODUCT DESCRIBED BELOW:

Description: Description: Industrial Industrial truck truck – – Counterbalanced Counterbalanced Lift Lift trucktruck

Model:Model:
SeSeririal al nunumbmberer: : NeNet t enengigine ne popowewer: r: kWkW

MMananufufaacctuturrining yg yeearar::

COMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWING EUROPEANCOMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWING EUROPEAN

DIRECTIVES:DIRECTIVES:

2006/42/EC 2006/42/EC Machinery Machinery DirectiveDirective

2004/108/EC 2004/108/EC EMC EMC DirectiveDirective

97/68/EC 97/68/EC Engine Engine pollutant pollutant emission emission DirectiveDirective

2000/14/EC & 2005/88/EC Noise Directive2000/14/EC & 2005/88/EC Noise Directive

Equipment according to the definition given by Annex I, item 36 of Noise Equipment according to the definition given by Annex I, item 36 of Noise Directive.Directive.  

Conformity Conformity assessment assessment procedure procedure followed: followed: Annex Annex V V of of Noise Noise Directive Directive 2000/14/EC2000/14/EC

Holder of the technical documentationHolder of the technical documentation

 Name: Name:
Address:Address:

Measured Measured sound sound power power level: level: dB dB Guaranteed Guaranteed sound sound power power level: level: dBdB

COMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWINGCOMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWING

HARMONIZED STANDARDS:HARMONIZED STANDARDS:

EN EN 1726-1 1726-1 Safety Safety of of industrial industrial trucks trucks - - Self-propelled Self-propelled trucks trucks up up to to andand

including 10 000 kg capacity and industrial tractors with a including 10 000 kg capacity and industrial tractors with a drawbardrawbar

 pull up to and including 20 000 N pull up to and including 20 000 N

Annex I of MachineryAnnex I of Machinery

Directive 2006/42/ECDirective 2006/42/EC

Essential health and safety requirements relating to the design andEssential health and safety requirements relating to the design and

construction of machineryconstruction of machinery

DoDone ne at at (p(plalacece): ): NaName me of of ththe e sisigngnatatorory:y:

On On (date): (date): Title:Title:

Signature:Signature:
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浙江杭叉工程机械集团股份有限公司浙江杭叉工程机械集团股份有限公司  
ZHEJIANG HANGCHA ENGIZHEJIANG HANGCHA ENGINEERING MACHINERY CO.,LTD.NEERING MACHINERY CO.,LTD.

地址：杭州市石桥路地址：杭州市石桥路 398398号号   邮编：邮编：310022 310022 WWebsite: ebsite: http//http//www.zjhc.cnwww.zjhc.cn
Add Add ：：398 398 Shi Shi Qiao Qiao Road, Road, Hangzhou Hangzhou 310022 310022 E-MailE-Mail：：sales@zjhc.cnsales@zjhc.cn

TeTell：：+86-571-88926666 Fax+86-571-88926666 Fax：：  +86-571-88144682  +86-571-88144682

 EC DEC EC DECLARALARATION OF TION OF CONFORMCONFORMITYITY

MANUFACTUREMANUFACTURE

 Name:  Name: Zhejiang Hangcha EZhejiang Hangcha Engineering Machinerngineering Machinery Co., Ltd.y Co., Ltd.

Address: Address: 398 398 Shiqiao Shiqiao Road, Road, Hangzhou Hangzhou 310022, 310022, PP. . R. R. ChinaChina

THE TECHNTHE TECHNICAL DOCUMENTAICAL DOCUMENTATION WAS COMPILED TION WAS COMPILED BYBY::

 Name: Name:

Address:Address:

Post:Post:

HEREBY DECLARES THAT THE PRODUCT DESCRIBED BELOW:HEREBY DECLARES THAT THE PRODUCT DESCRIBED BELOW:

Description: Description: Industrial Industrial truck truck – – Counterbalanced Counterbalanced Lift Lift trucktruck

Model:Model:
SeSeririal al nunumbmberer: : NeNet t enengigine ne popowewer: r: kWkW

MMananufufaacctuturrining yg yeearar::

COMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWING EUROPEANCOMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWING EUROPEAN

DIRECTIVES:DIRECTIVES:

2006/42/EC 2006/42/EC Machinery Machinery DirectiveDirective

2004/108/EC 2004/108/EC EMC EMC DirectiveDirective

2000/14/EC & 2005/88/EC Noise Directive2000/14/EC & 2005/88/EC Noise Directive

Equipment according to the definition given by Annex I, item 36 of Noise Equipment according to the definition given by Annex I, item 36 of Noise Directive.Directive.  

Conformity Conformity assessment assessment procedure procedure followed: followed: Annex Annex V V of of Noise Noise Directive Directive 2000/14/EC2000/14/EC

Holder of the technical documentationHolder of the technical documentation

 Name: Name:

Address:Address:
Measured Measured sound sound power power level: level: dB dB Guaranteed Guaranteed sound sound power power level: level: dBdB

COMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWINGCOMPLIES WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE FOLLOWING

HARMONIZED STANDARDS:HARMONIZED STANDARDS:

EN1726-1 EN1726-1 Safety Safety of of industrial industrial trucks trucks - - Self-propelled Self-propelled trucks trucks up up to to andand

including 10 000 kg capacity and industrial tractors with a including 10 000 kg capacity and industrial tractors with a drawbardrawbar

 pull up to and including 20 000 N pull up to and including 20 000 N

Annex I of MachineryAnnex I of Machinery

Directive 2006/42/ECDirective 2006/42/EC

Essential health and safety requirements relating to the design andEssential health and safety requirements relating to the design and

construction of machineryconstruction of machinery

DoDone ne at at (p(plalacece): ): NaName me of of the the sisigngnatatorory:y:

On On date): date): Title:Title:

Signature:Signature:
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17. Maintain record17. Maintain record

Date Date Item Item of of maintenancemaintenance
MaintainMaintain

personnelpersonnel
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ZHEJIANG HANGCHA ENGINEERING MACHINERY CO., LTDZHEJIANG HANGCHA ENGINEERING MACHINERY CO., LTD

Manufacturing site:Manufacturing site:

88 Donghu88 Donghuan Road, an Road, LinAn EcLinAn Economic Deonomic Development zovelopment zone, Zhejiangne, Zhejiang, P, P.R.China .R.China ZIP:311305ZIP:311305

Registered AddressRegistered Address  

398 398 Shi Shi Qiao Qiao Road, Road, Hangzhou, Hangzhou, PP.R. .R. China) China) ZIP ZIP :310004:310004

Fax: Fax: 0086-571-88132890 0086-571-88132890 0086-571-889267890086-571-88926789

Web:Web: http://www.hcforklift.comhttp://www.hcforklift.com  

E-mail: sales@hcforklift.comE-mail: sales@hcforklift.com
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